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Johnson Reviews
Economic Growth
At Lions Meeting

Vol. LAXXXIII NO. 21

bmWeeism In
School Systems
'Tapering Off

Mrs. Eugene Peal of Hazel
Route Two sends us the
James L. Johnson, executive stores have closed in the
following note.
secretary of the Murray downtown area in recent
Dear Editor:
Chamber of Commerce was the months.
Christmas has came and gone speaker for the regular meeting
He continued by saying that
again, and as usual
a lot of us
The "flu epidemic" siems. to firmary reported that 139
get carried away when the tizne of the Murray Lions Club income of all Calloway citizens
bttapering
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evening
off in the county and university students had been
at
Murray
the
in
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was
$27,886,000
and this
comes to shop for Christmas
city school systems, according treated on Monday of this week,
gifts. Also, a lot of people lose Woman's Club House. He had risen to $74,710,000.00 in
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for.
trend developing this early; the
of the Calloway County
I thought about all these things, County over the past several make it a lot easier to live with
figure was down to 89 treated
School system
years and concluded with a look the problems.
reports
that
and
I=Worn,
Put some of these
absenteeism seems to have yesterday, but it was too early
The chamber executive said
thoughts on. paper. I would like at present conditions.
peaked and is on its way down. to tell how the Wend would
Johnson said that Murray ii that 49 industrial prospects had
for you to print them in the
Miller sees no indication that Move.
still the fastest growing city in been provided material duringLedger,:if-yon-ricet mincLthe_ Jackson p122 -----7-qigt-wAmmons cautioned persons
classes will have to be closed
"
-the past year and that the
Tellhig It Like It Is
due to the number of students with the flu to see a doctor if
the ten fastest growing cities in Murray Chamber of Commerce
_absent, unless the downward the fever persisted fOr-itiors
'Twas a month after Christmas, Kentucky and is listed as one of is presently working with three
than four or five days. He aid.
trend reverses Itself.
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in
prospects.
when everything was still
Fred Schultz, City Schools that a heatIthy adult should not
Steadman Baker and Joe Pat
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(AP— plan to call it up for a vote on
our area since the corn we put • display along with an unbound,
education at Murray State Southside Restaurant.
making, and macrame ,will be The Congressional reapportion- the-flour until nextruestkiy. It-University, reside on Route 4,
out over a week ago is still uncut copy of one
Heloise Roberts opened the held through Thursday, Mitch ment bill supported by Gov. will go to the Senate for action
of his more
there. If food was scarce, it famous compositions.
Murray.
meeting with the Quota Collect 23.
Wendell Ford has emerged if passed by the House, which
woqici have disappeared in
and then introduced guests:
The workshop is limited to from committee intact and appears to be virtually certain.
Dr. Wilcox was on the adnothing -f5t.-The- Post Oak- 'inTniiitiat
Pauline Jones and Ruby )(rider. twenty participants and a $10.00 probably will be voted on by
ive Staff at - -the
House Minority Leader Har• "Planned Parenthood" was
produced thousands of Acorna - University
Martha Guier was in cluirge__ fee will be collected to cover the the full House next Tuesday.
old DeMarcus of Stanford was
of
Southern the topic of a talk given by
and apparently there are still California for
of the program and she in- -coif -friarueriats. .Thoite at- • The MeaSUre, House- Bill 112, the only Republican to vote for
14 years before William Suters, chief executive
plenty of them left.
troduced Dr. Bartholorny from tending must fill out an ap- was reported favorably out of the administration bill in the
coming to Murray ap- officer of the Mountain
A host of Doves around the proximately a year
Murray State who told the club plication before being accepted the House State Government committee Tuesday after voting
and a half Maternal Health League of
feeder this morning.
members of the progress of the
into the workshop. Information Konunittee on a 10-7 vote Tues- for a rival plan in subcomago. He taught music history Berea, Ky., January 18, a group
speech and hearing center at and applications may be ob- day and could be eligible for its mittee last wee.
and now holds one of the rarest of interested persons hosted by
MSU. He also presented a film tained from Mr. Thomas third reading and action on the
musical imprint collections in the Sigma Department of the
Also switching to vote for I-111
Tichenor To Present
Spoerner by calling either his floor by Friday.
the United States. Dr. and Mrs. Murray Woman's Club.
The one cent -sales tax in on speech and hearing.
112 Tuesday after voting last
Fifteen members attended office, (762-3784), of his home,
Henry County, Tennessee
Wilcox, with their son Tim,
But House Majority Leader week for the same rival plan Recital At University
Rev. Stephen
the meeting.
Davenport produced $406,288 last year.
(7534104).
reside at 703 Earl Court.
•
John Swinford said he did not sponsored by Rep. Dwight
This figure is 13.2 per cent
"The public is invited to come introduced the speaker to the
Wells, D-Richmond--was Rep.
Charles Tichenor, a senior
to
see this interesting display group, meeting in the basement higher than the previous year's
James Bruce, D-Hopkinsvilie.
music education major at
of the Woman's Club House.
total.
Murray State University will which will particularly appeal
FRANKFORT, ReapportionSuters explained the work of . The tax indicated sales of
present a recital Thursday to those in the music field,"
ment, Take 2:--Hopkinville. 350.
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Mountain
Maternal
Health
.over
$40
Mrs.
million
Margaret
in
Trevathan
the county in
„
night at 8 p.m.in the Richard W.
The full House State GovernLeague, an affiliate of Planned 1971.
Farrell Recital Hall in the Price librarian, said.
ment Committee had to take up
Parenthood World Population
The total for the year 1970 was
Doyle Fine Arts building at
four different reapportionment League.
$358,994 while the tax in 1971
MSU.
(Continued on Page Ten)
Tichenor will be assisted on
Suters, reportedly interested brought in $406,286.
Begun in November 1965, the
the Program by Dr. Josiah
The honor roll for the first Burchett, Carol Burkeen, Calhoun, Colleen Cavanaugh,
in organizing a grqup of conDarnall, viola, who is on the
Byerly, • Freda Debbie Crick, Cathy Crowell,
.-erned people in the Murray one cent sales tax produced semester at Calloway County Teresa
faculty of the MSU music
area to provide better family 6226,256 in its first twelve High School has been released Carraway, Freda Colson, Danny Covey, Linda Dunn,
months. Collections have in- by Principal Howard Crit- Marsha Conley, Carla Elkins,
department, and
Danny
planning services, outlined the
Barbara Donelson, Annita
Russell, junior clarinet major
steps that would be necessary to creased every year since then. tenden. Students making all ,Vs Merty Ann Evan:W--44nd* Duncan, Marsha Ernstberger,
The state deducts 2u2 Per cent and-or B's are eligible for the Futrell, Vicki Gamble.
from Camden, Tennessee. He
start such a move.
Evie Erwin, Susie Hall, Louie
as a tax collecting fee.
will also be assisted by his inhonor roll. Those students
Patty Greer, Randal Guthrie, Hauge, Delores Burton, Vicki
structor, Mrs. Marie Taylor, on
making all "s are designated by David Hall, Kathryn Hardie, Humphreys, James Jarrett +,
The Murray State Wind
piano.
an +
Sandra Hargrove +, Freddie Kathy Kelly, Janey Kelso +,
Sinfonietta, a select group of
Tichenor has also been
Seniors,--nonnie Beach, Higgins +,Kathy !Umbel), Lori Clifton Key, Rosemary Lamb,
instrumentalists from the
selected to appear as a guest music department at Murray
Phyllis Beach Barbara Bean, Lax,Edith Litchfield +, Randy Vicki Pat Lamb,
pianist with the Jackson, State University, will represent
Vicki Bolen, Tonya Bucy, Mike Lee, Susan McCann.,
Debbie Miller +, Darlene
Top fruitcake salesman were
(Tenn.)Symphony Orchestra in Kentucky at the Southern
Debbie Miller, Sherry Mit- Mier +, Vickie Sanders, announced at
the January 20
a concert March 5 in Jackson. Divisional Meeting of The
chell, Sandra Moody +, Susan David Sims, Jimmy Smith,
meeting of the Murray Civitan
Pigg, Robert Proctor, Tarea Beverly Stacks,Dorinda Starks, Club.
College
Band
Directors
2210111==—Mi=r--^"
Roach, Debbie Rogers +,
National
Association
Sabrina Tucker,
in
Cofield Vance took top honors
Annette Strode +, Glenda
Memphis, Tennessee.
Connie Underhill,. Linda with 477 pounds sold, J.H. Nix
Stubblefield +, Patricia Wetmore, Pamela White, 463 pounds,
The Wind Sinfonietta, under
Ralph Bogard 355
Tabor*, 'Doris Turner, Billy Wendy Williams, Barbara pounds, Starkie Colson,
the baton of Prof. Paul W.
309
Usrey,
Tommy Vance, Carla Williford, Joyce Winchester +, pounds,and Red Willoughby
Shahan, will present a concert
301
Increasing cloudiness and
Watkins.
of advanced band literature for
Vickie Workman.
pounds.
warmer today...high 37 to 42.
Juniors-Stacy Adams, Dale
the college band director.
Sophomores-Phyllis Adams,
Cofield Vance, sales chairCloudy and warmer tonight and
Arnold, Gale Broach, Sherry Robert
organizetion. Included •.on the
Allen,
Rebecca man, reported that 3500 pounds
• The New Concord Parents
Thursday. Chance of rain beprograth will be "Elegy" is
Club
sporisor a chili supper Bury, Becky Burchett, Sarah Burkeen,Mark Carroll, Danny of Claxton Fruitcake were sold
ginning late tonight or Thursdedicated
to
Chadwick, Kenneth Cleaver +, in the Murray area, and the
the
memory
of
Friday
night
at 6:00 p.m. in the
day morning. continuing ThursWilliam F. Crosswy who was
, Has The Fin
Debbie Coates,•Jamis Connor, remaining 300 pounds of unsold
New Coneord School cafeteria.
day. Low tonight 34 to 38. High
the composer's high school
Mrs. J.B. Burkeen, Society Karen Fannin „ Julie Green- cake will be distribUted equally
There will . be iatramural
Thursday in the upper 403 or
band director at Grove High
basketball' games, and little Editor of the Leder and Timea. fieki..,,Lprel_ Guy +, Lamar between Glendale Orphans
low 504. The outlook for Friday
William
Suters
was
speaker
the guest
at a meeting of the Sigma
SchoOl; Paris, Tennessee.
King and Queen crowning at has been out of the office fqr the Harrell +, Vera Herndon, Home and Paradise Friendly
,..turning colder again with,
Department of the Murray's Woman's club on Januar). 18 Left to
Also to be
past two days because of the flu. Amanada Hoke
presented
wills
Brinda Jo Home!
be;
.
7;00
p.m.
showers changing to snow flee- - right are Rev. Stephen Davenport, Mrs. Gus Robertson, Jr.,
She is expected to be back et Hopkins, Warren Hopkins,
President Starke Colson
willstarta
Se_rving
l_6100
and
ries and ending.
Suters,
and Mrs. Don Henry.
• (Continued on Page Ten)
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Bible-Thoughtforiod:
2:12.
, Missed are all they that put their trust in
Zveryone wants happiness. Here is God's formula, and it has
never failed. Begin now. "Praise God from Whom all blessings
flow!"

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
said something memorable when
have
must
Eve
she first cast eyes at Adam after he had given up a..
rib in the ordeal of her creation. If it had been
recorded, I think we would learn that this is What she
-tanarked."Adam, you're not the man you used to
be."
"You have there hit the nail on the head."
—Rabelais
•••••••••=1..111•4111011•

rankfortReiort
Ms Filth District Rep. Kenneth C. Imes
bill that would permit issuance
FRANKFORT REPORT
of a three-day nonresident
The State Legislature again
hunting 'and fishing license.
Ten
convened at 4 p.m. Monday.
Also introduced was a second
new bills were introduced on
bill to exempt food from the
that date, including another
Tax.
Sales
Congressional redistricting hill
I might take this opportunity
introduced by Rep. Dwight
to ask your opinion on the food
Wells. This bill, H.B. 142, would
tax exemption. To date, I have
split fewer counties and help
letters and have
thirty-eight
Grass
maintain the Blue
had numerous requests in
District.
Sixth
the
of
character
conversation with my conTuesday found the instituents requesting that I vote
troduction of twenty-seven
against the exemption. I have
seven
which
additional bills of
yet to have anyone asking me to
were Administration proposals
support the measure. The
for Consumer Protection. House
general opinion is that this is the
•8111.161 would exempt pensions
only tax some people pay and
received by policemen and fire
that it is a fair and justifiable
• fighters from state income tax.
tax. I would therefore be very
We also passed H.R. 22, a
for your opinion on this
grateful
.resolution which I sponsored,
matter.
important
asking the U.S. Department of
Friday, we met at 10 a.m. and
reduce
to
Agriculture
'
after a lengthy presentation of a
erestriction on home processed
pollution bill by Rep.
noise
salt cured meats.
_Blythe . and the „molar
was
Wednesday'
as
much
T. In as
business, we adjourned until
a state holicky,Rupert E. Lee's
—
ebirthday, the House was not in Monday.
:Wednesday uight,
Tsession.
Important legislation coming
!however, we attended the to a vote next week will be H.B.
'Kentucky School Board's 120 which would remove the
in Commissioner of Personnel
meeting
:Association
• •
Lc...iiantuo- ar-thr-gtrest-1hr—
oVITIER-Nre
;Calloway County, Murray in- H.B. 115 that will exempt from
dependent, and Trigg County tuition a child of a P.O.W. or
•school boards. We were very totally disabled veteran for
• proud when Fred Schultz was three years from a state
.! recognized as the outstanding vocational school or a state
* creative school official in the college_ or university, H.B. ;of
7-date. This award has been will prohibit members of the
previously won by only two General Assembly from serving
; other individuals and they were on a Board of Trustees or
. from Louisville and Lexington. Regent,and H.B. 111 which will
• Tues saw the introduction of raise the ceiling from $20,000 to
• H.B. 215, a fourth bill on 927,500,the salary to be paid to a
• Congressional redistricting.
Department Commissioner.
-. This bill was introduced by Rep.
Also, my Committee on Labor
Bruce Blythe. It basically in- and Industry will hold hearings
volved changes in the Third on Sunday Closing Laws and
District in which there is proposed bills.
speculation that Rep. Blythe, a
I would again ask you to
oppose contact me at The House of
Republican, will
Congressman Ron Mazzoli.
Representatives, Frankfort, If
Also Thursday, I introduced a this office can be of service.

11111C-04*
0

TOUCHING HISTOR*,-David Thou/bury, Paul Huirsk
arid James. Pina (left to right), all .of Paris, examine
some of the rifles on exhibit in the Civil War Room at
Wavelarid State, Shrine ,in Lexington..The fifth-grade
students from Center, Hill Elementary School were
Rarticipating, With Olen class in the.Kentucky. Heyitage
Program, lc onducted at the museum to. arouse
students' interest in Kentucky's past. (Karen Tam
.
.Photo)
. .
.

•LETTERS"EDITOR

Attemiance:Dear Editor:
I urge _fellaw, citizens to
support the March of Dimes
annual January campaign to
prevent birth defects. Nearly
the
at
was
1971, however,
Land Between the Lakes, the
babies are born each
big outdoor recreation area twenty lake access areas that 250,000
year in this country with
boat
camping,
west
in
free
TVA
provide
by
operated
birth defects, and
Kentucky and Tennessee, had a lauching, and picnicking significant
- that's a problem that should
record 1,700,000 visitors in 1971 facilities.
Among the new camping ctuictini all of us. Birth defects
from all fifty states and several
programs initiated in 1971 at can strike any family, any
foreign countries.
time, anywhere.
Camping remained the most Land Between the Lakes was
To overcome this toll, the
"Outward
popular recreational activity, the innovative
along with boating, fishing, Bound" project conducted by March of Dimes maintains
than 100 Medical Service
hunting, hiking, and nature Murray State University. This more
supports medical
Programs,
survival
study. A hundred new camping outdoor education and
public education
sites and other facilities were camping program in the research,
and patient care
added at Piney Campground, bivouac area was an extension programs
the country. It
year-round fiacility which is one of Project Upward Bound, a throughout
with local health
of three large family cam- national program designed to works closely
and medical
departments
selfand
pgrounds providing modern provide motivation
in rebella imfacilities and super_yjaed confidence to high school societies
studentsfrom economically and munization to end-difetif--the
- recreation programs.
deprived most devastating sources of
The heaviest visitor impact in culturally
birth defects.
backgrounds.
Although the Rh serum and
The program consisted of rebella
have
vaccine
twelve one-week sessions where diminished the number of inincome
low
from
students
fants horn each year with birth
groups --in - the-surrounding aerectsTiliefe1B-Stil1 a great
region learned to camp and phallenge ahead of us. By
survive in the outdoors. A major helping the March of Dimes in
Approval of a $42,900 grant to objective was to encourage an
help continue a • program of interest in the -natural en- its fight against this nation's
planning for industrial growth vironment and a desire for second greatest destroyer of
human life, you are helping to
in an eight-county area of
—
proitet--the- life -,sit-7tature
western Kentucky announced .214KKJeamingTrail,
short
a
Long Creek
generations.
recently by Robert A. Podesta, paved
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walk
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stimulate growth in private designat -E-June by the U.S.
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enterprise and create new jobs. Department of the Interior. It is
ROME(AP)- Sophia Loren
CAtill>litE LITTLE DAVID MODEL'
"'This grant was approved as located in a heavily wooded will star in "The Love Song of
a part of the Nixon Ad- area that offers a wide variety Mara Lumera," a film scheduled to go before the cameras
ministration's program to help
plant and animal life:
next fall in Italy.
and of
plan
communities
A new health station to
The story is of a beautiful
stimulate growth in private provide medical care to visitors
widow of a Mafia leader who
enterprise, thus creating new
established as a assumes her late husband's
was
jobs for the Nation's economy,"
role, but repents and becomes a
cooperative effort among local
Podesta said.
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these
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Ballard, Calloway, artiste, wholesome outdoor recreation.
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disposal system.
The district participated in
The Almanac
planning for new industry in
connection with the establishBy United Press International
January 21, 1972
ment of a paper tnill. It reports
M, 1972
January
26,
:
Jan.
Wednesday,
is
Today
ADULTS 95
of a sewer system to
installation
92
ADULTS
to
340
with
1972
the 26th day of
NURSERY 5
open a 100-acre Industrial area
NURSERY 4
follow.
in McCracken County and
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
The moon is between its first
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
of a water,project in
completion
DISMISSALS
quarter and full phase.
Baby Girl Washer (Mrs. Bob
the Fulton area.
Miss Cheryl Jean Burkeen
The morning stars Sire
Washer), Rt. 1, Hazel, Baby
The Purchase Area District
Payne St.. Andrea Lature Mercury and Jupiter.
Girl Guthrie (Mrs. Tommy 1004
Is
providing $18,100 to complete
Perry 407 N. 1st St., Mrs. Waeda
The evening stars are Venus,
4, Murray.
Guthrie), Rt.'
the $61,000 cost of continuing the
Mae Beane 403 S. 12th St.,
Mars and Saturn.
DISMISSALS
program.
Those born on this date are
Mrs. Charlotte Hanunack and Kenneth Ray Ahart Rt. I Almo,
Miss Glenda Elaine Reed 206 N. under the sign of Aquarius.
Baby Boy, 1701 Magnolia, Miss
Cherry St., Mrs. Elizabeth'Gail Gen. Douglas MacArthur was
Gina Bess Kirk, Rt. 3, Murray,
ARMED WOMEN
Hendon and Baby Boy Rt. 7 born Jan. 28, 1880.
Mrs. Myrtle Lee Bryan, 609
PIKESVILLE, Md. (API Murray, Robert Arol Gough 716
On this date in history: Maryland State Police ars planVine St., James Sherrill
Wright St., Mrs. Edna Lee
In 1837'Michigan became the sting a special training coarse in
Outland, Rt. 3,, Murray, Mrs.
Wilson Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs. 26th state.
small arms exclusively for
Audrey Belle Cook,. Rt. 6,
Lorene Colson Rt. 3, Murray,
In 1861 Louisiana secedec: women.
Murray, Mrs. Tern Jo Lynch,
George Tyre Robinson Rt. 2 from the United States.
'The proposal was recomFox Meadow Trailer Ct., Mrs,
after 15 women inmended
Hazel, Mrs. Emma America
a
be
to
ceased
India
In 1950
Joy Marele Rowland, 110 S. 12th
Baker Rt. 5 Benton, William British dominion and became vaded the Pikesville headquarSt., James Henry Bartholomew,
ters.
Freeman Fitts 113 N. 7th St. the Republic of India.
503 Matthew St., Sikeston, Mo.,
"They just marched into My
Lawrence Helm Farmer 1319
had
it
Russia
said
In 1971
Mrs. Amelia JoAnn Myers and
office-and asked when we could
St. George Raymond
Poplar
landed an unmanned spacecraft start teaching them how to
Baby Girl, Rt, 1, Hardin, Mrs
Colson (expired)ARt. 3 Murray
on Venus and that it VMS shoot handguns." said Jack
Charlotte Dean McDougal and
Marsh, director of information.
sending back data.
Baby Boy, 903 Meadow Lane,
• HITCHCOCK SIGNS
Mrs. Shirley Inure Barber and
NEW YORK'IAP) - Alfred
A thought for the day:
Baby Boy, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs.
has signed an ex- Douglas MacArthru said, "It is
BECKERMAN PRODUCES
Hermes Evaline Shackleford, Hitchcock
cldsietr contract to produce and
NEW YORK (AP)- Sidney.,
New Concord, Youel Lee direct 'three additional motion fatal to enter any war without
Beckerman has been signed to
the will to win it." .
Duncan, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs. pictures for Universal.
produce "The Death of tar
Obera Iliex Cooper, Rt. 1,
Hitchcock presently is cornGeorge GarMurray,Mrs. Lucy Ardee Cook, ple,ting final editing'of "FrenThe first crossing of the At- Fox." a novel by
Rt.'6, Murray, William Hobert zy,'his 33rd motion picture and lantic Ocean by air, non-stop. rett revolving around iheiSitsa- •
bethan period of the early 17th
Morgan,1511 Kirkwood, Walter the first to be finned by him in was made by Alcock and Brown century
years
21
in
1919
in
Britala
Newfoundland
Great
from
Murray.
Wilson, Rt. 5,
-
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LEXINGTON, KY.- With its
huge wood -burning range and
redolent with smells of good
things cmaitng, Grant:M(i
old-fashioned kitchen is often
remembered with pleasure. In
actuality, however, it was
generally big, inconvenient,
poorly lighted and ventilated,
colorless, and hard to clean.
Bending over the hot stove
and chasing here and there over
the kitchen in preparing those
delightful meals of yesteryear,
Grandma often grew wrinkled
and old long before her time.
There are not many of those
old-fashioned kitchens left, but
where they exist, remodeling
this room should be high on the
home renovation list. It will be
worth every.dime it costs Mp_ut
charm and efficiency Into an
old kitchen.
Among the kitchen
.remodeling suggestions offered
by Gladys Lickert, area housing
specialist for the University`of
Kentucky College of
Agriculture's Cooperative
Extension Service, are the
following pointers:
Always choose good-quality
appliances. This does not mean
that they have to be the "top of
the line," but they should be
selected with those special
features you'll need and use.
Plan work areas for top
effielency so that range,
refrigerator and dishwasher we
no more than 7 feet apart, if
possible, and are arranged in the
room for an easy flow of work.
Plan work centers for each
sob or activity to be done in the
kitchen. Allow enough a:Writer
space in the work center for
doing the job, and enough
storage shelves and drawers to
store the articles needed at that
center. For example,
mixing center you will need 36
inches of counter space with
wall cabinets above and a
cabinet with a drawer below.
Other centers, such as
dishwashing, cooking and eating
centers, should be planned in
the same manner. (For more
details, check with your county
Extension agent for home
economics.)
Be sure lighting is adequate,
and make the best possible use
of your windows for both
natural light and ventilation. Be
sure electrical circuits are
adequate to safely handle all the
kitchen appliances installed.
In making over the kitchen,
remember it is the anost likely
place for family gatherings, and
thus the most important room
In the house. Thetefore, it
should be as attractive and
cheery as possible. This can be
done by choosing counter tops,
floor coverings, cabinet finishes,

7
ds
r'
Iron .75
& SAT.

equipment, wallpaper or paint
and accessories that_ are
harmonious in color, texture

-ffRranren.

How can you keep that
old-fashioned flavor while still
giving the kitchen modern
efficiency? Well, you choose
kitchen faithfuls from
Grandmother's day as
accemories, says Mrs Lkkert.
Latch onto an old kerosene
Lamp or two, a coal-oil reservoir,
a butcher's block table. Put an
enameled or old copper tea
kettle on the back of the range,
hang an old black iron skillet
nearby. Find or refinish a
handsome old kitchen table and
*pull some brightly -painted
ladder-back chairs up to it.
Choose light fixtures, eurtain.,i,
rods and fabrics reminiscent of
earlier days. Play up a fireplace
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Garland
with a big iron kettle, an
entitle!! Weedherx full ofMr. and Mrs. Virgil Garland, Route One, Murray, will be
kindling, ia uninlii mantle'to7,-- honored at a reception at their home, one mile west of Penny,on •
display that old pewter pitcher
Sunday, February 6, 1972,from 2 p.m. until 5 p.m., in observance
or copper bowl.
Anniversary..
of their Fiftieth Wedding
With a new kitchen
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.
conveniently arranged and
The couple was married on February 5, 1922, in the home of
complete with modern
Mrs. Garland's parents in the Ginger Creek Community.
appliances, the homemaker can
prepare iiiieglIM-efliity as
M.GarlancThiMWthm Rosie McDougal, daughter of the
those cooked up by Grandma.
late Mr. and Mrs. Realus J. McDougal. Mr. Garland is the son of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Garland, of the Ledbetter vicinity of
She can also keep her youthful
gait and lOoks longer, and save
Lewiston County, Kentucky.
herself thousands of
The couple resided in Stuart County, Tennessee, until 1942 when
unnecessary steps
they moved to Calloway County near Penny.
--=-11EFGarlands are the parents of four children; two sons.
--'-'Jackson of Almo, and Bernice of Madisonville, Ky.; and two
daughters, Elsie Robinson who died February 17, 1945, and Mrs.
John Tucker of Kirksey.
They have seven grandchildren: Mrs. Marci Thome, Mrs.
Barbara Todd,. Cecil Garland, litasidY_Tuckuttle2ucker.
David Garland,and Danny Garland.Thin also have seven greatgrandchildren.
Mr. and Mrs. Garland are both members of the We Fork
. Baptist Ct•
serve this frosty graft tutted_
your next fu a chson
meeting or as a dessert anytime. Its cogl white elegance,
studded with colorful fruit "jewels," will lend a party atmosphere to any occasion.
Dairy sour cream adds a new
and tangy taste to vanilla ice
cream) Together they make
the perfect setting for bits of
By Abigail Van Buren
pineapple, blueberries, bright
maraschino cherries and green
grapes. This tasty fruit'n'cream
combination goes into a convenient loaf pan for an easy mold
that's frozen 'til firm then onmolded at serving time onto a
pretty platter of crisp greens.
By kning the pan with foil with
edges extending over the side,
DEAR ABBY: I have just returned from an interview for
it is easy to lift out of the pan
a secretarial position. The boss hiniself interviewed me, and
for wrapping for freezing.
I must say. I was surprised at some of the questions he
Igloo Loaf was developedxith
asked me.
He wanted to know if I was on "the Pill." II had already
carefree entertaining in m ind
told him I was recently divorced.)
because it can be stored in the
Then he asked. "Do you drink?" I told him I didn't. Then
freezer for several months if
and added, "Not even a little social drinking
smiled
he
kept well wrapped. So make
once in a while?" I said "No. I just don't care for it." Then
two or three molds and have
Co'ffee Making
he looked at me like I was some kind of oddball.
then: en hand to serve anytime
He also asked me if I ever "turned on" with drugs. By
calla
y
pas
om
c
s -- unexpected
When making coffee, start.
that ttmel had had tti and replied, "Good grief, no!"
Slice off as Many servings as
with a truly clean coffee urn,
leltin a Joh offer, But if .
I doubt if that interview
desired. =rap the remainder
freshly_ bailesL_water apd
it does,---I shall turn it down.
of the loaf and pop it back into
fresh coffee. One pound- of
Not having sought employment for 10 years, perhaps I am .
coffee and two gallons of wathe freezer. Or if you're cooking
for two, slices can be Individualter makes 40 servings.
out of touch with today's scene. But I'd like to know if these
ly wrapped and served whenquestions are routine in an interview today? Or did this
ever you like to vary your menu
particular man have something else in mind?
wan _ frozen salad or -4.1.0.Art-------.7---FeHOC-KED-IN MANHATTAN-

TOBACCO
DOLLARS

Frozen Salad
ForSpecial

Occasions

Earn An Extra
Quarter Here!

eat_ -744443*-

/*

Out-of-touch Friday
shocked by 'routine'

Spaghetti supper
Federal savings
and Loan
Murray Branch
Main at 7th Street

-

Saute one can (3 to 4 oz.)
sliced mushrooms, drained,
with a generous dash of
crushed oregano in two tablespoons butter or margarine Add one can (15 oz.)
spaghetti with meatballs in
tomato sauce and, one-half
cup cooked corn. Heat; stir
now and then. Makes two
to three servings
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Mrs. Jones- Is
Hostess, Harris
Grove Homemakers

CHIROPRACTIC OFFICE
Highway 94 East

NEW OFFICE HOURS...
Monday-Wednesday-Friday 9 AM. to 6 P.M.
Saturday — 9 AM. to 12 Noon
EMERGENCY CARE BY APPOINTMENT
OTHER HOURS
Phone 753-2962
•gas ea..u..cc....,,s...p ppppp ps..e.'C erb•

DEAR SHOCKED: The questions you were asked were
not routine, and I suspect the man who inter-viewed you had
fringe benefits in mind. For HIM-not you.
DEAR ABBY: My husband is a long distance truck driver. I told him a few weeks ago that I worried _a lot about
his driving at night becal5se I was afraid he might doze off,
and he told me I shouldn't worry because one of the other
drivers gave him some "stay awake" pills. (
I begged him not to take any pills unless he knows what
is in them, and suggested.that he go to our family doctor if
he felt he needed something to help him stay awake.
He said I was "dumb" to worry, but I love him, and I'm
afraid he might get hooked on drugs. Is this possible, and
SO WORRIED
what can I do?

Ice cubes have been both
a blessing and a bane of
electric refrigerators once
they first appeared more
than 50 years ago.
A blessing because they
provided a limited quantity
of ice cubes for drinks and
other purposes. And a bane
because no matter how you
planned ahead, you always
ran out Even when you
didn't, the bickering over
who forgot to fill the trays
and the icy tenacity with
which the cubes resisted

Wednesday,'January III
The Baptist Women of the
Kirksey Baptist Church will
meet at the church at seven
p.m.
Thursday, Janaary-TF---The Magazine Club will meet
Mrs. Don A. Maupin
Thursday at 2:30 pan, at the
home of Miss Cappie Beale and
Mrs. Nevelyn B. Cayce of 114 Dawson Road,Princeton, Ky., has
Mrs. J.I. Hosick. Election of announced the
marriage of her daughter, Carolyn Sue Cayce, to
officers will be held.
. Don A. Maupin, iofMr. and Mrs. J.C. Mauptn oiI812 Ryan
- _,
Murray.
Friday, January IX
The double ring ceremony was read by Judge Bob Rollins On
An old-fashioned pie supper
will be held at Hazel Elemen- Monday, January 17 at 12:30 in the afternoon at Ringgold, Ga.
The attendants to the couple were Mr.and Mrs. Gene Canton.
tary School at six p.m.,followed
by .a country music *ow at.
Mrs. Mau* is a 1971 graduate of Caldwell County High School
eight p.m., featuring three local and is now attending Murray State University. Mr. Maupins is a
well-known bandir—'"-graduate of University High School and Is now employed by Warren Construction Company.
Chili Supper at New Concord
star
Serving
School cafeteria.
Mr.and Mrs. Maupin are- now residing at 208 South Ninth Street
at 6 p.m. and continues throughIn Murray.
ball game.

removal weren't conductive
to serenity
All this -is fast becoming
a thing of the past, since
the
ice-maker
automatic
has become the fastest-selling option on no-frost refrigerator-freezers
These
ingenious
little
machines never forget and
they produce cubes until
the filling of thee storage
bin shots them off. The _
oiiiiiiiilation required
a simple hook-up to a nearby cold-water line. •
No -frost
refrilltrator"_ freezers eliminate a major _
nuisance of ice-cube freezing-the accumulation of 7frost on the trays that has
to be scraped or wfished
away The no-frost action
keeps the cubes dry and
prevents them form . sticking together in storage
-bins.

,- Turtles-carry

Old-Time Peanut Butter Bread Is Still Popular
By Cecily Brownstone'
Associated Press Food Editor
A friend of ours who lives in
Old Deerfield. Mass . and who
in her youth took cooking lessons from Fannie Farmer, told
us recently that she has been
baking peanut butter bread for
more years than she cares to
remember'
That got us started We decided to offer you a recipe for
the best peanut bread that could
-aossibly be made. A New York
friend of ours, the mother of
three children, volunteered to
do the testing.
Here then is the result of her
effort -- and a delicious bread
it is. Besides trying it on her
own youngsters. our New York
friend offered it to seven other
kids, two mothers and one father; all gave the bread rave
reviews.
. Then ene of her sons, who
was going to a Boy Scout staff
meeting, took a loaf along withhim The result of that tasting'
Ten boys. from 12 to 16 years
old, ate up every crumb - When we served the bread at
our house, we liked it best fresh
from the oven with buttcr and
jam.
PEANUT BUTTER BREAD
2 cups unsifted flour, stir to
aerate before measuring
3 teaspoons baking powder
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/4 cup (1/2 of a.one-quarter
pound stick)-butter or margarine, softened
3/4 cup chunky peanut butter,
at room temperature
3/4 cup sugar
1 large egg

DEAR ABBY: Will you please say something to inconsiderate "children" who are now married and have
their own families, but who pile up bills and then ask
their parents to- "loan" them money to pay these bills,
but who never repay the loan' These bills, I want to say,
are not for necessities, but for luxuries and extras.
When our children were small, we scrimped and saved
Why should we have to do it all over. again in our old age?
Please. Abby. say something to add a little maturity and
responsibility to these selfish children. We love them and do
not wish to alienate them by being too blunt. Thank you
HONDO, TEXAS
DEAR HONDO: Nothing I say can add maturity and
responsibility to your grown children. But you can protect
your savings and perhaps train your children to either do
without, or save in advance, by refusing to pay their bills.
And don't worry about "alienating" them. Let THEM worry
about alienating YOU
CONFIDENTIAL TO "LIKES THE LADIES" IN CHILLICOTHE. OHIO: In the long haul, charming women
win over the beauties. A very wise man once remarked,
"The beautiful women are th. ones I notice But the
charming women are the ones who notice ME."

Canned fruit cocktail always has these five fruits:
Cling p.e adhe s. pears,
grapes, pineapple and maraschino cherries. Serve the
fruit right from the can as
a good dessert, or serve it
as a topping for pudding,
cake or ice cream.

--Automatkmaker,
is miracle

Delicious strawberry sundaes
and oatmeal cake were served
by Mrs. Jones.
The next regular meeting will
be held on Wednesday,
February 9, at the home of Mrs.
Bill Wrather.

DEAR WORRIED: Yes, it's possible. Keep after him
until he goes to his family doctor. It is dangerous for anyone to take pills which.have not been prescribed especially
For him.

Five-in-one

-Wedding-Vows React---

Clifton Lea Jones
hostess for the meeting of the
Harris Grove Homemakers
Club held Wednesday, January
19 at her home.
A special lesson
was
presented for the group. Mrs.
Bobby
Armstrong
was
welcomed as a new member to
the cluh.

1E811

Igloo Loaf
1 quart vanilla ice cream,
softened
1 4 cup dairy sour cream
/
I can (8%-oz.) pineapple tid.drained
% cup blieberries
% cup maraschino cherries
% cup ('/4 lb.) green grapes,
halved and seeded
Line 9x5x3-inch loaf pan with
aluminum foil allowing sufficient foil on sides to cover top.
In a bowl blend together ice
cream and sour cream. Fold in
pineapple, blueberries, cherries
and grapes. Pour mixture into
pan; cover and freeze until firm.
When ready to serve, unmoid
onto greens. Makes 9 servings.

mite

teks
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FASHION
NOTES
PEANUT BUTTER BREAD - It's a quick loaf that's delicious
served with butter and jam
1 cup milk .
On wax paper thoroughly stir
together the flour, baking powder and salt.
In a medium mixing bowl
beat together the butter and
peanut butter until blended.
beat in sugar. then egg and
vanilla
Add the flour mixture, with a
pastry blender mix in until fine
crumbs form Add milk and stir
just until mixture is mbi4tOned

position without removing
frostless refrigeratorSome
their contents
freezer means there is no
shelves, for storing- -.small
visible frost ever in the
items. pull out like drawfreezer or the fresh food
ers
compartment since the refrigerant coils on which the ' Door features otter a
frost is accumulated are loor
left-hand
of
choice
cated outside the walls of the
Cloopening
right-hand
food liners. Low tempera•
sures are magnetic, some
tures are obtained inside
models of refrigerators ofthe cabinet by fan forces
fer foot-pedal devices for
air.
opening the doors

BUTTER CONDITIONER:
A compartment that is
controlled
thermostatically
to hold butter at spreading

consistency
'Egg storage racks. has.

Add a suspicion' of bottled
horseradish, sugar and salt to sour
cream; serve as a topping for a
molded cranberry salad

Alpe,

_cooken dried. -apresa. in the
refrigerator' Flies taste delicious
when they're added lo mashed
sweet potatoes'

ADJUSTABLE shelves can
be raised or lowered on
some models while on oth
ers they swing out and can
be moved to a differeftt

kits .or drawers vary in
size, and location
Many are remoyable

MOUNT VERNON, N. Y.
(UPI): Consumers Union
has warned that turtles are
dangerous household pets
because they carry salmonella poisoning, which is
usually associated with contaminated food products.
The union said a U. S.
Public Health Service expert estimated that 50 per
cent of pet turtles carry
salmonella bacteria. It is
transmitted when the turtle
is handled or when the pet
is put in a food dish or a
kitchen sink when its water
is beipgchanged.

Some special features
of new refrigerators

MEAT KEEPER. A container for storing fresh
meat, fish, and poultry located in the coldest area of
the fresh food compartment.
High
Vegetable crisper
humidity drawers or bins
and
fruits
for
keeping
vegetables garden fresh

:Salnione110

ICE MAKERS, ejectors
and storage bins Some refrigerators have an automatic icemaker located in the
freezer section. A plumbing
connection is needed for
this icemaker

Of dry milk
If you're watching your
food budget you can add
instant nonfat dry milk
powder to dry ingredients
in a recipe according to
U. S. Department of Agriculture home economists.
Remember-dry milk may
be sifted with dry ingre(:ients for cakes and breads.
or stirred right, Into flour
for gravy Or Sauce. It also
mixes well with cornstarch
and sugar for puddings.
Then add watef'for the- required amount of liquid.

-Turn into a greased-Thai pan
(9 by 5 by 3 inches). Bake in a
preheated 350-degree oven until
a cake tester inserted in the
center comes out clean and top
of loaf is golden-brown - 55 to
60 minutes
Place- loaf in parr Oft a wire
rack and let stand 5 minutes.
With a small spatula loosen
edges, turn out on rack, turn
right side im Cool Store wrapped in transparent plastic wrap
or foil.

Frozen dough
Most homemade
bread
recipes make two loaves,,.
but if you are a one-loafsize family, don't despair
-you can freeze unbaked
bread or rolls tip to a week
with no loss in quality according to the Wheat Flour
the
After
Institute.
dough's first rising and the
bread has been shaped into
loaves' and placed ill pans,
brush the top of the loaf to
be stored, with oil, wrap it
snugly, and freeze. To use.
remove it from the freezer_
to a warm place, unwrap
and let it rise until nearly
doubled. Bake as usual

For the men
Canvas is coming

along„
as a male fashion lahris
White, off white. beige and
tan are among the. popular
colors in smart jackets and
slacks Tops come in a weir
assortment of lengths arid
models. Some arc belied
and some ase plain And
there is a great sanely ot
pocket treatments .

Cheek peppers
If you use a member of
the red pepper family, red
and chili pepper, paprika,
and bell pepper flakes-they lose quality in sis
months--in
high-humidity
areas, deterioration is ever
more rapid

a

Pasties Neter
Written by
JO CRASS

Spring of '72 will be one
to remember...No longer
will mother try to emulate
daughter. but It's
a
complete reversal with
daughter trying to look like
mother.. Will
wonders
never cease?
Continue to color suede
fashion...Color it either
natural or bright...Color it
long or short...dtrytime or
evening...but consider it a
must in a fashion wardrobe.
It's only natural for
fashion to come up
Chinese...for fashion and
DeSSS go hand and hand...Watch for the quilted coolie
jackets...the silk, long
dresses and the pant-tunics
to emerge.
Cardigans for spring will
not only be jackets.. but
will grow up and become
are
coats...Many
straight.. while still others
achieve fullness from
shoulder yokes.
Remember, fashion is
your best SOCIAL security.
I 1 price sale now going
on at Littleton's-Balcony
Boutique.

the Happy Yellow Store
is open till 5:30 Mon.-Sat.till 6:00 on Fri.

Littleton's
HAPPY, YELLOW
STORE
DOWNTOWN MURRAY
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Tigers Blast Wildcats -9248, Luther Shines

I MI.

Calloway Rolls Over
Scitith

Morshatt-M69

By DAVID HILL
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Look out UCLA here come
the Lakersi Calloway High
School, that is. The way they looked last
night against South Marshall,
the Lakers are just about ready
for anyone.
Hitting a sizzling 60 per cent from the floor, the Lakers rolled
over South by the score of 83-69.
And, can 'kou believe it,
James Wells did not foil/ Mit!
For possibly the first time this
freshman center_James_
Wells did not leave the game
because of personal fouls.
Wells led his Lakers' scoring
_ attack s411%12 big Points, but
newcomer Jerry Duncan was
not far behind. Newcomer,
because Duncan just recently
seems to have found himself,
And become one of the Lakers
leading scorers and rebOunders.
He finished last night with 16
points.
Greg Howard, a doubtful
future ahead because of a
calcium deposit on his knee,
. cWried lifirfriculfers toward
the Lakers cause, and Randy
Shelton and. Johnny Stockdale
added 11 and 10 respectively.
The Rebels took off early and
looked like they would have the
game under control. They led
consistently-be-only four to five
points, but the takers could not
seem to cata up:
/3i the seilaWC quarter,
Earls

--4--

"Nes
The Lakers caught up to the fast- chart. South turned the ball
•
moving Rebs and took the lead. over for Calloway's use a total
By MIKE BRANDON
The South quintet put up a fight of 20 times, while the, Lakers
Tigers was Tyrone McCuiston rebounds, which was one reason
.
ictorthye lopsided
margin of
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
to hold on to the lead, but when gave up possession- only 13
with 0 markers followed by fvor
Placing 12 men in the scoring Dan 8uther with nine. All of
Sherman Cothran fouled out times
The only other player to hitThe Reba matchecrup poorly
column, the Murray High Luthe s points came in the
early in the fourth period, it was
double figures besides the
from the floor, hitting only 47
Tigers ambushed the visiting
already all over.
secor4 quarter.
Farmington Wildcats last night
The Lakers played like they per cent of their tries, as
Porter McCuiston and McCuiston brothers and Dan
92-48. In doing so, Tiger Coach Jimmy Bramley each had eight Luther was Jimmy Bramley.
were five points behind, though, compared to Galloway's 60 per
Bob Toon found a couple of
during that final period, instead cent.
while Lanning chipped in with Bramley fired in 10 points in his
Look out Saturday night, as
really
pleasant surprises.
of ten ahead. They
seven. Dean Willis, who sat out most impressive outing of the
Dan Luther came off of the the entire second half, scored year. •
wanted that win, and they Calloway welcomes Murray
High in hopes of revenging an
Murray faces a stiff test
bench in the second half and all of his six points in. thifirst
wanted it bad.
Friday) night as the Tigers
poured in 15 points in a fine half.
They got it, too. Even with earlier loss. The Lakers helped
showing while center Adam
Cothran in the game,the Rebels the.Tigers break in their brand
The second half found entertain Sedalia. Gametime
stand __a chance. The new gymnasium by bowing to
Leaning 'leered eine petals tam/ reierves contretifirimAëIi of for the varsity tilt will be 8 p.m.
Rom
grabbed 15 rebounds.
Lakers were out to win, arid their hots 61-53, December 5,
the action but the Tigers still
High
-B"
The Murray
. 1971._
. It. was Lanning who put the scored, more or less, at will.
team
was going to stop Mid
..)
nobody
.k
SCORING
Tigers on the board by meshing Murray_ tipped_ the margin 30 recorded its ninth victory in 10
The Lakers trailed all during
Calloway (83)— Wets 22,
a chaiity toss to knot the score points with „flitty7: -Over a contests by ripping Farmington
the first quarter, and went into
at one apiece at the outset of the minute remaining in the third 66-36. Murray jumped to a 16-8 :1
the sencond leg down 14-12. With Wyatt 9, Duncan 16, Shelton 11,
contest. The Tigers took the frame, as Porter McCuiston first period lead and led 25-16 at
3:44 left to go in the first half, Stockdale 10, Ferguson 2,
r
)
,
lead for good as Porter Mc- scored on a rebound to give the the endof the first half.
the host quint took over the lead Howard 13.
Jerry
South Marshall(69)—Smith a,
Coach
Cuiston scored from under the Tigers a 66-36 advantage.
Shelton's
at 23-22 on a jump shot by
The
Cothran 20,Slack 12. Hall ..1k_
basketto nut hturray`up 5-3 with
tny
-ter hicCuistoo, who.laid charges,outscored thg Yount
6:10 left in the initial stanza.
changed hands twice beforethe Henson 20.
been in foul trouble early in the Wildcats in the final half 41-20 to
Murray then proceeded to first half, scored eight points in gain the easy win.
Lakers took over for good with
outscore the Wildcats 16-2 and the final frame in finishing the
Glenn Jackson led the scoring
2:33 remaining in ' the second
held a commanding 21-5 lead contest with 21 points. With 1:15 with 17- 'points followed by Ray
quarter. Fromthenon,itU1..Tuesday
_
with just over two minutes left. left in the game, Dean Laming Lime's 15. George Landolt also
•
Calloway all the way._
The frame ended with Murray hit a . charity toss, to. give the hit 'id' double figures by
UP ON TIPPITY TOE—Randy Shelton gets ready to put the full
After trailing 35-32 at the half,
holding a 25-13 advantage:—
court press to South Marshall's Sherman Cothran last night at
the desperate Rebs came back
Tigers their largest lead of the banging in 10. Other scorers for
Murray blistered the nets 10 '
Mutray: Lanning 7, Resig 5,
Calloway. Cothran',feet barely leave the floor as he prepares to
once and tied the score at 43 all. College
light, 90-45.
,
times in 17 tries in the first " The win was an linportilM one Scott 4, Oathey 4, Dick 2 and
brhig the ball downfloor. The Lakers trwanced their visitors
Both teams scored as the mark
quarter while Farmington for the Tigers. Murray now has Miller 2.
ssandly by the score of 8349.
was knotted again at 45.
managed just three of eight a season record
VARSITY SCORING
Staff photo by David Hill
outscored their Basketball
Calloway
, -5 and with
„
from thkfloor. Adam Laming two weekend games
guests 13-7 during the
g up, Farmington 13 16 9 10-48 ,.
•
in seven points during
BY The Associated Press
25 25 17 25-92
remainder of the quarter to
the Tigers are in a position to Murray
the first period.
—
(48)-41nnter 12,
move into the home stretch
Farmington
more.
even
record
the
bolster
Notes
Trail
11) Golf
_ ___ _ _ __ _
)
_ _
—
Boston U. 70, Connecticut 671
• Murray picked up their first
Smith 3 Mangrurn 2, Cochrtun
ahead 58-52.
contest,
entire
the
For
37, St. BOria-VTI'S• 72
Notes and winner of three titles, 20 point lead of the evening with Murray fired in 36 field goals in 3, Moms 3-, Colley 2,
,Writht_17
The Lakers ended—up on t&
SAN DIEGO (AP)
99, Harrnitc
n 99'17frein—tle-nro golf iiiiunent recently was elected a national 3:18 to play in the half as 8544:ries from the field for a and Fixiesei'L
.
bryrence
'
-44,11
trail:
PMC Colleges 76, Albright 64
Brarneley scored from under on warm .424 average. Farvice president of the PGA.
Murray.(92)—P. McCuiston
Tufts 102, Coast Guard 73
a steal to make it 40-20.
After years of struggling,
mington hit just 11-44 for a 21, T. McCuiston 12, Willis`16„
SOUTH
The first half ended with the miserable 25 per cent.
The addition of the Quad
Foster 4; A. Lanning 9, Jackson
when he was just about making
Maryland 82, Buffalo 58
4, Lane 3, Luther 15, Cathey 2,
expenses, Herb Hooper appears Cities Open, a $100,000 affair, to Toorunen holding a 50-29 lead.
63
La. Tech 91, S. Miss.
In the- rebounding depart- D. Lanning 3, Hudspeth 3,-;
the tour schedule this year has The Tiger defense held Farto have found the key.
Wm. & Mary 76, VD& 59
-I think its just that my 'boosted the total prize money nungton to just six field goals in ment, Lanning grabbed 15 while Bram1ek10, Landoll and Resig.
Alabama 99, Georgia Tech 68 game
," the 32- to more than $7.5 million. The the first two quarters while the Porter and Tyrone McCuiston
Former third baseman
TuLane 73, NO Loyola 89
Murray men banged in 19 field has 10 and nine respectively.
year-old Virginian said after tournament will be played in
George. Kell telecasts Detroit
W. Carolina 93, Baptist 68
Lanning
started_
several
fast
goals.
recording high finishes in the Bettendorf, lowa„Sept. 28-Oct.
Tier games.
Wash. & Lee 91, John Hop. first two tournaments this year. 1
Leading the scoring for the breaks with some of his
Idris 65
better
is
concentration
"My
Ky. St. 77, Carson-Newman 76 and I'm thinking better, but
MIDWEST
-rib really not doing anything
Michigan 90, Iowa 86
different," the friendly, softOhio State 50, Minnesota 44
spoken blond said.
Grace 121, Detroit Bible 54
He even got his first fan mail
Muskingum 71, Denison fil
ago, from a
letter a week_ announced
she
,__, ,_
Rose-Hulman 93, Wabash 21
young lady
y wau
Parsons 82, Iowa Wesleyan
was a member of "Hooper's
St. Ambrose 102, MacMurray
-.wir-.1.....
Troopers.
*
MUsselman's
The little touch of success
.
ce
SOUTHWEST
has caused, a minor probletn
Keebler
Texas Tech 79, Texas 611
for Hooper, however.
Applesauce
Salt Free
Texas A&M 81, TCU 74
"I'd written the people in the
SMU 85, Arkansas 71
'lb. 43
'
Caribbean I'd play down
303 can
for
Baylor 88, Rice 70
Stkuit
there," Hooper said, "but npw
'qf
AF
3
—Oral Roberts 109, Lamar 95
that I'm playing bitter, I'd lilte
Fleischmann's
Okla. City 110, Tex.-Arlington to stay here. I just don't know
Veg-All
can
303
t
,
don't
to
do. I
what I'm going
Tswfirrar
--14brknow how firm a ciimitibent
53
_Demerilk_ft&„.65 "
_Mixed Vegetates
it was."
-72/45
'
Weber St. 86, N. Ariz. 68
The four-stop Caribbean
• San Diego. St. 87, San Diego swing offers a total of 175,000 in
_
U. 69 U(3—Santa Barbara '78, prize money. There is 2720,000
1-1b.
Nabisco
• - ALSO
LA Loyola 75
---offered In the four American-Fran
--TorasniErits onll same
AND
T7'
65
Premium Crackers
dates.
U.S. Intl. 72, Azusa Pacific 70

sr,

_At

Wrind

CRACKERS

59S

HEAD IN THE CLOUDS—James Wells leaps up above
everyone to get this shot off against South Marshall last night at
Calloway.
Staff photo by David Hill
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'72 ROAD RACER IN
STREET CLOTHES
s Developed 'originally for Yamahas GP cham-,
pions, the newly designed 5-port engine of
-the -350Ct R5C makes this the most exciting
machine seen in years. IWTOLUBE; big fadefree brakes and Enduro styling lets you feel
the thrills of the race circuit, in street clothes.
PLA IT ICY THE TEST!

'889"
YAMAHA

•

a better machine Alallp

H8tH Cycle Shop
Phone 753-8078

--Masters—eimanpien
Coody has changed his registration from Abilene, Tex. to
Fla. Johnny-- Miller,
formerly of Napa, Calif., now is
Head
Hilton
representing
Island, S.C. And Chris Blocker,
Lubbock,Tex., is playing out of
Jacksonville, Fla., where he
MONTE CARLO(AP) — The and Billy Maxwell have purMonte Carlo Auto Rally lived chased a golf course.
up to its reputation at last to"I haven't yet decided,"
day—atrocious weather decimating the competitors and Frank Beard said, about half in
confusion surrounding the top jest, "whether I'm going to talk
to the press this year or not. I
placings.
Unofficial reports filtering just haven't made up my mind.
"After all," smiled Beard,
back to Rally headquarters
here from the Southern French who .has had his difficulties
mountains indicated that during with sports writers, "look at all
a night of blizzards, Swede Ove the publicity Duane Thomas got
Alpine by not talking to the press."
Andersson, in an
Renault, had fought back from
Dale Douglass, a lanky vetera poor start to take the lead.
Andersson won last year's Ral- an of 10 years on the pro tour
ly
But he was only seconds
All-America Game Set
ahead of Italian Sandro Munari
LUBBOCK,Tex.(AP) — The
in a Lancia Fulvia with two
more Alpines driven by French- .date has been set for the 1972
men Jean-Claude Andruet and 'Coaches All-America football
Bernard Darniche close behind. game which has drawn record
here the last two years.
For the pre-Rally favorite crowds
Officials have set June 24 in
German Porsches the 24-hour
Jones Stadium as the date for
mountain circuit was a near
the game.
disaster. They took a strong
early lead, plunged in the
standings when the snow hit
them, because of tire problems,
but fought back during the
night.

Adersson
.0 _Apopka,
Leading In
Monte Carlo

Reed Unable
To Play

Then Bjorn Walelegaard
crashed off the road on the last
of the eight racing stages. He
and his co-driver, Hans Thorsielius struggled the car back on
the road but lost 88- minutes
which officials here said automatically eliminated them.
The second Porsche driven
by,,, Frenchman Gerard Larrousse was running only about
10th.

t H. STROGANOFF

Bush's

No. 3

,
37

R9

JUST ADD HAMBURGER! w

Sweet Potatoes

flavor-Kist.
2 lbs.

Bush's
300 can

Asparagus

c
33-

53c

3/$1 Round Steak $1"
lb.

f Bean & Fixin's
3 '
?
'.',,,,

Spare Ribs

4T

CHU

POR

5-1b. bag

.

TEXAS•
'
6/59

.

446

Picnics
•

..,
12-oz.

59'

Our Own
Pimento Cheese 8-°z.

$179
Martha White

FLOUR

.. .'
7-oz. ....?.,74r.
can :i '
411.f.-/

Plain or Selflising
10-lbs.
,
$1"

WS
...

N

Disthwaiihing Liquid
GIANT SIZE (22 oz.)
WITH THIS'
4
COUPON
lormt One Coupon Pe, Borne Purchase'

Red„,„.t.o oriy at Swann's
"P.m

BEE

POI

HAI

49;

SWall

-7.7:-.7-.-

*4s.4V.
:

79;,
49;

VALUABLE COUPON 'PO.

•.....1.1.---,,

RCI
*PI

lb.

arrii4T- '

t
69

LICORICE

lb

S.moked

GRAPEFRUIT

BAP

BM.

Stew Meat

/89
Qt 3

Orange Drink

POE

lb. 63
;

Lean

Wagner

NEW YORK 1AP - Center
I i 1
Willis Reed of the New York
Knicks, sidelined most of the
'I National Basketball Association
./ . season with an injured left
knee, was scheduled to resume
workouts Tuesday. But after a
meeting with team physician,
E. Andrew Patterson, it was
'
59
decided that Reed's knee had
not improved enough to permit
AIII
.
him to start working out

POR

SA I

Big John's

CHIPOS

A

GRO
U.S. Choice

Beans

PINK

Col

Fig Bart

NOc.a2n/
2
1

jpip

4 Re

* CHOICE MEATS *

Bush's

_Shellie

Cli

100% Coro Oil

MARGARINE
HUNT'S SKILLET DINNER
mogrANA

^

25-lb.

For Suit Free Diets *

n mussaos

816 Coldwater-Rd.

Br/

Kw

er s -iv,

only
Includes tax and
license, in spectiop. freight
It's
aid setup.

Lib

S

Swanns Market

011na

PAGE FIVE

Mkt.
2/2/72 with..coupon Km._ .
......_.„

Breast
Thighs
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Open Till Midnight 7 Days A Week
for Tour Shopping Convenfei*e

Y01! ALWAYS

PUY THF

BEST Fnr?

-FS

DOUBLE STAMPS ALL DAY TOES AND WED
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

one reason
margin of

ayer to hit sides the
and Dan ,
Bramley.
*hits in his
ting of the
stiff test
hi Tigers
Gametime

Murray Kentucky

Southside Shopping Center

We Redeem U. S. Govt. Food Stamps

ROLLS BACON FLOUR JUICE

MIPS

team
story in 10

7artnington

xl to a 16-8
led 25-16 at
half.
Shelton's
tbg Young
half 41-20 to

the scoring
red by Ray
andolt also
figures by
scofees for
', Resig 5,
)ick 2 and

RING
, 9 I0-48 117 25-92
-flunter-12;1
,0 „ Cochrwn k
,Wright 17 i

McCuiston .
4 Willis 46, :1
9, Jackson :4
, Cathey 2, i
idspeth 3, i
and Resig. .1

Texun
-Orange

Martha
White

Reelfoot

Liberty
Br/Serve

Tray
Pack
10-lb. Bag_
lib. pkg.

Dog Food
"

POT PIES ICE MILK SUG
; Miss
Liberty

Morton

Blazer

et Beef
Chicken
•/ Turley

25-1b. Bag

39

/
1
2 gal

1144-oz. size

(With Coupon) 5-Lb.
Bag

baseman I
sts Detroit

Tissue Crackers LARD TOWELS
Charmin

13c
53€

ER _

9

Flavor
Kist

4 Roll Pkg.
WITH
Coupon

lb.

air

KRAFTIMAC BINB

4-lb. Ctn.

,

lb

STATE

7%-oz.

ROAST•

ib.U0

I

32-02 LIQUID

w/BEANS

lb.

BREAST
0 CHICKEN

Reg.
price
32-0Z. LIQUID Reg.
oz $11
Price
Can
315-oz
ADAM'S
cans
DEIIR.IDGEHI

25-lb.
bag

YOUR FAVORITE VIENNA -

KELLY'S

Irregular Slices

ii-oz. can

ITZTY

20 lb Bag

79C
25c, PET RITZ

Fresh Iceberg

All Beef lb

Green Crisp

1-1b. bag

ea.
hd

C

Thin

Side

doz. 39
C
Golden Ripe lb.

DEL MONTE
46-oz. can

9t

* LIBERTY COUPON

)Z)

tile Purchased

'WITH THIS COUPON!
No Otter Purchase Necessary
(Limit: 1 Coupon Per Family)
Veil After FOIL 1st, 1112

Pkg

of 2

COC

NEW
POTATO
CHIPS

Twin Pack

BALLARD

8 °z cans

CHEF'S
DELIGHT

Ua

2-lb box

r—`11-1rira * LIBERTY COUPON *

*

SUGAR ià

68c

cans

gal.

lb.39C BLEACH

NOW

GT. SIZE

MILK MAID

MAXWEU.
HOUSE

Reg' $105 -

24 cansdl

DEL
MONTE

Rib End tb

Fresh Frozen

3-1.13. 2-02.

cans

Lean lb.

S'ced lb 49C KITCHEN
TRE4T
1-io. cup lb.

,iquiti

29

cans
c

6
- 9C VLA
STIC-SAIIERKRAUT

By The Piece lb.39C

1;i00-

Lrg. Roll Ea.
GT. SIZE

DOUBLE
Yellow
Cream Style. 303 can 19C LUCK

Blade Cut tb.59C WEENIE

11110 ROAST

HEN

131

Pkg.

DEL MONTE

Craddock's
Pure POrt

09

55

TOMATO SAUCE 88.41 BREEZE i!re.it 97' NOW 87c
ITENRRICELANDIICE11.37C
TOMATOES 5 3031
85c
2
PORK CHOPS-finftittilb.sc-TEENIE
AU.
CORN
GREEN BEANS 4 No.$ FINAL TOUCH lit83c NOW
C
Tra. " MACKEREL
PORK ROAST
,,
SILVER DUST 'p',!,.!e 97'Now 82c
46-oz$1
PIN./ORG. DRINK 3
69c ZA4 VANILLA WAFPI.3kg
4:$1
GROUND BEEF
7t NOW 62c
7
WAN
tux
FLOUR
SAUSAGE
$"
s
COFFEE
INST.
93t
NOW MC
5.4
59c
AJAX
PORK
Ific SAUSAGE
PUREX
$1
ORANGE JUICE 46calz85t
BAKING
CHILI
3
b
2
a
l
g
b
.
s
$1
Bu""'MEATRAVIOLA2r.
6
9
FRENCH FRIES
33c
BACON
DUCE
59c
gai
/
1
2
CREAM
ICE
BOLOGNA
TUNA
39
35c
POTATOES
BEEF LIVER
PIE SHELLS
$
49c
PUMPKIN
PIES
3
49C
LMUCE
PORK BRAINS
PRINGLES
59C mPARAARSIIMALLOWS 29c CELERY
HAMBURGER
25
29
BISCUITS
SHORTENING 85c LEMONS
CHICKENS
CUT-UP
?Tr
23'
Breast-59`Livers_89' Wings
79c
FOOD
CHEESE
P-APPLE JUICE
Thighs.......49' Leg
45' Gizzards 49'
Loin End

53'

29s

1 lb Box

Kleenex
Paper

Reelfoot

25

CHARM IN

S&H Green Stamps

With this coupon and the purchase
of-One Pound Miss,.Libirty

with this eoupon when you purchase
one King Size
This Coupon Worth 25' on 32-oz. Bottle
• (One Coupo'n• Per Family)

IVORY

Void After Feb. 1st, 1912 rgAtela‘.

TISSUE

A Roll ic
Pkg. I

With this cotiporLand '7.0 or more
additional purchase Tobacco and dairy
product excluded.
Veil After Feb. 1st, 1912

,
TP;)
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BOWLING

GS-

sy. O0914
.66

me mum

TEAMS - JANUARY 23. 1972:

- 104.1
1 - U. 'C, L. A.
- 2 ;„1101017111-11
- 96.7
LOUISVILLE
3
- 96.3
4 - NORTH CAROLINA
- 96.4
• 97.2
5 - SOUTH CAROLINA
6 - OHIO STATE
• 96.0
7 - FLORIDA STATE
- 95.5
8 - S. W. LOUISIANA
- 94.11
9 - VIRGINIA
94.4
io - SO.- -CALIF0RNIA---4-94er1.-

W .1-

Team

New York Knicks
Overcome Boston

1111E. • 4.1 ;OEM'Marii4Gs

AJIIC
Bowling League

37
/
1
2 22
/
1
2
Gutters
1
2
Torpedoes
- 35/
1
2 24/
33
/
1
2•84
/
1
2
Be-bops
Challengers
1
2
32
/
1
2 27/
30 30
ilk Road Runners
29
/
1
2 30
/
1
2
▪ Head Pins
-----27- 33
+story
2631
Ball Returns
241/3 35/
1
2
At, Peacemakers
24 36
Bowlers 4
;
High Team Gans,(SC)
523
1 Torpedoes
496
Be bops
481
Road Runners
High Team Game (HC
709
Torpedoes
698
`4
‘
- Ball Returns
,
689
Be-bops
Nigh TIMM "WttlaS (IC)
1456
Torpedoes
1387
- -"*"- -- ENIMICIRIEVIEE2
"
7.
1374
Be-bops
High Team Series
(HC)
2061
_ Ball Returns
2014
--Torpedoes
1911
Road Runners
.
(SC)
High Ind. Game
r173
Richard
'chard Scott 171
Nancy Utterback
166
Randy Emerson
High Ind. Game (HC)
221
Nancy Utterback
216
Connie Lyons
•IssiWilS-600
--.
.71S
L
High Ind. Series (SC)
'41.
473
Richard Scott
444
Garry Evans
,,..Connie Lyons
436
High Ind. Series (HC)
WY
ie Lyons
gel
ichard Scott
641
2'--Nancy litterback
High Averages - - -144
•A Garry Evans
144
Larry Evans
143
1",....L David Copeland
131i
Bob Hargrove
133
..7 Richard Scott
Jones
132
- 4--Alan

I

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

COLL= DIV/SIOM We TWENTY TEAMS

k

2-3
4
5 6
7 -

50126161% 1101
EAU CLAIRE
S. F. AUSTIN
TENNESSEE STATE
ASSUMPTION
EVANSVILLE
EASTERN MICHIGAN
AFJtos

• 90.6

.66.2
- 113.1
-

82.3
81.0
80.9
80.7
79.7
796
79.5

-

LONG BEACH STATE
MARYLAND
MARSHALL
PENNSYLVANIA
BRIGHAM YOUNG
MINNESOTA
MISSOURI '•
KENTUCKY
TENNESSEE
PRINCETON-

93.8
93.6
93.5
93.0
92.6
92.4
92.1
- 91.9

Commissioner To

JANUARY 23„ 1972:

78.9
11 - CHEYNEY STATE
78.2
12 - FAIRMONT
YOUNGSTOWN
13 77.9
77.8
14 - SAM HOUSTON
77.2
15 - TRANSYLVANIA
76.9
16 - ALAJIANA STATE
17 - EASTERN ILLINOIS
76.7
18 - KENTUCKY WESLEYAN - 75.6
75.4
19 - NORRIS HARM
2Q..GARDNER kiss .

Brawl at Minnesota

MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. (A?) At this point, witnesses said,
- Wayne Duke, Big Ten com- Taylor kneed,- Witte in the
missioner, ordered Minnesota groin. Within''Wands, nearly
Ohio State officials to con- every player*a* both teams
and
10 - gilLA.
fer with him today on a brawl was out On theiWor throwing
FAVORITE
MARGIN
)(mai(
OPPONENT
FAVORITE
Mow
that stopped a basketball game punches.
37.72:
GAMES OF 1-28-72 - CONTINUED
GAMES OF
between the schools Tuesday
GRAND CANYON
BELD1314T- ABBEY
PRESBYTERIAN
CALIF. BAPTIST
3
12
Police swarmed onto the floor
BETHEL - TENNESSEE
COLORADO STATE
1
night, leaving two players hos- as the fight broke out, pulling
14
BRIGHAM YOUNG
MARTIN
_
BOs/th sisAtr--- 26
DELTA STATE
GEORGIA STATE
LOWLL tECH
pitalized.
players apart and stopping
cokrus CHRISTI
EASTERN MONTANA
NORTHERN MONTANA
32
TEJLAS LUTHERAN
24
The game was xalted with 36 some fans who stormed onto
CULVER STOCKTON
ARIZONA
NORTH CENTRAL-U.P. EL PASO
18
43
seconds to play, and Ohio State the court.
DAVID LIPSCOMB- ' 18
OTTAWA
EMPORIA COLLEGE
LAMBUTS
25
DRAKE
SAGINAW VALLEY
8
FERRIS STATE
NORTH TEXAS STATE
36
was awarded a 50-44 victory
DUQUESNE
GA. SOUTHWESTERN
17
PALM BEACH AT.
BOSTON. COLLEGE
12
Duke said he regretted that
that gave the sixth-ranked
REDLANDS
EASTERN CONN.
HAWAII
43
27
FITCHBURG
"the situation marred an otherfirst
place
in
the
Big
EASTERN MICHIGAN
14
HOFSTRA
WAGNER
Buckeyes
25
EARLHAM
wise fine B' Ten contest. After
EAU CLAIRE
ILLINOIS
18
NOTREDAME
31
ST. CLOUD
Ten race with a 4-0 record
CL IV
W. E. u.i.rpoik
coaches,
Minnesota
dropped
16th-ranked
FRANK. a MARSHALL 20
KANSAS CITY
21 'METRO STATE
EASTERN BAPTIST
it
was
decided
in
the
best
interto
4-1.
GARDNER WEBB
KENNEDY
24
MARTIN LUTHER
VOORHEES
45
4
GEORGETOWN-D.C.
LONG BEACH STATE
16
SAN JOSE STATE
WILLIAM 4 NARY
Three Ohio State basketball est of safety for the players
.
GEORGETOWN It?.
'DICKE/Man
20
NORTH (2616.61.-'
5
CUMBERLAND
ning*the game
-prayers were taken to Univer- and him to
GRAMBLING
CER
5
LOUISIANA COLLEGE
4
at
Tut
poa"
after
Minnesota
hospital
sity
of
HARDIN SIMMONS
NORTHER
14
AUGSTMILWKE
IGAN
11 miowstrzsit
Wardell Jackson scored 16
HOUSTON
40_ SO. 1111SSLSIKITI
MONMOUTH-LLLINOIS _19__ GRINNELL
the game--starters Luke Witte
NEW MEXICO
1:-„1.17.014A STATE
points for Ohio State and Witte
Miner
and
reserve
and
Mark
KENTUCKY STATE
9.
NTENARY
KENTUCKY WESLEYAN_ NEW ORLEANS
I
contributed
14 with 13
Mark Wager.
LANE
LEHIGH
,
11
NO. CAROLINA ST.' •
PAINE
LINCCILN,fk,
NORTH
DAKOTA
8
mo1.NI8Gs188
_21_ SALISBURY
The 7-foot Witte and Wager rebounds. Turner led Minnesota
LIVIDOWDRUSTATE
9
BELMAVEN
N. E. 0
14
N. W. Ola.ANOMA
were held overnight for obser- with 13.
MARIST
36
27
NYACK
OBERLIN.
LAKE FOREST
.
•
vation. Witte suffered lacerOCCLOEN
CAL1F. LUTHERAN
Maryland, No. 18, got 29
MEMPHIS STATE
9
WICHITA
ovt.Aappd BAPTIST
and eye- points from sophomore Tom
PANKANDL
=
.,.E
MUNDT SsATE
DICITRON-m.D.
ROBERIS
', ;LoUISIAPA TECH
-23
-77
THURSDAY COUPLES '- brows. Wager also had a cut McMillen as the Terps defeated
'mostrurioutver„,
Bowling Gagne
5ALEM-8EST VA,
CON STATE
45- OREGON
N. E. LOUISIANA
over his eye. X-rays showed Buffalo 83-58. Bob Vartanian
Team
7
DELTA STATE
I
MISSOURI WESTERN
OZARKS-MISSOURI
W..L
MODE ISLAND
Red Br ids
'23
VERMONT
PACIFIC
SAN DIEGO STATE
56
/
1
2 191/2
.12
there were no seriousinjuries. pumped in 27 points for the
----SAW FRANCISCO
Pens
-20r- EAN-FRANCI
"WEIRD(
lir-- NEWARK STATE
Taylor and Coach Mil Mus- Bulls, who were within three
•
Ni9ht Owls
SOUTH CAROLINA
.
4630
12
PUMMEL_
PRINCIPIA
ktspla.m CHRISTIAN
_gfiRniffour
•
Al
-lil
SQ. CALIFORNIA
10
.
21ogagErs
seIrnan of Mitioeiotihid differ- points early in the second hair
Alley Cats
4132
S. W. BAPTIST.
•4
MfA
ZITSOUTHERN
RIPON
LAWRENCE
22
ing views on what triggered the before Maryland's scoring
,. Ups & Downs
42 34
• TULSA
19
ARKANSAS STATE
RUTGERS-S.J.
21
BAPTIST RIBLE
fight before a crowd of 17,775 at surge.
B'S & C'S
40 36
UNION -KENTUCKY
12
CAMPBELLSVILLE
ST. IMARYS-TEXAS
H. TILLOTSON
27
Rockets
364Q
t
UTAH
4
ST. OLAF
Williams Arena.
wvomrsO
18
BELOIT
it.! Reapers
35/
1
2 40
/
1
2
In other major college games
UTAH STATE
6
PORTLAND
SOUTH DAKOTA ST.
19
MANKATO
"Three Minnesota players
E'Demons
35 41
WOFFORD
9
ERSKINE
SOUTHERN COLORADO
9
NORTHERN COLORADO
Tuesday night, Villanova dea. Strikers
35 41
were
bad
mouthing
our
boys
at
YOUNGSTOWN
12
S. W. LOUISIANA
3
LOS ANGELES STATE
STWEEsil.LLE
'
'
4 Wild Ones
feated St. Bonaventure 87-72;
34 42
the half," said Taylor.
GAMES OF 1-28-721
30
U. C. L. A.
LOYOLA-ILLINOIS
331 2 381 2
Road Runners
ADELPH1
16
CORTLAND STATE
WARTBURG
BRIAR CLIFF
16
Musselman said Witte hit Michigan topped Iowa 90-86;
Strikes
32 AA
ATHENS
/
JACKSONVILLE-ALA.
WEST GEORGIA
5
LAGRANGE
Sunny's
27 4.5
Minnesota guard Bob Nix, 6-3, Texas Tech beat Texas 79-68;
AUGUSTANA-S.D.
W. NEW ENGLAND
14
NORTHERN IOWA
26
KEENE STATE
The Beginners
16 60
Georgia
on the head as the half ended. Alabama whipped
SF[isAm1NE
W. NEW MEXICO
2
ADAMS STATE
High Team Game (SC)
BRYANT
18 ' SUFFOLK
WESTMINSTER -MO.
17
CONCORDIA- MISSOURI
Red Birds
722
"We went up eight points as Tech 99-68; Southern Methodist
BUENA VISTA
27
Boston
DORI?
WHITEWATER
23
RIVER FALLS
666
Alley Cats
the game was ending," said downed Arkansas 85-51;
_ CALIFORNIA
49 DAVIS
4
'High Team GiOnio (MC)
WILLIAM JEWELL
TAW°
University edged Connecticut
510iSoilS- RECOR-5•
Taylor.
15'5 & CS
11I1-2371
MISSED-429
829
PCT-847
816
Red Birds
COPYRIGHT 1972 BY THE CARE RATINGS swim
This, Taylor felt, frustrated 70-67.
Alley Cats
808
It was also Louisiana tea
the Gophers.
High Team Series (SC)
Red Birds
1944
Just before the fight broke over Southern Mississippi 91Night Owls
1924
out, Nix hit a long jump shot to Texas A&M topping Texas
Ups & Downs
18.59
Christian 81-74; William di
High Team Series
scheduled 10-round fight with also practically went the dis- pull the Gophers to 50-44. The Mary beating Virginia Military
By ED SCHUYLER JR
The Beginners
(MC)23441
fight
erupted
11
seconds
later,
ight Owls
2287
._
Associated Press Sports Writer Oscar Bonavena Feb. 11 in tance with Muhammad Ali."
7649; Tulade stopping Loyola
Icy Cats
2281
Madison Square Garden, a fight . But would Patterson quit if under the Ohio State basket.
NEW
YOHK
(AP)
Floyd
High Ind. dame (SC)
Witte was going in for a shot of New Orleans 73-69; and Oral
Patterson appreciates the con- Patterson feels could put hint he loom?
Delmer Brewer
201
when
Clyde Turner fouled hirn, Roberts dowrOng Lamar 109-95.
199
"TAO depends on how I
J.0:McDaniel
cern of people who want him to in line for a shot at Fraizer.
%ober State deand
officials
ejected Turner-, InSie W
Dixon
193
Lyman
"No matter what you hear,'Vook,"lie said "I expect a very
quit fighting. But now the only
featortheMPArizona
86-68;
, Carlos Black
193
concern of the 37-year-old, for- said Garden matchmaker Ted- tough Tight. I've prepared my- from the game.
Patsy Neale
193
Denver beat Regis 86-65; CaliMinnesota's
Corky
Taylor
Jean
,
Chancey
)80
a'
mer two-time heavyweight dy Brenner, "if Floyd wins, I'm self both mentally and physiSandy Hargrove
173
said Witte spit at him when he fornia at Santa Barbara slipped
champion is getting a shot at sure we can sit down and put cally. I'll never lose a fight beHigh Ind. Game (KC)
went over id help the Buckeye by LOB Angeles Loyola 78-75;
condition
and
J.C. McDaniel .
231
cause
I'm
not
in
together a match between
Joe Frazier's world title.
San Diego State topped San
player
up off the floor.
'Fred Butterworth
222
if I felt that Father Time had
Patterson said Tuesday be Floyd and Joe Frazier."
Diego University 87-69, and San
Carlos Black
221
223
This will be the fifth attempt caught up with me I wouldn't
Brenda Williams
used to be annoyed by people
Jose State downed Slui FranPatsy Neale
273
who told him he should quit the to hold the fight, which. was be fighting Oscar Bonavena.cisco 69-65.
Jean Chancey
2011,"I like everything atiut
first scheduled for Jan. 17, 1971,
ring but no longer.
_
Sandy-Hargrove
216
-- -44igh 4nd.-Series-($C
and Patterson said he-has- by- fighting, the tenseness,Carlos Black
556
"They're actually friends of passed fights with other con- hard work, the sacrifices."
547
T.C. Hargrove
mine," said the man who was tenders to wait for the Argen544
.
-Jim Neale '
NEW YORK (AP) -- The
the youngest ever to win the tine "because I think fighting
Jean Chancey 483
dsarter
'New
Tort Knicks,
Betty Dixon
467
heavyweight title-he was 21 him would be more beneficial
meniber of the National Bu461
Pat4-1(
did
it
in
iro6-arterrne---*hot
lie
i
High Ind. Series (64C)
than fretting anyone else."
ketball Association since the
to- Carlos Black
640
only man ever to win it twice.
"He's the only man ..who
league began operating in 1946,
t J.C. McDaniel
624
Fr
Fred Butterworth, .
609
"They feel that-are trying to fought Frazier twice and went
celebrated their 2,000th game
-... Jean Chancey
592
help me. That's concern. I ap: the distance both times and he
with a 109-106 victory over the
0.:Sandy Hargrove
590
..TULSA, Okla. (AP)
The Boston Celtics Tuesday night.
_____fLanda Stab
_s . ---- •
High iverago1
University of Tulsa announced
' Patterson made his remarks THIRD WIN
The triumph gave the Knicks,
Jim Neale
191
LONDON (UPI)-Tom Be- today it will play in the 1974 an all-time record of 994-1,006.
at a press luncheon for his
••• Dan Jones
165
t-thee, 27, of New York scored Rainbow basketball tournament
:Norm Chancey
178
Boston is the league's only
••' T.C. Hargrove
176
his third London win in as at Hawaii.
other charter member still in
- ..Delmer Brewer
176
many starts Tuesday night
Tulsa will join a field in- its original city.
ir, Fred Stalls
175
f
a Mary Smith
157
when he outpointed Johnny cluding Florida, Indiana, Ohio
Patsy Neale
157
Frankham of Britain in a 10- State, Villanova, Pennsylvania RECORD AUDIENCE
.: Betty Dixon
149
NEW YORK ( UPI)-The
round fight. Bethea was stron- and the University of Hawaii.
:,...lean Chancey
145
Super Bowl - telecast was
- Judy Parker 143-ger at the finish as he got the
watched by 65 million fans Jan.
referee's decision by a 49 to
Kay Lax
144
16, a CBS spokesman an48,,
z
margin.
- - - -nounced Tuesday. It was the
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)-A
record for a sport event on TV
Canadian horse is the first to CRENSHAW HONORED
CYO AWARD
and snapped the record of 60
KenCOLUMBUS, Ohio (VPI)NEW YORK(UPI)-Art Roo- be nominated for the 1972
million set by last year's Super
ney, president of the'Pittsburgh tucky Derby at Churchill Ben Crenshaw of the University
CLEVELAND ( AP) - The Bowl.
Downs.
of Texas, the first freshman Adelphi University mile relay
Steelers, will receive the New
JETER SIGNS
A nominating black, together ever to win the NCAA golf title,
York CYO's John V. . Mara
team, which has set two world
with a check for 6100 came
will be honored as College indoor records in the last two 'SAN DIEGO (UPI)-John
"Sportsman of the Year''
Award for 1971 ' at the 36th from K. 0. Fowlie of Calgary, Golfer of the Year at the weeks, will compete in the 32nd Jeter, -27, one of the leading
annual Club of Champions Alberta - making it official for Touchdown Club of Columbus' annual Knights of Columbus candidates for the San Diego
Padres' centerfield job, signed
dinner. The award, named in Harry the Great, a non-starting 17th annual awards dinner Jan. track meet here Feb. 5.
his 1972 contract Tuesday. Jeter
honor of the late New York son of Crozier.
28. Besides the NCAA title,
The mile relay quartet comNominations for the Derby Crenshaw also captured the
broke his arm in winter ball in
Giant owner, will be presented
prises Keith Davis, Connie
98th
will
15.
The
close
Feb.
Venezuela last month but the
Southern
and
Amateur
Eastern
to Rooney by Terence Cardinal
Walker, Larry Ross and Clyde
arm is mending and he still
Cooke,archbishop of New York. Derby, with $125,000 added, will Amateur titles.
McPherson.
be run at the Downs May 6.
hopes to become a regular.
r,

4

0

••

Patterson looking Wr Reavyweithfiltre Of Frazier

1

Tulsa
In Tourney

-.

Canadian
Nominated
FOr Derby
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finally settled the see-saw contest.
"I didn't want the fans to
leave early," he kidded.
Elsewhere in the NBA, Milwaukee walloped Seattle 123-01,
Golden State downed Cleveland
117-111, Atlanta beat Buffalo
123-110, Houston trimmed Portland 118-104, and Los Angeles
took Phoenix 129-119.
DeBusschere's
jumper
snapped a 106-106 deadlock, and
_Walt Fraziap„game high scorer
with 35 points, added a free
throw with two seconds left aftIt was DeBwkschere's 18-foot er he recovered a missed Bosjump shot from the left side ton shot. White led the Celtics
with 12 seconds remaining that with 33 points, while John Haylicek had 22 points, 11 rebounds
and 10 assists.
Bob Dandridge's 30 points
and Kareem Abdul-Jabbar's 26
paced Milwaukee's victory over
Seettle's- in)urod Super
Player-coach Len Wilkens of
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS Seattle didn't play because of a
Transylvania led all the way
band injury and his replacefor a final 7340 college Balite- ---ment, Lee Winfield, suffered a
ball victory over Union Tues- leg injury in the third quarter.
day night.
The loss dropped Seattle WA
It was the only in-state col- games behind second-place
lege basketball game.
Golden State in the Pacific DiTonight's action will see Bel- vision. The Warriors, led by
'ermine at Thomas More and Cazzie Russell's 35
points and
St. Louis at Louisville.
Jim Barnett's season-high of 29,
Tram& Terry
nd its Ilth conDale-Cosby each pounthliii secutive setback.
points to pull the college out
Rookie Austin Carr, sidelined
front. The losers were paced by since Dec. 5 with
a leg injury,
Grady Wilson with a game-high
returned to the Cavaliers' lineup and scored 23 points.
Transylvania is now 11-4 for
Pete Maravich's eight quick
the season, Union is 114.
points in the second period
In other college basketball
helped Atlanta break loose
action, Northern Kentucky
from a 37-36 lead and gain a
State hung on to its lead
commanding 61-42 halftime adagainst a late rally by Hanover
vantage over Buffalo. Maravich
to capture an 82-81 victory.
finished with 23 points and Lou
Northern had a 15-point lead
Hudson added 26 for the
with four and a half minutes to
Hawks.
play, but Hanover cut it to
With Elvin Hayes and Rudy
three at 1:33. Richard Derkson
Tomjanovich combining for 42
paced Northern with a gamepoints, Houston rocketed to a
high 26 points. Greg Clark
95-59 lead against Portland with
poured in 20 for Hanover.
remaining in the third peNorthern Kentucky is now 8- 3:46
riod,
then withstood a belated
10, and Hanover is 11-7.
by the Trail Blazers.
Kentucky State fought to a rally
Hayes wound up with V points
77-76 victory over Carson-NewTomjanovich had 20.
man Tuesday night. Travis and
Rookie Sidney Wicks was
Grant stuffed in 29 points for a
30.
game high, and a free throw by high for Portland-With
Gail Goodrich fired in 33
Jerry Stafford with six seconds
points, sparking awsecond-half
left took it over the top.
Los Angeles comeback that
Carson-Newman held a wide
carried the Lakers past Phoerebounding edge over Kennix. Paul Silas netted 24 points
tucky, but their early shooting
for the Suns.
was cold. Kentucky led at the
half 43-39.
The NCAA swimming chamKentucky is 9-4, Carson-New- pionships will be held at West
Point, N.Y., March 23-25.
man is 14-8•

By BERT ROSENTHAL
Associated Press Sprats Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - "How
could we blow a lead like
that?" wondered Dave DeBusschere of the New York Knicks.
"They (the Boston Celtics)
must be saying that, too" said
his teammate, Eddie Mast, after the Knicks had blown a 20point second-quarter lead, fallen behind by 11 points in the
final period, then rallied for a
109-106 Naticuial 4,asketball Association victory Tuesday night.

Transylvania
Downs Union

ONLY 3 AAORE DAYS...

Adelphi
To Compete

Thursday*,
Friday and:SeWureitty
ADAMS ORIGINAL

-IONE NICKEL

-SHOE SALE
For Men, Women & Children
January 27.28-29
Bey Oee Pair at Regular Price
Get Anther Pair for Only Sc

Sale Ends Saturday, January 29th
at 5 p.m.

ADAMS SHOE STORE

West Side of Square

RI

OPEN FRI. NIGHTS

THURMAN FURNITURE

ANNUAL FEBRUARY SALE
Starts Thursday Morning at 9:oo O'clock
Open Thursday-Friday-Saturday This Week Until 9:00 P.M.

Murray

3C
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MAJESTIC MOROCCO DINNERWARE
FOR
DISTINCTIVE CANDLELIGHT DINING
Imaginative artistry of design adds new dimensions of.. beauty
and elegance to Morocco dinnerware. Fashioned in the traditional style. is'luxurious look is emphasized by the rich, glowing patterns forever protected under a crystal clear glaze.
Truly a masterpiece of formal dinnerware artistry.
Morocco is practicable for everyday use...

Kraft

• OVENPROOF
• DETERGENT PROOF
• DISHWASHER SAFE • FADE PROOF

MMIID

miming
held at West
23-25.

GET YOUR COMPLETE SET NOW DURING THIS EXTRAORDINARY
OFFER — NEVER BEFORE AVAILABLE AT SUCH TREMENDOUS
SAVINGS.

Orange or GroPe

lift DRINK
3/sloo

LE

Idren

f

2 SOUP BOWLS
Special Event Price '1.75
Coupon Value .46
YOU PAY ONLY

BUSH'S

ppirima HOMINY
2/39' 2/23

29th

HY-POWER

SOAP

TAMALES

Bath Size

No. 21
/
2 can

I ay

303 can

Wish Bone California Onion

DRESSING

10'

aeig
offee

SAVE 40'
On 104z.
NESCAFE
Size

INSTANT COFFEE
With Coupon $ 1 09
Limit: 1 per family
Offer Expires Feb. 1
......grawm Good On at Johnson's orm.i.
i:V
h 1141r

776 Johnson's Coupon
6 12

SAVE

with purchase o' 1 dozen
'Ever'Fresh

FROZEN GLAZED DOUGHNUTS
Johnson's Coupon

Coupon Value .50

YOU PAY ONLY

$1.99

Dixie Cup

MEAL
5 lbs.

Special Event- Price '2.49

YOU PAY ONLY

$1.29

MARTHA MITE
SELF-RISING

49

Veg-All

DISPENSER
WITH 35

5-oz. CUPS

29t

Lady Betty

MIXED VEGS. PRUNE JUICE
No.3O3can

Johnson's Grocery No. 24114

Special Event Price 81.69
Coupon Worth .40

it

45'

Pet NON-DAIRY

CREAMER

SALT & PEPPER

$129

JERGENS

300 can

3-PIECE MOROCCO PLACE
SETTING

2/39'

Johnson's Grocery

Qt 49'
Johnson's Coupon

1-Qt. King Size

IVORY Only
with coupon
LIQUID
84' without coupon
---.Good'Only at Johnson's
.Dffer .Expires.Feb. 1,1 1272

Limit-one per family-.Coupon expires 2/26/72

-
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* ledger & Times ri Schedule foilliWesda Evening *
CH, 4
WSM

CH. 3
WSIL
6:00 News
6:30 Sports
7:00 Ed
Father
7:30 Comedy Hour
8:30 Persuaders
:30 Basketball
10:00 News
i
1 1:00 Cavett

30 Dragnet
7:00 Adam 12
7:30 Movie
9:00 Night Gal.
10:00 News
10.30 Tonight

6:30 Tell Truth
7:00 Burnett
2:00 Med. Center
9:00 Mannix
10:00 News
10:30 Mason
11:30 Movie

CH. 12
KFVS

CH.
WSIX

CH. 6
WPSO

CH. 5
WLAC

6:30 Nash Music
7,00 Adam 12
7:30 Movie
9:00.Gallery
10:00.News
10:30 Tonight

6:30 Make Deal
7:00 Movie
9:00 Comedy Hour
10:00 High
Chaparral
11:00 News
11:30 Cavell

6:30 Rollin'
7:00, Special
II:00 Comedy Bowl
9:00 Mannix
10:00 News
10:30 Griffin

CM. 21
WDXR
5:57 News
6:011 Movie
7:27 News
7:30 Theater 21
9:35 Weather
9:40 News
10:00 Crest. Feat
10:30 Movie
12:00 Sports

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule FOr Thursday *
:30 LaLanne
:00 The Hour
10:30 That Girl
11:00 Bewitched
11:30 Password
12:00 My Child.
12:30 Make-Deal
1:00 Newlyweds
1:30 Dating
12:00 Gen. Hosp.
12:30 One Life
3:00 Love Am.
3:30 Matinee
5:00 H.X.
Lewis
5:30 News
6:00 News
6:30 Safari
7:00 Smith Jones
11:00 Longstreet
9:00 Marshall
10:00 News
10:30 Cavett

Journal
7:00 Today
6:00 Mor.Show 5:45
9:00 Dinah
6:00 News
7:00 Today
AM
9:30 Concent.
6:30 N'Ville
9:00 Dinah
Korn.
Kitc.
10:00 Sale Can.
7:55
9:30 Concen.
Kangaroo
10:30 Squares
8:00
10:00 Sale-Cen.
11:00 Jeopardy
9:00 Tell-Truth
10:30 Squares
11:30
9:30 T or C
11:00 Jeopardy
Affair
11:55 News
Fam.
10:00
11:30 WWW
12:00 News
10:30 Love of Life
12:00 Noon
Is
Heart
12:15 Pastor
11.00
1.00 Our Lives
Romp.
Search
12:30
11:30
1:30 Doctors
12:00 Singing Con.. .11:55 Calendar,
2:00 An. World
12:30 World Turin' - 1:00 Lives
2:30 Promise
1:30 Doctors
1:00 Love Is
3:00 Somerset
1:30 Guiding Light 2:00 World
3:30 Virginian
2:30 Promise
2:00 Secret Storm
5:00 Mayberry
2:30 Edge of Night 3:00 Somerset
6:00 News
3:30 Popeye
Pyle
Gomer
3:00
6:30 Primus
4:00 Gilligan
7:00 Flip Wilson 3:30 Gilligan
Dan Boone
4:30
4:00 Movie
8:00 Ironside
6;30.Dragnet
9:00 Dean Martir 5:25 News
7:00.F. witson
6:00 News
10:00 News
2:00,1rOnside
6:30 Tell Truth
10:30 Tonight
Martin
9:00.0.
7:00 Me 1. Chimp
10:0II.News
7:30 My 3 Sons
10:311.TOnight
8:00 Movie
10:00 News
10:30 Mason
•1117112-8110via- -

6:30 McCoys
5:45 Sun. Sam.
9:45 CMVOtiOftal
6:I5 Break. Show 10:00 Movie
7:00 Bozo
7:00 News
111:30 Romper
11:50 sewing
9:00 Lucy
II:00 Kangaroo
12:00 Gourmet
9:30 Hillbillies
9:00 Lucy
12:30 3 Match
10:00 Mov. Game 9:30 Hillbillies
1:00 Movie
10:30 That Girl
10:00 Fam. Altair 2:57 News
11:00 Bewitched
10:30 Love-Lite
3:00 Movie Game
11:50 Barbara
11:00 Where Heart 3:30 ENale
11:45 Sewing
11:25 News
x
4:00
11:55 C. Duvall
zo
4:00
12:00 My Children 11:30 Searth
Pic.
Farm
12:00
12:30 Make-Deal
5:00 Garr
1205 News
1:00 Newlyweds
5:20 BIH Dance
12:20 Weather
1:30 Dating
5:57 News
2:00 Gen.
Hosp. 12:30 World Turns 6:00 Movie
Many
1:00 Love
2:30 One Life
7:27 News
1:30 Guiding Light 7:30
3:00 Password
Theater 2/
Storm
sec.
2:00
3:30 Love Am.
Weather
9:35
-Night
Edge
2:30
Jeannie
4:00
9:40 News
4:30 Green Aare, 3:00 Lassie
10:00 Creel Fist.
4:00 Virginian
5:00 News
10.30 Movie
5:30 News
6:00 Griffith
12:00 Sports
6:30 GolddiggerS
6:30 Primus
7:00 Smith JoneS
7:00 Me a Chimp
2:30 My 3 Sons
8:00 Longstreet
II:00 Special
9;00 Marshall
1:00 Reports
":00 Chaparral
10:00 News
11:00 News
,.114,11erseatin_
44:30 Gauen

11113110 tocomick
15-5FAX4IN6
T-011 141S
IPENTftlY

•
Calamity Jane liCas to fame
"Well," Jones was to recall,
most putters in the 1920s
Actually, there were two "that putter certainly wasn't
Calamity Janes, and they were new. It was rusty and sort of
virtually identical, right down beat up, and no doubt had sevto wrappings to match those eral owners before it got to
placed around splits in the me."
Old or not, the putter wasn't
original hickory shaft. It was
Calamity Jane No. 2 with which all that Jim Maiden gave to
he won the 1929 U.S. Open and Jones.
Where Jones had copied
earned him the unequaled feat
of winning the Grand Slam - Stewart's fluid swing - how
the U.S. Open and Amateur, lucky to have had such a pro to
and the British Open and Ama- learn from - Jones took Jim's
advice on putting.
teur championships.
"He told me to play the hall
Jones, who was 69 when he
died, was given the original back a little in my stance,"
Calamity Jane in 1907. Bobby's Jones said, "and hit down on it
parents had just joined the until I gained confidence in
East Lake Golf Chib-eutside of both the putting style and the
Atlanta where Stewart Maiden putter.
"I guess I would have to say
was to become head pro.
Maiden's brother, Jim, also a that his action turned out to my
golf pro, had seen Jones play profit," Jones told J. Victor
and was convinced Jones could East of Golfer's Digest once.
Still, there was one occasion
be a better putter. So he introduced Joneato Calamity Jane. on which Jones almost put putter to knee.
It was 1927 and Jones had not
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
putting well in the Atlanta
been
BOO 0000 MUM Open.
5 Apparently
0000
02OM
000
6 Preposition
He had left his clubs with an
OMM BOMOBOODO
7 54.10enetlX11
tittenclant,--Stinweted-,-and apOMOUO Baia
ending
8 Musical
OD OMM OBOO1 parently cooled off when he
instrument
ODO DOOM marched into the pro shop and
BOO
Mournful
9
OB OMO BOU MM asked,"Where is that putter?"
10 Anger
0O0120 000 MOB
11 Through
It was brought to him and he
BOBO MOO 100
16 High card
18 Christmas carol
00=0-4 was about to break it over his
BOBO
a,
(pl.)
MOOMMOMBO OMO —knee when a bystander stopped
20 Comb. tone:ear
MOO ROOM MOM him. "You'll want that tomor22 Detests
BOOM 0000
23 Choose
row," he warned Jones. "You'd
24 Sun god
better have a devil you know
26 Floggings
51 Grain
41 Paid notice
28 Behold'
than one you dent"
Lamprey
44
(slang)
Conjunction
52
29 Steal
"Perhaps - yousre right,"
30 City in Germany 45 Direction
54 Music'

ATLANTA, Ga. - A good
putter, like a good woman, is
hard to find.
Golfers never end their quest
for the perfect putter. Example: Several times a year a
number of tour pros will credit
a tournament win to a new
putter (if not new diet, attitude,
or goals)-and then get rid of
the putter as soon as they have
a bad putting round.
But golfing great Robert
Tyre Jones Jr. - Bobby Jones
- was the exception.
Jones, who died recently,
pinned defeat after defeat on
opponents with his tarried
"Calamity Jane." - "Calamity Jane" - named
Missouri-born
after the
straight shooter who could
plink the eyes out of a snake
- was a semi-gooseneck club
with a hickory shaft and slightly more loft (8 degrees) than

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
1 Cew,fwed
4 moisture
Willow
9 Drink slowly
12 Turkish
commander
13 Feeling
14 Exist
15 Mental state
17 Coal car
19 lake in Italy
21 Note of scale
place
22
25 At

nu

pronoun
Otherwise
31 A state
(abbr.)

27

32 Street
°borers
34 Symbol for
tellurium
35 Wheel tooth
36 Peacock
butterflies
-'v Exists
38 Substance
found in ;Aunts
41 Imitate
42 Cease
43 German for

.LONDIE
I'M
14

4p,;

FUOIOU-wmm%.4g664,6.4.7.o4comeaxNeaLseS- •
A GOOFY-4.0014ING
HAT LIKE 7
• 1-$44.1`? —

li;LAVIE-WINZEC-rsiE SAME HAT
AS MINE

TO LUNCH
TODAY!

T A 440QQ3BLE TWING„JUST
FOR THAT.
NUJ
Fb(SIDUI2
OWN
DINNER!

TO

as vrritten •
32 Sot& up
dB Golf mounds
33 Small dog
Paddle
49 Move from side 55
(coition.)
Hard•shelled
56
to side
35 Resin
fruit
50 Native
39 Preposition
59 Note of scale—
Metal
40 Dutch message'

4/ Paradise
45 Man's
nickname •
47 Small amount
49 Made of wool
53 English
seaman
5.7 Macaw
58 Invent
60 Greek letter
61 Obtain
62 Lock of hair"'
63 Skill

THE PHANTOM
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TaiMgraineZe Al(j21.0'WM Y.

Distr. by

nItaisPestura Syndic**

Hospital Report
,January 23, it
ADULTS 91I
NURSERY 7_
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Johnson (Mrs.
Cheryl Lynn Johnson) New
Concord, Ky.,Baby Girl Turner
(Mrs. Jean Louise Turner), EL
1, Murray, Baby Girl Walker
(Marilyn Walker), 201 S. 3rd St.
DISMISSALS
Master John Trevor Knight,
Rt. 1, Box 136-1, Murray, Hugh
Gene Adams, 1610 Kirkwood,
Master Ricky Jtie Hargrove, Rt.
5, Murray, Harlan Black, Rt. 1,
Farmington, Leon Rule, Rt. 1,
Almo, Mrs. Mildred Sue Wilson,
406 S. 8th St., Mrs. Carrie
Dunbar Hudspeth(expired), 709
S. Ird $t.

Jones relented. He placed the
putter back in the golf bag.
Four days later, Jones
thanked his friend. He had just
won the Atlanta Open by 12
strokes.
Jones did retire the original
Calamity Jane in 1926, and that
was only because caddies over
the years had worn a tiny depression into the face of the
club through their habit of giving cleaning cloths one last
twist to indicate the "sweet
spot" when they were done.
The back of the putter blade
bore the name, M. M. Winton,
of Acton, Scotland, and hand
stamped below that was,
"Calamity Jane."
It's believed the face of the
putter may have had some
scoring, but, because caddies
were superfastidious about
keeping it perfectly clean, their
constant cleaning with emery
cloths wore the putter face
smooth.
That didn't bother Janes. In
fact, he welcomed I-smooth
putter face.
GrowIts,-or of?
bans, were necessary to get a
shot airborne. That much he
knew.
But be also knew lb, wanted
topspin on putts, and a smooth
putter face assured him a true
roll, and not a certain amount
of backspin he would get from a
putter with a scored face.
Club makers, of course,
came around_tct _his_ way of
thinking.
In the 1920s, putters in pro
shops had indentations.
___AILMO4WAdWthejmut...
thanks to Bobby Jones,
-7en rug
A SIX LANE BRIDGE
ROME API - The Italian
government is planning to build
the world's longest suspension
bridge across the Strait of Messina to Sicily. It will be 9.000
feet long, take five to eight
years to complete and include a
six-lane highway.
The bridge will have four
massive towers. each 100 to 650
feet taller than New York's
Empire State building.

The first transatlantic wireless communication was made
by Marconi from Newfoundland
in 1901:

BEL AIR SHOPPING
CENTER

11EATLE -BAILEY
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Driver
training a
success?
Since the 1930s_, state and
federal governments have been
spending millions of dollars on
public school driver education
programs whose .effectiveness
remains a mystery.
.
Today, they attract about
thrie Million pupils, provide
jobs for about 20,000 instructors, cost taxpayers $11
million in federal funds and
another $811 million in state
funds.
Although lack of proof of
school performance is neither
new nor surprising, these
programs continue because
parents would rather support
them than do the Instruction
themselves and because insurance company pressure
reduces the alternatives.
least 30 hours of classroom
theory on safe driving and six
hours behind the wheel.
Despite periodic attacks by
academicians and costconsciousschool boards,driver training has been going strong
since its beginning nearly 40
years age. Fresh attention - is
focused on its futility in a
recent reportfrom the National
Transportation Safety -Hinted.
"After 37 years of public high
school experience and over 60
yeàrsOl commercial seho61 --7-experle.nee,---ways-the- report;Youth and Traffic SafetY
Education, "thtre is still no
body of data or series of studies
from which it can be concluded
that current programs do or do
not contribute to highway
safety."
Emphasizing the enormous
gravity of the problem, the
report discloses, "Higljway
deaths of youth . . (15 to 24)
. have exceeded. fatalities of
all ages in every year of the
Vietnam war,even in the years
of largest loss.
"Youthful drivers are involved in fatal highway accidents — also in total accidents — 60 per cent more
often than their proportion of
the driving population or their
use of the auto:iambi* would
Prldktp" irle=Wic
i0Shi
vaL!,
"greatest het
Years ago, insurance
companies began discounting
policies written on cars whose
young drivers graduated from
driver education. The Allstate
Insurance Co. pioneered a 15
per MO reduction in 1953. It is
one of the nation's largest insurers of young-drivers, particularly in metropolitan areas
where accident, injury, deatharid property damage rates are
highest. Allstate spokesmen
claim their experience with
218,000 young
orists- IWO
shows that driver education
graduates have "a far
superior" record_ and fewer
accidents .than those without
- such-instruction.- The Safety Board, however,
calls "Unsound" the insurance
industry's intimation that
driver education is the reason
for better records, noting," . .
the insurance companies•hSve
never ascertained whether
driver education is the cause of
a better accident rate."
Researchers, commercial
and public- school driving
spokesmen have been arguing
abaft driver education's effectiveness for years.
"Few, if any, other issues in
highway safety," the study
declares, "have been so
characterized by the interpretation of data to support
preconceived notions of interest groups and others as in
the case cL driver education. 't
should be reemphasized that
there Are currently no data
upon which one might confidently decide whether driver
education, as currently
practiced in public high schools
or in commercial schools,
results in better driving
records than would be the case
if such students were trained
informally
by
parents,
relatives, friends, etc."
Most driver education
spokesmen say someone other
than emotionally involved
relatives or friends should do
the teaching.
Dr. LeRoy -Dunn, chief of the
U. S. Department of Transportation's driver education
and licensing division, believes
an educated driver will do a
better' job than an uneducated
one. Driver education is
working, he says, in states he
credits with outstanding
programs, such as Illinois,,
Michigan, Iowa, West Virginia
and Utah. Evidence indicates
that parents do .not want to
teach their,children to drive, he
adds..

FOR GROWING FAMILIE
Texas Ruby Red

GRAPEFRUIT
Texas

Fine for

ORANGES
Califdmia Juicy

.1.EMONS

5-1b.

Garden Delight
bag51

5-lb.

bag
Frosty Acres

ORANGEJUICE 12-m- -SWEET CORN '°
2/49'

1 doz. in cello bag -

Yellow Ripe

BANANAS

1-lb. can

49t

No, 1 Red

POTATOES

10-lb. bag

- "with coupon
below"

1614-oz can

Liver & Chicken

Bakers Angel- Flake

COCONUT

Barna
Pancake or

AT HARD TO BEAT
PRICES

Peanut
Butter 3-lb. jar

LEAN, MEATY

1 Qt Size

PORK STEAK
Fresh, Tender

wwew,
.../..weeinewwedviah
Kraft Parkay
Lean, Boneless

PORK
LIVER

i
Margar ne
"Yellow Quarters"

CUTLETS

lb. 39;

lb.

79

11b.

29t

IVORY
LIQUID
‘ Good
Price Without
Only
at Parker's Mkt. Coupon
Expires 2/3/72 Limit: 1 coupon per customer

79€

ir.wwwwwwwwimee.ews.
Kellogg

SAVE 10'WHEN YOU BUY A
1-LB. CAN of

Corn Flakes
12 oz box
* FRESH CUT-UP *

CHICKEN PARTS
59* lb.

BREAST
LEGS
THIGHS
WINGS
NECKS & BACKS

491 lb,
49* lb.
294 lb.
194 lb.

MORRELL
All-Meat

WIENERS
12-oz. pkg.

47'

29'

FOLGERS COFFEE
SPECIAL PRICE
WITH THIS CAPON

-ww.wwisremsw.
King Size

69'

Ivory Liquid
with coupon

)4.
.,4:
04

49,

WITHOUT COUPON

> 4t
•
•
3,4t•
1
/1 • •

Coupe. colt, value I 70 ol IC
)40 •
veletv
• • • • • • • • • Al • • .• • % •
•#•lre
•le:/
i
44
b

IF YOU MATCH OUR QUALITY...YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICE!r'
Located in Downtown

Good Thru. 2/3/ 2

7.
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titminating.iffill
-Enabting ford- To Flre
Ceihnt On
New Peace Plan Draws
Howe Passed In State House
•
Swinford,
RECC Bonds Approved in Senate
-Coot- Rec. tion Toda -sign them. Baker said this
would have the effect of negating previous legislation requirlowould
allow
-SB39, which
ing attorneys signatures on
cal boards of education to con- documents, but
Johnson said
tract for educational services the bill restricted the
right to
children.
for exceptional
persons
who
prepared
docu-SB66, which would allow
ments and was designed as a
adults to smoke in designated time-saving factor.
areas on school property. Sen.
-$BA which would establish
Lacey Smith, D-Louisville, a Legislative Research Comcalled the bill* "step in the mission subcommittee to
reright direction" but said the view administrative reguprivilege should be extended lo
lations, was scheduled for a
students as well to reduce dam- vote
Tuesday but was returned
age and vandalism in places to the State
Goverrunept Comwhere students go between mittee
instead for amendment.
smokes."
classes to "sneak
Prior to Tuesday's voting
-SB40, allowing the Louis- Sen.
Scott Miller, R-L:oUisville,
ville Police Cart to levy costs.
made
a plea for the Senate to
Sen. Walter Baker, &Glasgow,
said he thought the purpose of consider changing SB54, which
any court should be to dispense would have the University of
justice, not to raise money. Louisville covered by the same
Sen. Donald Johnson, R-Fort statute that outlines authority
Thomas noted, however, that of Kentucky's regional Wilier.
-- sides.
fiance courts in Ken"I thought there would be
hanky as well as county courts
word
from the executive
have the power to levy costs,
which would be used to cover branch by now and I still think
there will," Miller said. "I
operating expenses.
-SB50 which would "Sow can't imagine any man who has
0Mb risen to the office of governor
Persons'
who drafteddocuments to use a facsimile, of Kentucky allowing a bill to
normally a rubber stamp, to do what this bill would do."
U of L officials have contended restrictions confining re- --r-search and service activities to
" • •
its immediate geographic area
result in Alma of federal
__mamboed from Page
research funds.
miller read foist of projects
represents 261 businesses and
vidbale in this CiignallnitY
from the U of L School of Mod!He urged all directors to eine which he said could be
redouble their efforts and reach jeopardized by the bill. Includthe goal as soon as possible.
ed were the school's dialysis
Leonard Vaughn,chairman of unit, a proposed burn center, a
the "Operation Townlift" possible regional cancer treatCommittee, reported that a ment center and existing concomprehensive an_rv
2r.wcat.11,
1 sultation with cardiac clinics in
be broken into sections
western Kentucky counties.
each section being coMpleted
The hill is scheduled for conby the authorities in that particular area. To get the best sideration Thursday in the seripossible answers to the survey ate Education Committee.
In Senate committee action
he said that atnige time would
be given each group to complete Tuesday:
questionaire.
Heeir
-The Appropriations and
estimated it would take about
four weeks to complete the job. Revenue Committee reported
After completion, the survey favorably SB71 to raise the ceilwill be returned to TVA for bIlla ea salaries of deputy cirgrading. After grading, another cult court clerks in counties
public hearing will be bed with with fewer than 75,000 mi(Cestha)ed from Page 1)
en interested citizens par- dents.
bills Tuesday, because a subcommittee under the chairman- aCiPattutl
Dr. A.H. Kopperud,'chairman
ship of Wells had become deadof the Highway Committee,
locked on the issue.
he had visited the
Five votes were needed to reported that
Department recently
Highway
bring any proposal out of the
District 13 of the Kentucky
eight-man subcommittee, but to check on the progress of the Nurse's Association held its
four4aning
of
US.
641.
He
..nosie could muster more than
that the preliminary annual meeting recently and
four favor.
elected officers for the coming
Voting for the administration ciedip__work was as athe60, year.
the corridor for the
and
that
bill were Reps. Richard Lewis,
Elected were: Mrs. Martha
been approved by
D-Benton; Darvin Alien, 1)-Roy- new road had
Adams, president; Mrs. Jean
Roads':alton; Bruce; House Speaker the Bureau of Public
Leonard Vaughn reported Culp, president-elect; Mrs.
Norbert nurse of Louisville;
that
he had talked to Governor Geneva Cooper, vice-president;
Peter Conn D-Louisville• DeFord about the -road and- the-,Peuline---alinpbeit-secretery;
Marcus; George Harris, D-SaGovernor restated hia aim to Mrs. Jane Ray, treasurer.
lem; Billy Paxton, D-Central
Members of the board of
complete the road during the
City, W. J. Reynolds, 13-Allen,
term of office. The preliminary directors are: Mrs. Aileen
sponsor.
and Swinford, its
design for the four-laning of Oliver, Mrs. EmaJean ThurPrior to the vote, an amendMain Street is also underway. man, Mrs. Nancy Scott, Mrs.
ment to H.B. 112 offered by
James L Johnson, executive -Virginia Harmeyer,Mrs. Mary
Rep. Arthur Schmidt, R-Coid
irecretirY;
Sian *reed dint-- • Criswell and Miss Jane Rainey.
Spring, was defeated on a vote
The district's next meeting
drairrnan of the
Glen
Doran,
of 94.
Industrial Development will be held Thursday, January
Schmidt's amendment would
Committee, had received a 27 at 7 p.m. at the RECC
have divided Campbell County
letter from the state outlining building in Mayfield. A tax
between the 4th and 6th dislnuch tougher regulations specialist is scheduled to speak
tricts, instead of between both
Tax
and
'Income
concerning the building of on
Kenton and Campbell as speciaccess roads to prospective Professional Deductions."
fied in the bill.
All members and prospective
industry.
James Garrison, chairman - members are invited brattend.
of the filFibirt pOmmittee, A board meeting will be held at
reported that the terminal 6:30 p.m., prior to the regular
- (Continued from Page 1)
building at Kyle Field was meeting.
Suzette Hiiihes, Patricia almost completed, and that the
Jones, Jennifer Lovett,„Zandra new furnishings should arrive
Morris, Marion Outland, at any time. An open house will
Brenda Overcast, Cathy Pigs, be held upon completion.
Johnny Riley, Richard Scott,
A discussion was held on the
David Smith, Meleia Spann, feasibility of the establishing
Malinda Taylor +, Tina Todd, another tourist attraction in or
Tommy West.
near downtown Murray during
N,Freshmeo—Patsy
Burkeen, the summer season. An antique
Vic
Butterworth +, Janet car display was one of the ideas
Byerly, Norita Cassity, Anita to be explored.
The Creative Arts DepartChaney,
Clark, Valerie
Johnson made a full report of rnent of the Murray Woman's
Crabtree,
Crittendon, the Chambers activities over' Club metfor its regular meeting
Craig Dowdy,
Dumas, the past two months. He stated and a business meeting Monday
4
-Cathy Futrell,
borah that for the first time in many morning, according to Mrs.
Garrett, Larry Geib,
years,the unemployment figure A.W. Russell, chairman.
Greer, Alan R. Haley,
for Calloway County had
The Students are contest will
Hargrove, Robert Ha
dropped below 5 per cent. He be held in February, it was
James Harris, Mary Beth Iaya,
tioned that the figures announced, land contest plans
Cheryl Jackson,
released covered only those will be announced soon, by Mrs.
Jimmy Jarrett, Tim Let- employa eligible for unem- Henry Holton, contest chairterman, Christine McCuiston, ployment Insurance. He also man.
A demonstration on jewelry.
James McCuiston, Sherri reported that a'tit number of
the county making was given by Mr.
McKinney, Dale Mathis -I-, small businesses tkl,
Mark Miller, Sharon Molder, came under the Unemployment Harry Furches, a professor of
)ei
blitt art at Murray State University.
Act on J
Denise Morton, Jerry r Den
Those present watched him
, Nance, Marketia Orr; Brenda for the first time.
ski a ring in wax, then cast it
Outland, Martha Outland, Alone
Johnson also said that the
Paschall,
shortage of Natural Gas for in ' er. Also on display was a
, of jewelry 'items in
Caron Phelps, Danny Prit- industry was hurting the
of completion.
chett, Hazel Pritchett, Pam chances for a new plant. He various
Hostesses
the meeting
Robertson, Ralph Rogers, explained that the shortage was
ms, Mrs.
generally statewide. An official were Mrs. Ken
Bobby Scott, Sherrie Starks,
. M.C.
Joni Tidwell, Jan Todd, of Texas Gas will be invited to Dan Harrell,
Derma Tucker, Janet Usrey, visit the board and explain the Garrott, Mrs] Don L:'us,
Kirk VanDerae, Anthony Webb, shortage and chances of in- Mrs. Don Story, and Mrs.
Alison Wilferd, Susan Williams. creased allotments for the area Lyons.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)Rural Electric Cooperative Coperations would be able to compete better for available investment money under a bill
which has passed the Kentucky
Senate and is headed for the
House.
SB51, approved Tuesday,
would eliminate the 6 per cent
interest ceiling on RECC issued
bonds and other obligations.
The bill alsochanges the
method by which capital credits are distributed. Industries
and other large quantity electric users currently enjoy a decided advantage over individual
consumers in receiving credits,
the means by which cooperatives distribute excess Income:
Under the bill, RECC rates
and charges would be regulated
by the State Public Service
Commission,directors would be
permitted to issue
without prior approval from a
majority of common stockholders, and the current 35-year
limit on such obligations would
be removed.
Directors would be allowed-to
sell, without stockholder consent, and property deemed necessary for normal operatics
and any property acquired for
resale.
SensAW-Whit‘tgltoirling
Green, and James 'licks, &Albany,criticized the latter
non last week during a meeting
-of the Senate Public Utili
and Transportation Committee.
They contended the privilege
would encourage real estate
speculation.
Hicks announced in the Senate Tuesday he has reevaluated
his position, adding any evidence of speculation as a result
of the bill _could be corrected by
legislation during the next general assembly session. He and
White both voted for the bill.
The Senate also passed the
following measures:
SB72, Adding 50 cents
fee for motorboat registration

With the money going to circuit
court clerks.

Remap

Nurses Elect New
Officers Recently

Harry Furches
Speaks To Art
Department

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)Maintaining they were not aiming at any individual, Democrats have rammed through the
House a bW removing merit
system protection for top jobs
in the State Personnel Department.
But House Bill 120, passed
Tuesday on a basically partyline vote of 74-23, contains an
emergency provision which
puts it into effect as soon as it
is passed by the Senate and
signed by Gov. Wendell Ford.
Therefore the bill would enable Ford to fire Ralph Howe,
the personnel commissioner
who is a holdover from the previous Republican administration of fermer Gov. Louie B.
Nunn. Ford, a Democrat, has
asked Howe to resign but he
has refssed.
Mid while the House was acting on the bill Tuesday, a hearing was being held In another
port ed. Frankfort on charges
Ford basIrought against Howe
In an attempt to remove him.

In addition to losinoving Merit
System protection from top positions in the Personnel Depart-,
HB120 would allow all
other state department heads to
have any number of top assistants not covered by the Merit
System. Each department now
is allowed ank one such assist-"Prior to voting on HB120, the
House rejected-on another 27=
72, party-line vote-a motion by
Minority Leader Harold-Marcus on Stanford to put off
action on the Merit System
measure until Friday.
DeMarcus asked for the delay so that further consideration could be given to several
objections which were contained in a telegram met trod
the National
League.
That telegram, which DeMarcus read on the floor of the
House, supported only the ree_
moval of the personnel neonatesioner from Merit System-pretection.
The telegram was sent from
Washington by Jean Couturier,
executive director of thisleague, who said the league did
not support HB120 and was concerned by reports pat it did.
In speaking of the bill earlier,
House Majority Leader John

Dr. Golden

said the league felt
top elective officials should be
able to appoint their personnel
directors as a policy matter.
Swinford said the governor is
responsible to the electroate for
personnel as well as for programs and should be able to select his own director.
The telegram from the league
said HB120 was "far from reform in nature," although it
was offered as "reform legislation."
"The sections (of the bill)
providing for political appointment of all key staff members
in the Department of Personnel
and for providing an unlimited
number of administrative assistants to commissioners (in
other departmentalSubject the
Merit System to political manipulations and greatly weaken
lt,"-the telegram asserted.

"On May 31, 1971 eight for not responding to Hanoi's
WASHINGTON ( AP)- PresWashington
ident Nixon's newly unveiled months ago, at one of the se- offer when, in fact,
eight-point Vietnam peace offer cret meetings in Paris," Nixon had been responsive.
So in "another attempt to
drew a codl reception from said,"we offered specifically to
North Vietnam today and found agree to a deadline for . the break the deadlock," he said,
of
little favor with his critics at withdrawal of all American he communicated elements
North
to
the
plan
eight-point
his
for
the
reexchange
forces in
home.
The President, in a surprise lease of all prisoners of war Vietnamese Oct. 11 and proposed a Nov. 1 meeting with
announcement, disclosed a pro- and a cease-fire.
"At the next private meeting, Kissinger.
posal made secretly eight
He said the North Vietnammonths ago for a US. pullout on June 26, the North Vietnamagreed to a Kissinger sesese
our
offer.
They
ese
rejected
in exchange for a prisoner release, and his broader eight- privately proposed instead their sion with Le Duc Tho, Hanoi's
point offer made last October. own nine-point plan which in- top adviser at the Paris talks,
The latter proposes that South sisted that we overthrow the: on Nov. 20. But they called off
Vietnam's • President Nguyen government of South Vietnam." the !fleeting Nov. 17 on grounds
Calling his new offer "one of- their envoy was ill and have
Van Thieu step down pending a
which we can all agree" and an failed to agree to a secret parnew election.
effort to break the deadlock at ley since, he said,
In a radio-television address
Paris, Nixon said:
• r
Tuesday night Nixon disclosed
"Some of our citizens have Nixon At-A-Glance
he had dispatched his nationalWASHINGTON (AP)- The
become accustomed to thinking
security adviser, Henry A. Kisthat whatever our government following is an at-a-glance suni-:
singer, to Paris a dozen times
mary of President Nixon's
"Our model law does not since -Aug. 4i 19SO, for hush- says must be false, and what- statement on the Vietnam war
_
ever
our
enemies
say
must
be
Mate nor do we support the hush negotiatWoli-ivith top
Tuesday:
..r..true- The record I have
nonceverage of director§ or North Vietnarrisee envoys.
SECRET TALKS: Privati neritealed
tonight
proves
the
consecretarial employes of the perHanoi negotiators rejected a
gotiations have been held since
trary."
sonnel department,(as HB 120 1,1„S. offer last May for a pullThe White House account of Aug. 4, 1969, to break the imdoes)," it maid. "Quite the con- out deadline in return for pristhe
211 years of secret negotia- passe over Vietnam; but Nixon
trary. If these positions were oner release and a cease-fire,
tions
stressed that the North unveiled them in an effort to
not under the Civil Service sys- he said. Nixon said the eightbreathe some life into the Paris
tem,•effective administration of point plan "tias not been re- Vietnamese are insisting on peace talks.
Thieu's
removal
as
part
of
any
the Merit System would vc vir- jecteci, but it has been igKISSINGER: Henry A. Kissettlement.
,
tually impossible."
nored?' _
Nixon's eight-point plan fea- singer, national-security-affairs,
Other bills passed and sent to
A White House official said
tured a new presidential elec- adviser to Nixon was the nethe Senate were:
the first enemy response "is
gotiator at 13 secret meetings
-HB13, allowing city aux- UkelyjL he -negative': when tion in South Vietnam as the in France.
U.S.-Saigon
offer
on
this
prime
iliary policemen to install blue U.S. negotiator William Porter
PROPOSALS: On May 31,
flashing lights and sirens on presents the plan publicly at sticking point in the Paris 1971, a secret U.S. offer was set
_414
As the
mammatheir cars if their chiefs give '- Thursday's weekly Paris peaceforth-"to agree to a deadline.
written permission. The bill talks meeting. The official rised hit
for withdrawal of all American
six_month.s
was passed 54-41 after several'—Weed hope or a more-favorTh exchange-lac release 1
House members protested that able North Vietnamese reaction ,agreement:
-of all prisoners of war and a
en
s
t:
ha
11
Withdraw
all
U&
it would result in too many per- later.
and allied forces from South cease-fire." The North Vietsons with inadequate training
But a main aim of Nixon's 20namese rejected it in July, deVietnam.
having such equipment.
minute address was also to demanding U.S. overthrow of the
"-We
shall
exchange
all
-HB24, prohibiting any Ken- fuse domestic criticism-and
South Vietnamese government.
prisoners.
tucky state legislator from various congressmen who have
"-There shall be a cease-fire On Oct. 11, the U.S. offered its
serving on the governing board been attacking the adminiseight-point plan that the North
of any state college or univet- tration's Vietnam policy were
thrciug“-Zute
r
sh
Indochina.a
a
new
pres- Vioinsuneee failed to ansim„..
93-1.
-Again disapproving.
THE PLAN: The last.Ameriidential
election
in
South
Viet.--HB 115, allowing children of
Democratih presidential cancan offer would see withdrawal
MM."
prisoners of war or of service- didate George McGovern said
In a Saigon broadcast timed of all U.S. and allied forces
men missing in action to be ex- he does not think the new Nix= - with
Nixon's announcement, from South Vietnam, an exOKA Iron tuition at any gate-03140[MU111.-ivilLirogit. ChairThieu
said
he agreed to the of- -change of-- all prisoners, a
vocational school, college or man J. W. Fulbright of the Senand that -the Viet Cong's cease-fire throughout Inuniversity. It was passed NA --air Foreign Relations ComNational Liberation Front could dochina, a new presidential
mittee said Nixon did not offer
run candidates in the proposed election Open to all factions in
enough to gain Hanoi's accept- election.
South Vietnam-all within six
ance. Sen. Jacob K. Javite, ItUnder the plan, Thieu and months of the signing of an
N.Y., said the American nation"
-Wee President Tran Van Huong agreement.
al interest "still requires com- would
(C,oathrued from Page 1)
Further, South Vietnamese
resign a month before
"Blue Lake Overture" by John plete US. withdrawal."
the vote but could run for office President Thieu and his vice
Nixon accused Hanoi of hav- If they chose.
president would resign a month1
Barnes Chance, composition
teacher at the University of ing publicly denounced the
Communist negotiators have before the election and a proviKentucky; "Divertimento For United States for not making spurned past offers for elec- sional caretaker government
Winds by conductor Paul proposals which in fact"- had tions on ground they would be would take over.
Shahan; "Symphony In B- been "made in the manner they rigged against the NLF. U.S.
Flat" by the german composer, wanted us to respond-secret- negotiators in turn claim that
Paul Hindemith and "Concerto ly."
enemy proposals for a new SaiThe North Vietnamese thus gon
For Band" by Guidon Jacob.
government, have been.
Other instrumental en- "induced many Americans in- heavily weighted in favor of the
(tssed.from Page 1)
Use_press
and
the
Congress
into
sembles to perform at the
-Communists.
✓
Withithoth of the Chilan
echoing
their propagandaBiennial Conference are the
Besides the points on with- Scholarship
recipients at
Americans
who
could
not
know
State
ouisiana
drawal of all U.S.-allied foreign Murray State
University for=
Alniversity Wind Ensemble, the they were being falsely used by forces froze 'South Vietnam
1971-72 were on the Dean's List
the
enemy
to-stir
up
divisivethe
Peabody Wind Ensemble,
"within six months of an agree- for High
Scholarship for the fall"
Mern_phis State Wind Ensemble ness in this country," he said.
ment," the parallteriaoner x.
-bast-year „
-of-theIncetyrominurt
and the Mississippi -§tatelra—en°.
lease in this period and the
scholarship recipients were
demands
by
Nixon's
political
Ensemble
of the Murray state opponents, as voiced by the elections to be held "within six Janie Hughes, a Calloway
Members
months of an agreement," the
Sinfonietta caucus of Democratic senators eight-part Nixon plan proposes: County High School graduate,
University Wind
and Steve Brooks, a Murray
are: Cheryl Heavrin, Paducah; Wednesday and by nearly all
-Both sides will respect the High
graduate. Both students
Debbie Duke, Huntsville, Democratic presidential con- Geneva Agreements for Inmade a 3.4 standing and were
taiders,
been for a (lead
dachhia'S. PeAct. th*Pendeiler awarded $100 scholarships each
Tici°1-9-,:"---.
line-for withdral:
Murray;
; CarolynSloan,
al-thM
and neutrality.
for the spring semester.
conditioned
upon
release
Huntsville, Alabama; Cheryl 'fees,
-Problems among the InCivitan J.H. Nix announced
L I American prisoners.
Stewart, Columbia, Illinois; '
dochinese countries will be setplans
for the third Council
Keith Sperry, Uncasville,
lied in accord with these prinConnecticut; Tommy Walker,
ciples and "all armed forces of _meeting of Kentucky District of
Civitan International to be held
Greenville, Kentucky; Lynn
the countries'of Indochina must
at
Lake Barkley ',Ode on
Armstrong, Milan, Tennessee:
remain within their national
February.
111-19. Chitin's Int
Sharon Leonard, Paducah;
frontiers."
ternational President -Orville
Margaret Snyder, Youngstown,
-'There will be a general Brink and Herb Vescio,
New York; Danny Russell,
cease-fire throughout In. Governor of Kentucky Civitans,
Careden, Tennessee;' Joe
Mrs. Maggie Coleman, 82, of dochina, to begin when the will -speak at the February-19McGrannahan, 'Lexington,
Murray,
died at 11:15 a.m. agreement is signed. As part of council banquet.
Kentucky; Pat Bradley,
Tuesday, at the Murray the cease-fire, there will be no
Ralph Bogard and Nick
Paducah ; Mary Caudill,
Calloway
County
Hortin,
Hospital,
after
further
infiltration
of
co-chairmen for the
outside
Kirkland,
RamSue
Murray;
sey, Kentucky; Don Foster, suffering from an extended forces into any of the countries Annual Murray Civitan Club Pancake Day, announced that
of Indochina."
Burna, Kentucky; Wayne illness.
Mrs.
Coleman
is
event
-There
will
for Saturday March 18.
survived
by
be
international
Calvert
City;.
Collins,
Allen Seidel, Henderson, Alan her daughter, Mrs. Loyd K. supervision of the military as- Hortin will manage the event at
Baker, Cadiz; A.G. McGran- Parker, of Clarksville, Ten- pects of the agreement and the Rudy's Restaurant and Bogard
will lead the Civitan group at
nahan, Lexington; David nessee; son, Winston Coleman, prisoner release.
.aitsburg, Washington; two
-"There will be an inter- the Southside Restaurant. ('
Dunevant, Mayfield; Gary W
national guarantee for the funArmstrong, Sheffield,
aisters
nd Mr.s.MLo
i i,s
s mie
Failnie
Baker,Du
boltrof damental national rights of the
Alabama; David Sutherland, s
neyd, Mayfield. Four grandchildren Indochinese peoples, the status
Ri
Hachar
ohi
Keoi;th
also survive.
of all the countries in InMassillon, Ohio;
She was a member-of the 7th dochina, and lasting peace In
Neathamer, Drakesboro,
Kentucky; Gene King, Hart- and Poplar Church of Christ, this region." Both sides will
David and also the Crescent Hill agree to take part in an interKentucky;
ford,
eldB;r00Hits
ebi
nrnk
y , Eastern Star Chapter No. 265. national conference for such
Mayn
fin
T
yunrckk;erc,herry
was the
eshweiw
donws purposes.
Buckingham, Syracuse, New ,diedMrisn.
of the late Frank Coleman, who
Nearly all the ideas in the
Mrs R.W. Key passed away
December, 1950.
Nixon plan have been -taken up this morning at about 18:30
Huntsville, Alabama; Susan
born
in
at
Calloway
County
the
on
Paris talks in one ver- o'clock at the Puryear Nursing
Schnake, Centralia, Illinois;
Paducah; February 24, 1889, the daughter sionOr another since the parley Home in Puryear, Tennessee.
Damns Gray,
Janice Haley, Owensboro; of Rufe and Nora Manning began three years ago.
Survivors
include two
A White House official said
Clarence Riley, Mayfield; Gary Duncan.
daughters, Mrs. Louis Charles
The Blalock Coleman Funeral the eight points are being preDyson, Paducah; Jane Myers,
Ryan and Mrs. George E.
sented In flexible fashion which Overbey, Sr.
charge
Paducah; Carol Connor, Tell
ge m
iser-i-tu
ts
'
.
Roy
of will allow for agreement on
City, Indiana; Steve La.sher, arrangements.
Mr. Key preceded her in
y will be the
dsletada
2:00offic:tth
ir: some of them without requiring death.
Salem, Kentucky; Bob Finch,
them
all
in
one
package.
Alan
MadisonWle; and
Arrangements are
inheld
Nixon said Porter will complete at this time.
-Lanham, Paducah.
B
m
:l
iste.r
ock-C,o
al
l
erna
thenser
cj
pe
i
ce
l
:B
th
presenthis
u
ri
be
al
plan
at
Paris
Wind
The
ThursAccompanying
The J.H. Churchill Funeral
day "along with alternatives to Home
Sinfonietta on the trip to will be in the New Concord
is in charge.
make it even more flexible."
Memphis on January 29 will be cemetery.
Nixon said the secret talks in
Professors Donald
Dona
chr
ld isma
Henry
n., Dan Peril bogged down last fall aft- -For three centuries
Charles Simons, Pa trick TbDood7andn,Den
after. its
":- Pa
Prakkitielt
er, Hrers
afton wCa
ilirrib
ee
r, Randy er the North Vietnamese Publi- discovery, Prince Edward IsNfcCuffey and the conductor,
cly
berated
the
land
was known as St. John's.
UniteckStates
Paul W. Shahan.

Sinfonietta...

Civitan ...

Rotary Meet'
Dr. Lorrain M. Golden,
founder and- EaoLutive Administrator of Kentuckyiana,
was the guest speaker at the
January 20 meeting of the
Murray Rotary Club.
Kentucluana is a non-profit,
nonsectarian organization to
provide free-Services and care
for physically and-or mentally
handicapped children regardless of the ability of the
parents to pay,or of race, color,
or creed.
According to Dr. Golden,
Kentuckians, no professional
discipline claims superiority
over another profession. Each
staff member feels that he is a
vital link in the total service
offered to the handicapped child
and his family. Psychologists,
audiologists, speech therapists,
social workers, Optometrists
laboratory technologists,
chiropractors, osteopaths,
teachers and other have all
worked side by side through the
years, she went on. Other
professionals in the fields of
medicine, dentistry, and
surgery have also cooperated
for the benefit of the child and
his family when called upon,
she added.
While the child is at Kent:WM*11a,a concentrated effort,
is made to help each child
overcome his handicap while
teaching him to to use his other
facilities, to the best advantage,
according to Dr. Golden. In
time, the child may learn how
to become self-supporting nd
prepare to become a con•tributing part of society. The.
purpose is "finding the child's
individual needs and serving
the child's individual needs,"
she concluded. Guests at the Rotary luncheon .
of Dr. BrueriullineYer--Were his
wife, Dr. Mary Etroeringmeoer,
his son Dale, Dr. Frank Hideg,
president of District One
Chiropractic Association, and
Dr. Partridge Clink, coordinator for Kentuckiana

Mrs. Coleman
Dies Tuesday

Mrs. W. Key
Passes Away
This Morning
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FOR RENT

41***0004,
FOR SALE

PROFESSIONAL OFFICE space
available. For information
contact Bruce Thomas at Federal
Savings and Loan, Main Street in
Murray or phone 753-7921. TFC
TWO BEDROOM Unfurnished
duplex, fully carpeted, central
heat and air. Built-in stove.
Phone 753-4478 or 753-9135. TFC

Call
753-1916 *

041004141•90 40414100904004, •••••00000 . 4,****
FOR SALE

FOR SALE
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Easterners back
Lindsay drive

* THURSDAY ONLY *

Yumbo Combination
•%-lb. Charcoal Grilled Ground Round on a
Seseme Seeded Bun (Big and Juicy, use
two hands to hold it & use two napkins.

NEW YOREL'Itia-clifSe"Of
mayor played down. For ex:"
this age of compunications," ample: when he entered office
observed Columbia University
in 1966 the murder rate in New
Prof. Arnitai Etzioni, "is the
-*French Fries or Baker
York was running 600 a year; in ,
politicians' tendency to deal in
1971-ItTiadishot to 1,400.
Nice
two
bedroom
with
trailer,
images instead of issues,
America's largest selling multi-vitamin multi-mins:al product!
•Combination Salad with choice of our
The city budget when Lind12X55, 1970 model. Furthe politics of the situation
say took office was $3.87 bilHome-Made Dressings, Thousand Island
rather than the situation."
nished and all utilities paid.
36 Tablets FREE
lion; in 1.971 it was $6.56 billion,
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Mayor
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French.
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YOU SAVE 2.69 •
say's stewardship of this na- of all kinds including those on
tion's largest city.
-personal income. In 1966, New
Phone 753-7204
72 Tablets FREE
But behind his bold bid for
York had a half-million resiwhen you buy the
the Democratic presidential dents on welfare; in 1971, the
After 6:00 p.m.
144-tablet aims'
nomination is something more
number had skyrocketed to 1.2
YOU SAVE 4.98
than personal ambition. Lindsay's well-financed and finely million.
2 BEDIUM)M 110USE with gas
Here or Got
- 753-4953 New York City liberal Demo-. ,
144 Tablets FREE beat,.
tuned presidential primary bid
Panorama
Sholes.„,
dear
when you buy the
&attic leader Matthew Troy
in
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like
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March
SPECIAL "Limited-Time" 2
TFC
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14 is the first full thrust of the agrees with New York ConserOFFER - - SAVE TODAY! YOU SAVE 8.69
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'
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'
block from University.' $400.00 pups,non_ shed coats, delightful outboard $85.00. 1 M-30 Plunger roll up windows, new condition, control of the federal govern- say.
DALE & STUBBLEFIELD
per semester plus utilities for two,companions champion sired.. troling motor 860.00. 1 flat top Will sell cheap Phone 753-5617 or ment,
"The Lindsay administrastudents. Phone John Pasco, Jr., $70.00 up, terms. Melody-Ayre guitar $35.00. Phone 474-2309.J26C 753-1257 after
•
1(1
,13-1231
MURRAY, KY
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FURNISHED HOUSE for college-ELEXTROLUX SALES & "Ser- REDUCE SVE & fast with
wags and media people - held broadside was equally blunt:.
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il
R,F
boys or girls. Phone 753-3040.J31C
vices, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M. GoBese Tablets and E-Vap
the power of the federal estab- "Lindsay has turned New York •
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- "water pills". Holland Drug
lishment. Linder Lyndon B. into a veritable wasteland-,-yd..
1TP NICE TWO bedroom mobile
mington, Kentucky.
Johnson and now the Nixon ad- where crime, welfare and govTFC Store.
home,two Miles South of Murray
ministration, control has been eminent spending have risen
on 641. Electric heat. Phone 75323-1/16x35"
in the hands of non-easterners. while productive business has
4645 after 4:00 p.m.
J27C
If You
FRESH
As the leader of a resurgent fled. .. As president, -Lindsay
.009 Thick
Id.
would. seek to apply to the couneastern
establishment, Lindsay
Miss
STRAWBERRY PIE
ONE BEDRaow trailer, car- These plates are perfect
-gave the game away in an Aug. try those same remarkable
peted,. electric heat, nice ap- for siding or roofing
Sanunesi's Bakes.;
14, 1971, Associated Press in- remedies which have achieved
314 Main
PhoroW...
/53-4850 terview
phanses, garbage disposal, air
when he switched such astounding results in New
753404
immowatimommiss.mmaimummisemmimisiammasoiminemis when- "In 1972,1 think we York."
conditioner, storage building. On barns, for placing
Lindsay's press secretary,
need a Mute new crowd at the
private lot, downtown location. around bottom of
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BOY'S SHOE Sale. Regldnr
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AUTOS: FOR- -SALE- - -1-7111-ki-oipoisir-in Washington." Torn Morgan,concedes that his
SERVICES OFFERED-or
Sale' $3.99. Regular $4.99.
everything furnished. Op.10'x554 mobile-homes-to-keep
When John Lindsay an- record as mayor "is not only
1988 PONTIAC GTO, double
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the
wind
and
trailer:
Good
trucking,
WORK,
BULLDOZER
nounced at the end of 1971 that crucial to the campaign, it ie
power,- vinyl roof, and bucket
he would enter the Florida pri- the campaign."
also bank gravel, fill dirt and downtown location. Central heat and for many other
Between 6:00_p5m. topsoil. Phone Hardin 354-8589 or and air conditioning. Reasonable
FLUFFY_ soft_ and. bright are seats. Veg _good condition, mary, he denounced- the Nixon • ,-Aaluadid in his 1969 reeleccarpets cleaned with Blue Lustre. $1295.00:•Akio 1971 Vega, low administration for "listening tion bid for mayor, to modify
TFC rent. Phone 753-5617 or 75371257 uses -girth as: '
7:00 p.m. In The 354-8161 after 6:00 p.m.
after 5:00p.m.
only to those with entrenched " his disastrous record, Lindsay
J27C
Rent electric'shampooer $1. mileage with air.Phone 753"building out"
J3113t wealth and power." The fact will
what few politicians
Evening
TAX SERVICE. Leave records
Begley Drug Store,' Cesitral
mice ourats.
If you know 'your route
remains, however, the major are willing to concede: he
for fast preparation. Government THREE BEDIVOST furnished
Shoppirig Center.
J29C
made mistakes; but he will also
1971 FORD STATION Wagon source of Lindsay's political
boy's number, please call
trained. Reasonable rates. Phone trailer. Phone 7$9-5811.
J27C
claim that New York's probCountry Squire LTD, automatic money is coming from rich
him first. If you get no
753-2959 or 436-5430. February7C
ONE 30" Deluxe GE range,
lems are the problems of all
results then call John
transmission, power steering, eastern liberals along New
Call at
879.95. One 30" Frigidaire range,
HORSE TRAILERS for rent and
cities. Thus the mayor will
York's
famed
Pasco , Jr. at the above
brakes
Wall
and
Street_
windows.
Stereo
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back sale at 641 Super Shell, Murray,
$57.50. One 40" L&H deluxe range
What worries these "Wall court big city mayors, holding
number during the hours
J31C
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753- Kentucky. Phone Max at 753One 40" Frigidaire-range, very radio. Phone 753-3078.
out the prospect that as presiStreet fat cats" is that since the
listed
5933.
TFC 9131.
clean,
$42.50. One GE two door
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dent he will bail them out of fidays of LBJ, decisions Of the
103 N. 4th St
-rainwater, automatic defrost, 1970 CORVETrEl am- miles* SeCuriftel and Exchange Com- .-nancial trouble.
one
owner,
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condition.
HORNBUCKLE'S
BARBER TWO BEDROOM house with bath'
Refrigerator clearance price,
This represents one phase of,- .
Murray, Ky.
tops.-5-50 warranty. -Phone mission. have been running
,FRFF ESTIMATE onaepde_tank Shop, 213 Spruce Street, open 9:00
--$i5o. OneNorgec
m Hardin, Kerituk.-Phorte
-753-•
against their baronial interLindsay's strategy of pressurFancy Farm 623-8303 or 623• Installation. Phone 753-7860. TFC a.m. till 5:00 p.m., Monday
washer. One KelvinntOr washei,
4661.
JUL'
ing party regulars, conteridinc_
J31P ests. A Lindsay administration
through Saturday. Haircuts 61.00.
eed QuierH dryer, 4692'
ONE RACK lidlislibkiises and 96510. -06F-Wp
would be expected to reshape
that he alone represents a new •
Boy's haircuts $.75.
TFNC FURNISHED
When the weather outside
$47.50. One Admiral TV with AMthe securities industry -so that
APARTMENT; slacks, ½ price. Settle Workleadership of urban-suburban
11 frightful, our home-made
three rooms, bath, private en- man.
J29C FM Radio. Two GE console Color 1956 DODGE ton pickup. Good the liberal eastern financial incoalition.
eould reassert-the-eon• •
FI.ECTRic' ---sFaRee
,and'garage -Prefer erie
Rewiring, Service Changes, person. Phone 753-1293.
=trot they held since the -1930s.
delightful. $.20 & $.30, Qt.
Low low price. One 18" Portable 6753.
i St. John is heard three times
J28C Take along a sack full
Electric Heat Specialist. No job is
New York as the "media
$.79, /
1
2 Gal. $1.49.
TV,
only
$59.50.
a week on the CBS Radio NetBilbrey's
Car
&
Country Ham on a Biscuit.
too small. Reasonable rates. 1108 FIVE ROOM farm home, full
work as a "Spectrum" news
Home Supply, 210 East Main. 1968 CHEVELLE SS, vinyl roof, mecca of America" guarantees
TRIANGLE INN
$.25 or 4 for 4.89.
Sycamore.Phone 753commentator and is seen each
Phone 753-5617.
J27C Halley wheels, good tires. Less Lindsay an unprecedented
basement, running water, gar2967.
Monday on the CBS-TV "MornFebruary 15C den,-large shady lot, located on
than 1,000 miles on motor. Phone amount of favorable national
TRIANGLE INN
MAN WITH vision...Lifetime'
Mg News" with John Hart.)
J29P exposure, doubtlessly with his
30" WESTINGHOUSE STOVE,in 753-8428.
paved _road, 3/
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fiaustr.ous reord_ _as New York
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Can
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IF CARPETS look dull and drear, 7545.
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ls
corporation. Investment from furnish
753remove spots as they appear with
MST & FOUND
$2500.00 up. Income 815,000 to 3484.
TFC
Blue Lustre. Rent electric BRIGHTLY PAINTED wooden
$40,000. Call Jim Crofton collect _
shampooer 41. -Big K, Belaire furniture. Starving artist must
LOST YOUNG male dog, /
1
2 Shopping Center.
J26C
615-329-9099.
J29C sell before January 31. Kitchen
Ky.-Dr.
FRANKFORT,
He mentioned reading and educators, will make a study of
Collie,
Shepherd, white andset, small table, work table and Lyman V. Ginger, state
WILL CARE for children in my brown, black ring around right
language arts as areas that teacher education in Kentucky
fresh
FACTORY
child's
school
Public
Indesk. All wooden Superintendent of
Phone 753-3000 home, Monday thru Friday ete. Last in vicinity of 10th and BELTONE
might need improving, but he and submit recommendations
hearing aid batteries for all make furniture. Excellent condition. struction, is now planning a•
J27P Olive. Phone 753-2383.
753-1775.
Phone
stressed
the need to upgrade the to the General Assembly.
J27C
Telephone
Geni
The
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. .1211C Can be seen at 408 South 6th number of studies to determine
State's health programs to
Kentucky's teachers have
Street, Apartment
• Fran the strengths and weaknesses of provide accurate information been
-LOST BLACK Angus cow. U
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GOING OVERSEAS!!! 1963 Levinson,753-2480 after 5:00.J27P Kentucky's educational system concerning the narcotics
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table
dining
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Oak
for
the
direction
provide
and to
641 PET SHOP. 7 miles North of painting; any size job. All work 4496.
problem.
Ginger said he expects the
J27P 'Pedestal; fully equipped 10 ALUMINUM 14' fishing boat and
coming years.
Murray. Fish, birds, puppies, guaranteed. Use first quality
group to propose that "drastic
He
said
a
good
health
One of the studies involves
hamsters, guinea pigs and paint. Free estimate. Call Steve LOST MAN'S Wyler wrist watch gallon aquarium. Phone 753-7828 trailer. Phone 753-1412 between
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program
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supplies. Phone 753-1862 or 753- Todd,753-8495.
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.of
Restairch, narcotics in' an emotional
Planning
J27NC.,
9457.
4th Street. Reward. Phone 436- BOY'S AND Girl's dress coats
manner"
if
it
Is
to
"render
a
and
UPRIGHT PIANO, real good Development
5677.
J27C and car coats, sizes 2T to 14 condition, $75.00.
NO. IS IS AGING .
Dissemination in the Depart- real service." Ginger said the
WILL STAY with elderly people
Phone 753years,one third off. All claildren's 5820.
LONDON i AP) - No. 10 .
,j2,3( ment of Education. If approved narcotics problem in Kentucky
day or night in home or hospital.
LOST TREE and walker.Hound,
"IS'not as extensive..:_aginaome Downing Street. the official
Tonight!!
by Gov. Wendell Ford, the
Phone Mary Edinonson Poyner, female, 7 months old. Lost at sportswear,20 per cent off. Settle
parts of the country," ,but "we residence of British Prime MinWorkman.
J29C
Cadiz,Kentucky 522-3167. J27P Drive In Theatre in
4The Innovated
AKC TOY Poodles. Two males, bureau would serve as the self- do think it is important." isters since 1733, was built in
Murray.
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the
arm
of
study
Black and white spotted. Phone CLEAN EXPENSIVE carpets onelemale. Six weeks old. Phone
- Touch
Ginger outlined one other 1660 and a new danger now
711.111169 after 4:00p.m.
J28P Department. Its primary planned study which he calls the threatens the old house Dry rot .
437-4329.
J27C
additions,
home
Lustre
is
your
best.
Blue
ALL
with
the
BLUE MARLIN CLUB ,:FOR
purpose would be to study
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America'sfavorite. Rent
alte.ratiqns. remodeliat, etc.
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This group, made up of tacked titotirs in
TFC Shepherd male dog in Almo. Has Auto Store.
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systems and make the
rooms.
NEED RIDE to and from 6123.
two collars, bob tailed. Reward:
representatives
of
the
state's
necessary recommendations to
The street was developed-15y_
Paducah, Monday-Saturday,
HELP WANTED
Phone 753-6182.
AUCTION SALE
J27P
correct them.
Str George Downing. master
25" CONSOLE COLOR TV,three
leave Murray 7:00 am., leave
HE SEEKS SUCCESS
spy. turncoat and a 1642 HarIn an interview Japed for
years old. Phone 753-9550. J27P AUCTION SALE every Friday
-Paducah 5:00 pin., Saturday TIME ON your hands? I'll show
LONDON API -- "0 Lucky vard graduate.
FOUND POSSIBLE hunting dog,
radio
Kentucky
to
release
12:00p.m. Phone 767-6105. J2sc you how to turn it into money as. New Concord
night at Gil Auction House, three
Man," starring Malcolm
Highway. Phone
to
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8
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1
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north of Paris, Tennessee. stations, Dr. Ginger explained McDowell', tells the story of a
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sizes
.
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that
the
Ideal for school, ½price. Settle Another good load from St. Louis.
young man in his search for No sweat
out and meet people, make
Phone 753-3000 Get
NEW YQBK IUPII - Some
Workman.
J29C Glass, dishes, furniture and to build oo the department's sliCeen .
friends, during hours you choose.
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
Production will begin on En- persons are concerned that food
antiques. Auctioneers, Shorty good programs, but would
For a personal interview call
, The Telephone Geni
1969 HONDA 350 Scrambler, low McBride, 267, and James Travis, report "the good and the bad. gland locations early in April. processing destroys much
collect before 8:30 a.m. or after
"We want to report to the Alan Price will write the musi- nutritive velue and leaves only
SMALL FARM: good location; mileage. Phone 767-2032.
1TC
J31C 378.
- -41011p.m. 365-9424 or write Mrs.
pty calories in the form of
cal score.
people
of Kentucky about the
business
or
future
investment
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs Janet Kunick, &site 2 Box 136A,
sugar, carbohydrates and oils
State of the Union as far as the
One mile East Murray, ap- 'FULL BLOODED long haired
for rent or sale. Rent applies to princeton, Ky.42445.
J26C
without any vitamins and other
WANT TO BUY
A SCHEMING AGENT
schools are concerned," • he
proximately 10 acres pasture. Dachshund. - Housebroken,
-purchase. Lonardo Piano Co.,
LONDON (AP)-Beryl-Reid nutrients.
added.
Rog
wire
fencing,
stables,
water.
acrost from Post Office. Pails, TRACTOR-TRAILER &leers
05.00.Phone 153Dr. T. E. Hartung, chairman
good used
Ginger also said he plans to is the latest actress signed for a of the department of Food
older • 7 room house, 4759.
Tennessee.
•
J27C WANT TO BUY
part
in
"Dr.
Phthes
Rises
(Estperletieeno1 necessary) Must Cozy
Phone
establish a committee of 140, Again.: Miss Reid will play the Science And Technology,
Western saddle, 15" seat
have good driving record. Be in nitidern. For appointment call
J27C composed of teachers, ad- key role
753-4478 after 5:00 p.m
TFC
of a .scheming 'travel University of Netraska-Lincoln,
good health.-To train for local and 06-2173.
ministrators and lay people, to agent.
says the U. S. Department of
CHILD'S PLATE
ELEVEN PIGS. 11-Wee miles
over-the-road hauling. For apAgriculture and the Food and
Farm land help decide what specific areas
WANT
BUY
TO
_Already
cast.
are
(under 12 years)
Vince...
East of Almo Heights. Phone 753plication, call 606-299-6912, from
within 25 miles of Murray, 150 to of the State's educational PnCe. Robert Quarry, Fiona Drug Administration con',serving of meat, two z
4418.
J27C
9a.m. - 7 p.m., or write Nation
.200 acres, cleared, pasture. program need to be upgraded. Lewis, Terry-Thomas. Hugh tinuously -is examining the
servings of vegetables or
Wide Semi Division, Suite 214,
processing methods, to assure
Die Would like farm house, barn. His office would focus on two _or Griffith, Yelp Kemp. Peter
french fries...$.49. Here or
171 New Circle Road, N.E., in
ANTIQUE SLAY bed and „..,• Phone 436-2415 or 436-2442 after three of these areas periodically Cushing, John Cater and Peter that no massive destruction of
go. 753-4953-TRIANGLE INN Lexington, Kentucky$ 40505. J26C
-rood nutrients occurs.
Jeffrey
safe.Phone 753-7327.
J26C I.- *der to strengthen them.
p.m.
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753-1916

Bonded Acrylic
Bonded Crepe
Tiki_

'1.50
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25' each
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Big Once A Year Wall-To-Wall Sale!!
Begins Thursday Morning, January 27th

BIGGEST REDUCTION EVER ON LIVING
ROOK
2-Piece Early American

SOFA & CHAIR
Regular 5349.95
Sale Price

$22995

— ONE SUITE ONLY —

swan eu? Etsvatozmustnte so
E-11

Will be given to the first 18 ladies entering Wiggins Furniture
THURSDAY JANUARY 274h
Beaptiful Spanistv ecan

BITOCI111
*Triple Dresser

Front $8,995
Several 2-Piece
Traditional

Vinyl
Cushion
Flor
$219sq. yd.

SOFA & CHAIR
In Gold or Green Brocade

Regular '279.95
$

199

METAL WARDROBES
For That Extra Closet

Carribean ...
* 314 Coil Mattress
* Solid Foam Box Spring
for Extra Firmness
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• Oher-Barnboo Clothes

Several Colors To Choose From

Sale Price

By

Cabinets in Green, Copper
and White
As Low. As

*Chest *Bed*Nile Stand
Regular
$
'429
'95 Sale Price
14-FT. HOTPOINT

2
$29995
Sale

ODDS 81 ENDS 1
END TABLES
2 Velvet
CHAIRS Damaged Slightly
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r Price 599.95

1/3 Off
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BEAUTIFUL 4PIECE SPANISH

Solid Hard Rock
Maple
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$24995

* 1000 Coil Mattress
* 20 Year Guarantee
* With Matching Box Springs
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educator -who is
An
peculiarly well qualified . to
,- weigh -this_ nation's businesspast against its probable
business future is 40-year-old
Dr.
Stephen
Salsbury;
professor of economic history
at University of Delaware.
His doctorate came in history
at Harvard University and he
. has taught both.
economics as well as economic
history. He is co-author of a
new book, -Pierre S. DuPont,
The Making of a Modern
Corporation."
Drawing trornjtis .in-depth
research of American business
developments over the years,
during which time he kept
current, as classroom duties
demanded, Salsbury expresses
some qualms ahout where _we
go from here.
He's queasy, for example,
about the Phase _II. wage _and
price controls.
------**Pressure to-break-the(wage-pa-Fe) guidelines -5
Inmost unstoppable. I can't see
how they can last long."
He said the best that can be
said for controls is that they
might work "psychologically"
for a brief time.
"We are going to have to live
with a certain amount of inflation," Salsbury continued.
"I would be very surprised if
inflation ever falls below 3L2 or
4 per cent a year.
N "It is absolutely certain that
f,full employment, governmentOeficit spending becomes
a way -ed, life."
' Salsbury is not too concerned
that the LT.-S. dollar would
suffer unduly ht.worid money
markets from' sontinuing
budget imbalances. - Be would
like to see it permitted-le float
against other leading 'world
currencies in the wake of .its
recent official devaluation.
relative to gold.
President Nixon faces
•'enormous pressure" at this
time to do something about the
problem of unemployed perin high
-sena teclmologicol _areas
said.
-Nixon will be politically
forced to utilize
these
resources. There may be largescale research s nsored
governrne . • re
SA
increase in- defense contracts,
less likely in space contracts.
"More contracts are likely to
be announced if jobs don't pick
tin
• Btg --research iirograms,
Salsbury feels, lie ahead in the
fields of nuclear power,
• transportation and pollution
control. He senses increasingly
sharp competition abroad, with
American leadership in
computers, power generation
and machine tools providing us
a good foothold for further
gains in these areas.
The professor is worried
perhaps most of all about the
manner in which profits and
dividends are under fire.
"Big labor is not sincere in
many of its attacks on Nixon,!'
Salsbury said. "Labor seems to
be simply trying to say
something bad. The attack on
interest rates was silly. The
uncontrolled - went
rates
down."
Meanwhile
it was peinted
out h the economics history
controls that have
professor
been relatively harsh on prices
have been easy on wages, a
situation he views as extremely
dangerous if permitted to run
to length.
Salsbury harked back to the
significance of profits, substantial cash dividends and
righbi offerings m financing
DuPont's growth. Salsbury
said this was part of the first
highly professionalized approach to explinsion by American industry, following railroads by many years.
Calling. _dividend '_'free"
today helps to propagate other
-crackbrainett-..ltleas,
SilsbiirY Said.
•
The Poultry Products Institute of Canada suggests corhbining chopped cooked turkey
and chopped hard-cooked egg
and diced celery or radishes for
tasty sandtviZh filling.

By CHARLES M. WHffAKER
Social Security Manager
People who are 65 and haven't
already signed up for Medicare
medical insurance may enroll
TRADE WITH CHINA; Prenow through March • 31 at any
pared and published by Pan
social security office.
Medicare medical insurance American World Airways; 121
pages; $3.95.
helps pay doctor bills. A person
may first enroll in the program
Reviewed By
within the 3 months before or
EDWARD NEILAN
Copley News Service
the 3 months after the month he
reaches age 65. He may also
WASHINGTON - Any great
sign up in the general t.I.S.-China trade
boom is still a
enrollment period-January, long way off, but American
February, and March-within 3 firms may get a foot in the door
years following the end of his of the China market by dealing
first sign-up period—
ough third-party7---flems in
Almost anyone 65 or over in foreign countries.
the United States is eligible for
That is probably the most
Medicare medical insurance. significant message contained
More than-9-eat of 10-4n that age in this beak- that is tightly
crammed with facts on the nuts
group are enrolled.
If a person enrolls after his and bolts of doing business with
first, or 65th birthday, sign-up mainland China.
The book, which was preperiod, he pays a premium that
pared on a crash basis by Pan
is 10 percent higher for each
full year that elapses after that American.World Airways over
the last few months,grew out of
first sign-up period.
Telephone any Social Security airline President Najeeb E.
Hale by's long-time advocacy of Office for advice or help.
closer ties between the United
Telephone number 443-7506. States
and China, including
Your call is without charge.
some. eXpansion of trade ht._
tween the two. countries. ,
Expansion will not be diffiMOSCOW ( AP)- The Soviet cult once direct trade
begins
Aerological Ote ifike- currerit Videleieri are
aervatOry launched "automatic virtually zero. There is no
stratospheric balloons" in 1971 for U.S.-China trade to gollar
that reached altitudes of 23 up.
miles "and brought back many
Official statisticifor.1971 MR
interesting data," the official show some $12 million Of direct
Tass news agency said.
trade between the two nations.
But nearly $100 million - perhaps more - in U.S. trade
render the residence ineligible through third parties will be refor the exemption.
fleeted in the statistics of
A mobile home may qualify places like Hong Kong, Japan,
as a single-unit residence Switzerland, West Germany
provided the mobile parts have and Canada.
been removed and the unit rests
Much of the Chinese-made
on a permanent, fixed foun- bric-a-brac that appeared in
U.S. stores during the Christdation.
Only one exemption per mas season arrived via middlehomestead will be allowed. men in Paris and London and
When an eligible owner Vancouver.
Many American firms have
qualifying for the exemption
awns more than one property, already heeded the advice conhe is entitled to the exemption tained in this little book by enonly on that property which is gaging famous old China trading houses to represent them.
his principal residence.
One of these, Hong Kong's

Ky.FRANKFORT
Application forms for the
amendment
homestead
exemption are now available,
according to State Revenue
Commissioner John M. Ross.
-They may be obtained in all
county property valuation
administrator's offlees -and
Kentucky Department of
Revenue district offices, Ross
said. Forms winalso be made
available through all bans In
the commonwealth.
•
Persons eligible for the
exemption must file an
p Ica ion with the -property
valuation administrator ( tax
commissioner) of the county in
which the property is located.
The exemption is applicable
to the 1972 assessment of
property. To be eligible for the
exemption, the applicant must
have been 65 years of age by
Jan. 1, 1972, must own his home
and occupy it as his personal
.
residence.
For purposes of the exemption, a "homestead" is defined
as a single family dwelling.
with land used in connection
therevrith. The eiterription will
not apply to acreage used for
agricultural purposes.
A single-unit residence is
defined as "a private residence
wherein an individual or family
lives," Ross noted. This does
not include an apartment or
duplex but does include a
'condominium unit owned and
occupied on an individual basis.
When a homestead is jointly
owned by more than one person,
the exemption applies only
when all owners are 65 or older
and the homestead is maintained as a residence of all of
the owners. However, if jointly
owned by husband and wife,
only one must-be 65 to qualify.
The renting of a room or
rooms in a residence which
otherwise qualifies, does not

Jardine Matheson &Co.(whose
exploits were depicted in fictional form in the James
Clavell novel "Tai-Pan"), has
been doing business with China
for over 100 years.
Pan Arn's effort in publishing,
the book, according to a foreword by Halaby, was in response to requests from businessmen and travelers who
found that not a great deal of
information was available-about Chine.
It is also known that the airline is pressing very hard to become the first U.S. flag carrier
Pan Am had a route to
Sluinghai before China fell to
the Communists and has
scrupulously avoided doing any
business with Taiwan, believing that this might affeckp return to niiii5nroperations.
Two other U.S. carriers with
an eye toward flying to China
Trans World Airlines and
Northwest Orient - fly regularly ta,laiwan.
The booklet carries the disclaimer that it "is not an authoritative
how-to-'
manual, but rather an titmice to
-and a repOsitorY ofbeipful facts
and analysis."
Doing business with China
has been described by one longtime British Far East hand as
being "somewhat like trying to
roll an eight the hard way" at
the dice table.
•
"It takes plenty of patience
and hick," he said.
The book nevertheless probabi constitutes the minimum
amount of homework that any
aspiring China trader ought to
do before knocking on the door
of the China Resources Co., the
main trading arm of China in
Hong Kong.
i'lucken breasts may be cooked instead of whole chickens
And will yield a little more
meat than a whole -chicken of
similar weight

Penal reform demands
are growing louder
NEW YORK - The Quakers
led,the religious establishment
nearly two centuries ago in
bringing about prison reform
that emphasized penance over
punishment.
Now, with prisons wracked
by unrest', rioting and
slaughter, organized religion is
once again at the forefront of
efforts to reform the penal
tune r. r
ce
penance with rehabilitation.
What was considered at the
„step toward
humanitarian treatment of
criminals is now regarded by
many as oppressive and antisocial as well as outdated.
Cruelty,
torture
and
execution were the order of the
-Ur Alhelican jalls until
1790, when under Quaker
- pressure the Walnut Street jail
in Philadelphia Was remodeled
to include cells for individual
confinement,• There convicts
could meditate on their sins
and engage in penance-hence
the term peniteritiary„________
Outof that single experiment
tias grown a national network
of penitentiaries, many of them
vast institutions housing
thousands of men and women,
all confined to cells much of the
time. It is there they have had
an opportunity to meditate but
instead of repenting they have
planned acts of protest and
violence.
A trend is developing,toward
smaller, more, communityoriented prisons with realistic
efforts being made to give
convicts some hope of returning to society as useful citizens.
The riots at San Quentin,
Attica, Soledad and other
prisons have given church
groups new incentives for their
- growing interest in greater
humaneness in the treatment
of offenders.
Cries of -reform" have been
coming from nearly ever

-system; this

Size - 6%-oz.

Reg. & Mint

TO LIMIT OUANTITIES •
e

tarts Wednes
Ends Saturday

the

TOOTHPASTE
Family

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT

EAST SIDE OF EHE

major denomination and from "demoralizing and
dehumanizing," points out that
many of their leaders.
One of the most vocal is the corporal punishment, slave
Rev. Alfred Harper, executive labor and "other degradations
director of the cooperative and miseries" -have prevailed
ministry of Mt. Vernon, N. Y., for 150 years.
which operates under the
Effort,5 at iggieffegnent have. - - Board of been mininiali-bar- -asserted,
adaplets of
Missions of the United with the only effective steps
Methodist Church. His work -taken in the last 30 years. A few
entails serving as a community of the more progressive states
coordinator fror the South Forty have built experimental inCorporation, a rehabilitation stitutions
offering
work
program for former inmates of programs, educational and
Greenhaven State vocational. training, group .
Ntse.Y
Prison.
counseling and other therapy
A retired veteran of 20 years' and rehabilitation, he said,
City
Neat
York
service with the
Ptilice-Depiiiiment, Harper
"But most direntrie settled
convineed that there has long for an exerdse In pernantics,
been a need for reform -of the changing the flames ofprisons
nation's criminal lustice.. from penitentiaries to 'insystem, with emphasis on stitutions,'
warden'
to
improving the process of 'superintendent' and other dorehabilitation.
nothing activities. The general
Although he finds that only pattern se today's penal in'.'meager" information has stitutiorn still follows the basic
-filtered out- of Attica, San tide's Of iiiinning of the 18th
Quentin and Soledad, there Century.
have been enough details to
_ "Dentedf.cr lmmediate and
the-apathetic citizens to the need drastic change is evident. The
. churches must again take part
Attlee - "t0. alleviate
debilitating and dehumanizing -Lithe decision-making process,
effects this 'system' is having, if the blot on society caused by
not only on those personally the quest for 'penitence' can be
involved, but on the total erased and a truly humane
system of treatment and
society."
,
In a special report,'Harper rehabilitation of offenders
expressed a conviction that the established."
churches have a responsibility
in this area because of their
• ,
participation in the establishSINGAPORE (UP!I ment of the criminal justice
system "that we are burdened Half the men and women in
the world over the age of 15
with today."
Under the systein that grew are illiterate, according to an
out of the QuakeE experiment in international trade *union
Philadelphia,. he noted; conVijendra Kabra, an official
victs were allowed to work and
of the International Coneat together but not talk with
federation of Free Trade
one another. At night they were
Unions, told a seminar here
locked in -solitary confinement
there are 750 million adults in
to reflect on their sins and try
the world who cannot read and
to work out their salvation.
write.
Harper, who regards this as

y,
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BY
COLONEL TAYLOR L DAVIDSON
FRANKFORT, Ky.-The
Selective Service System has
called very few men to service
----SMT•e-the-enhttlon of the 1
Act on the last day of June 1971.
While Congress debated the
merits and demerits of the new
law, there were no calls levied
upon the local boards. Although
it would not have been legal to
call young men under the old
Act who.badnotpreilously been
deferred, calls could have been
levied legally on those having
. had previous deferments.
We had a small call for

•

call for December. There has
been no call from the Secretary
of Defense for the month of
-January and it is not likely
there will be a call for
February, since the new
iOf$WPe30
notice toto registrants. There is
little likelihood that the
Machinery could be placed into
effect to deliver anyone for
February.
turbans, whose numbers were
reached in 1971 but who were
not inducted, are interested in
whether or not there will be a
call for March. If net, these
registrants will have misSed the
draft and will be assigned to the
Second Priority Group.
he rule states -that-ifSystem does not need these
individuals during the first
three months of the year
following prime vulnerability,
the registrants are not subject
to to military service unless
there is an emergency requiring
large numbers for induction.
The magic month that It
I

March. But if the present trend
of accelerated winding down of
the Viet Nam war and the
dtletIon-In-the size- of_ the armed forces continue, there may
be no need for young men to
beware of the "ides of March."
The question then is when will
Selective Service have its next
call.
The national plan is to move
all-volunteer
toward
an
military force and to phase out
the dependence upon induction.
The call through Selective
Service will depend upon how
are VI
ees
-dtirt
filling the services' manpower
needs.
In preparing for the day when
Selective Service will have
a less urgent mission, we are
setting about the important
husiness-of reorganizing the
System.
As of Jan. 1, eleven local
boards have been deactivated
and their functions have been
absorbed by remaining local
boards.in the county.In fact, 119
of our 120 counties have only one
remaining local board, while
Jefferson, our most populated
county, has had their local
boards reduced from ten to six.
This action seemed appropriate in view of the new
philosophy of relying upo
-selection to
the_time.A.raele. Mall-military service, rathet than
relying upon the involuntary
method that has *en practiced
for a quarter of a century.
The manpower requirements
for the armed forces are
changing and Selective Service
must,change accordingly;
•

During this once-a-year event, most
Magnavox Models are substanotially
price-reduced: Save up to $000 on
Color Stru-Theatrea. . up to $000 on
fine furniture Color TV ... up to $000 on
Stereo consoles... up to $00 on Stereo
Component Systems. Save on Monochrome TV,Tape Recorders and Radios,
too. All have
„
, the built-in performance
and reliability-that-have made Magnavox
a leader in the field of finest quatity—
•
electronics for_over_60..years4_
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A. FM /ANA* Portable Radio-model 1251. with FM /AFC,
telescoping FM antenna, Slide rule dial and Vernier Tuning,
plus jack-for optional ,A9 adaptor. Earphone and batteries.
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B. AM Portable Radio-mode? 1008;-aritreIr-h1gh,-offers
big room-filling sound. Easy to read slide rule -dial with Log
Scala and Vernier Tuning. Earphone and batteries, too.
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C. FM /AM Digital Clock Radio-model 1782 with illuminated radio dial and flip-type clock, switchable FM /AFC,'
wake-to-music and wake-to-alarm controls, AM/PM alarm.
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China lifts curtain
on mental health
HONG Kb -For the first
tiste-th • ran; Communist
China has offered the outside
world a small glimpse of a
problem it has been disinclined
to, admit exists in China:.
mental illness.
In a strikingly candid report
in the glossy illustrated
monthly China Pictorial, the
Chinese indicated they had
found a new treatment for the
mentally ill, but failed to spell_
out what the treatment involved except-that it-is a-fernt
of acupuncture therapy.
Acupunetere ----is---thetraditional Chinese medical
treatment that involves in- aer-lien
points on the body.
Most recently, the Chinese
have used._acupuncture _itIan _
anesthesia and have claimed
_ _remarkable - thoulat largely
unexplained - success in its
use. Many foreign visitorahave
been shown demonstrations of
how patients can _un_d.ergo
major surgery and yet remain
fully conscious.
As incredible and unbelievable as it may sound,
there is documented proof of
patients undergoing major
surgery, remaining fully
conscious and then walking
back to their rooms after
-completion of the operation and
after applauding the surgeons
who did the operation.
The China Pictorial article,
:however, is the first to claim
use of achpuricture as a means
of curing mental illness.
The article, entitled "New
:Treatment for the Insane,"
innfortunately 'end not spell out
-in detail what the new treatvent is. The only clue, in fart,
.-,aas a Caption-ist-orie Of 'slit
:photographs accompanying the
article that referred to
"electric
acupuncture"
_treatment.
Judging by the photograph,
-acupuncture needles are in:, sated and then connected to an
-electric pastier source.
Of equal interest to the Claim
of a new treatment for mental
illness was the sirprisirigly
candid reference to the way the
insane have been treatechn the
past in China.
The article sounded strotigly
like a condemnation of the
attitude of the Peking regime
• toward mental diseases.
-.Possibly it was a put-dawn that
slipped past the censors. The
article even made "a vague
reference to the fact that some
:-Chinese • are- -literally driven
mad by the intense political
• campaigns
that
iiccur
periodically,

li'AGE Till

•

D. Portable Stereo Ph-ono-model 2511- with two 8'•
automatic player, tonitand-left-and-rightchannel controls. Ruggedly-built, it will go anywhere.
_
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SANE '5 NOW'595

about"
'One paragittph
piettpds; ot--. _treatmentrevealed:
"Electric and insulin shock
treatments; large • doses of
chlorpromazine and restrictive
methods Such as locking and
tying up, have been abolished
for awe than TWO YEARS
( emphasis mine-to stress the
fact that such treatment was
used until only two years ago).
"Medical workers have
combined the iavantagiii
jutd
trurlitinns&1
Chinese medicine to create a
-treatment which includes the
new acupuncture, herbal
medicines and- small doses of

/AM Radio/Cassette Recorder-AC/DC model
9041. FM /AFC, auto level, telescoping FM antenna, battery
and level meters, tone control, cassette eject, record monitor,
end of tape alarm. Batteries and blank cassette, too.
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SAVE '10 NOW '8995
F. Portable TV'-_--model 5011, with photo-snarp 12" diagonal
pictures, pre-set VHF Fine Tuning and a detachable sun shield
for gfarearee viewing-in brightly-lighted or sun-filled rooms.
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SAVE'10 NOW 8995

1,1 • •

said.
The China Pictorial article
-then-went-on- to describe the
of - a female patient to
'llustrate hew methods of
treatment have changed.
Unwittingly, the example
cited also reveals considerable
about the mental, attitudes of
the thoroughly indoctrinated
Maoist. -- -"A womaa .patient," the
article said,"became insane on
six occasions and had electric
shock treatmentsome 20 times.
Instead of being cured, she
suffered great pain, both
physically and mentally.
"Once wlille out Of her mind
during her stay at the asylum,
she tore a quilt cover to pieces.
The cotton was held in place-by
a web of red threads. These she
pulled out and tried to embroider a red flag (China's
national flag)
"Seeing this, the medical
workers realized that she was
not completely out of her mind.
-After that, they studied with
her often and had heart-toheart talks to help solve her,
mental
problems.
With
repeated, education from the
medical
personnel
plus
medicinal treatment, she
returned to normal in only a
little over three months."
The hospital about which this
report was made, the Mental
Hospital
of
Chenchow
prefecture, Hunan province,
also claims a fiiirly bigh rate of
success in treating 'the 'Mentally
•
Accordihg. to the China
Pictorial article, over the *last
two years 792 per cent of the
mentally ill interned at the
hospital were • cured. Im
provements were said to have
been seen in 98.'8percent of the
patients, which must be one of
the highest imirovenient rates
of any mental hospital in the
'world.

G. Stereo FM /AM Radio-Phono System-model 9290
_ofjara_200Nana_EJA_ music power Air-Suspension System
with two High-Compliance Ir and two 354" speakers, plus the
--Automatic- Mark I- i...umt player -Dust'crweiLiKCTUded

SAVE '25 NOW '22495
H. 8-Track Stereo Cartridge Player-model 8869 Front
loading, auto program changer, continuous play track selector
button and track indicator Cables for easy connection.
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I. Portable Color TV-model 6112 with 12" diagonal pictures, telescoping dipole antenna and convenient retractable
carrying handle. Perfect on tables, shelves or bookcases.
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BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
We ReSeille The Right To Limit
Prices Good Thru Feb. 1, 1972

U.S.D.A. Choice Tender Tested

Blade Cut

MORRELL

BONELESS
12-oz. pkg.

=BOLOGNA

PORK CHOPS

GER RIVERSIDE

Coffee Creamer

CREMORA
KELLY'S

CHILI

22-oz. jar

Wayne

15-oz. cans
with BEANS

Hyde
Park

Ballard

BREAD 4

!SUITS

2::$ 100

DOG FOOD
Morton

TOMATO JUICE
for

OLEO
Red

POTATOES

Solids
Exce t Beef & Ham) (LIMIT: 3)

4

10 lb bag

Scott

Shortening

Folger's

RC COLA.-

59t

8-Bot Ctn

gogpog No. 24114
Lift 1 per family

10 oz. Jar ,

EXPIRES 2-1-72
GOOD QNLY AT STOREY'S

limit 1 per family

$119 IVORY

EXPIRES 149-12
GOOD- ONLY XT STOREY'S

12Rars

$1w COFFEE

EXPIRES 24-72
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S

1 lb. Can

=POW
limit 1 per family

COUPON
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COUPON
limit 1 per family
Foigt,

gaggles

Pcryinal sizeFolgers

Nescafe

COFFEE

COUPON
limit 1 per family

1-Lb. can
(With Coupon
BelOw)

69

SANDWICH BAGS
90 et. box

19c,

POST TOATIES

„... box 19c COFFEE

10 oz. Jar

EXPIRES 2-1-72
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Opposis.tion ming
to Chile's Marxists

noted to. the:post by
SANTIAGO, Chile -.- Every Inan pr
--0
;
One important sector that is
night, as darkness falls, the the Marxist government. Desound of someone beating an spite his political sympathy still fighting for its freedom is
empty saucepan can be heard. with the regime, he found it im- the press.
It may come from the window possible to mix politics and enAll attempts to silence the independent newspapers, espeof an apartment block down the gineering and quit.
street, or from the back garden
The result of it all is that El cially the big El Mercurio
of a home near or far away.
Teniente mine will show at group, have failed. They conA single pan may start it, be lesta1 million operating loss tinue printing the news much
answered by -fillOth8T-11-11d, for 1971. El Salvador mine was as they always did. Mercurio
occasionally runs signed,frontrather like the drUmbeats from faced with a $20 million cash
one African village to the next, deficit for the fourth quarter. page editorials defending itself
soon the sound can be heard, And, with labor costs boosted
against government attacks or
harassment and frequently
loud or faint, trom all direc- by a new collective labor conprints lengthy, documented
tions.
tract, Chuquicamata, the forIt is the very real echo of the rner Anaconda property, will analyses of current Chilean
"March of the Women," or the become more or less marginal. economic, social and political
problems that enrage the gov"March of the Empty Pots"
Nationalization of major in- ernment
for their thorough-that signaled to Chile and the dustries is proceeding.
;world that there was wideness.
Sometimes control is purspread opposition to the MarxThwarted in early attempts
chased by the goyernment de- to silence
the independent
ist effort to "construct social.
_corporation; at
velosenent
this traditionally-:press, the government set
Questioned*
other_lipaes.
more
rettionitit Struth Ameridat
about trying to control them
procedures are used. Favorite
through their paper supplies.
potion
staging of a CommunistBut the food shortages that is the
The workers of Chile's major
which
'prompted the housewives' pro- organized strike, upon
privately owned newsprint supgovernment "intervenes"
the
jest Dec. 1 are not the only obplier, however, publicly deprevent shortages and proto
stacles along the road to socialclared themselves against
workers' jobs, and the
ism that face President Salva- tect
state control and the governplant is taken over.
meat-began trying to buy- the
dor-Allende and his SoeialistWhen
ona
na
Communist-Radical "Popular
paper manufacturer. But most
Ford
the
of
copper,
the
seizure
Unity" coalition.
stockholders did not want to
Motor Co. plant, the exit of sell
their shares and, in any
--- Farm laborers have now
and Bethlehem
started showing their. disap- General Motors
case an opposition fund was
biyestment in Chile
U.
-S,
Steel,
set up to purchase any stock ofproval the policies of the 14-,
shrtirilt-Trom more than
month-old Marxist governfered, and keep the industry
millionfaless than $50 milment.
- During the last week.of 1971
there were mass demonstrations throughout the whole . of
the agricultural south of Chile,
blocking of roads and parading ,
through Santiago. Reports on
the number of people involved
vary between 50,000 and

Mailing Lists Costs
ef- NUtire
- Now
_NW YORK _LAM

much does it cost a company to
Main grievance lies.in.. the.
-produce and mail a letter? If
kUrrent- interpretation of
you say $320, the commonly
agrarian' reform. Until the
quoted figure, you'll have lots
Marxists took over in November, 1970, it was a gradual of company but, according to
Iransfer of land to the workers. one expert, you'll be dollars
'The new policy,. under short of the answer.
David Swett, executive vice
Allende, himself a Socialist,, is
steadily leading to state farms, president of Bruce Payne & associates, lin international manto the typical Socialist collec_tive farming, and the pes.sets agement consultant, put stop
&i not want that. Their first watches and slide ruleS to work
dioiN would, naturally, be, a -and Claims" the cost ranges
piece of land of their own. But, hem about-$6.50 all the way to
lackingthatilley would-rather- 1-#— go back to their old "patrones" I "It is pretty difficult to refute
the fitiures;'*--he says, because
than vitirA—ffr The slate:
sides, the state farms, or they are derived from precise
"agrarian reform centers," as analysis of such things as diethey are called, are short of Wing and typing speed, the
ma fertilizer, machinery:of time, consaniet in editorial
practically everything.
.pfultiges' and the efficiency of
The move toward govern- personnel.
ment land ownership is only
If Swett is correct, it means
one small part of the rapid that many businessmen are
trend toward full state control overlooking an expense that is
of all Chile's major economic needlessly cutting into profits.
activities. As that is what -That $15 letter,
he says, is
.President Allende promised in waste.,
his campaign platform, the
In reaching his estimates,
only surprise should be that the
srocess is going along more Swett assumed that the execuTepidly than most Chileans ex- tive Is paid--$20,000 a year or
$12 an hour and that the time
sleeted.
much the same is tkie the he spends on each letter is 10.5
?-icopper industry. The major -per cent of one hour—a bit
;copper._ mines were national- more than six minutes.
If that $12 an hour figure
Aped as quickly as the Marxists
;Could. get the ipgiciation sett:m.1,o con:lid with (20,00S a
"through Congress, But in the
year it is because Swett inirocess, Chile lost over 400 of dudes in it the costs of ab_ 'be key eftineers and -tech- 4_sences, vacations and holidays.
flcianswho 'make the.
.The,secretary. is.paid4.1,50 a
— tik. The few who stayed are
week or $4.55 an hour and
drifting away slowly as they
spends.26.7 per cent of an hour
find they cannot work under
on each letter. Mailing-filing inpurely political •management.
volves workers paid $110 a
In December, six more mine
week, or $3.34 an hour, and inexecutives, all engineers, left.
volves 2.5,per cent of an hour.
One of those was a Socialist, a
No executive works at 100 per

LIVING COLOR PORTRAIT
By SHARP STUDIO

$1.49

Limit R

0 N HEARTS--Gew..--liVendeff-H.

ton and
Linda -Fraertzen, Lexington-, state- Heart.Furicl-Priacassuask all:.Kentuckianslto •
open their hearts and give during February, Heart Month in Kentucky.'Stn.
Morton is state Heart Fund campaign chairman. Heart Month will be climaxedW
a door-to-door fund-raising drive on Heart Sunday Feb. 27. An estimated 425,000
Kienriicklans Will be attectedly heart-disease this year. (Steve Mitchell PhOi6J.

ISHnil AND SAVE AT BEGLEY'SWHERE
mom
LOW PRICES ARE MADE NOT MET. MI/ NH Mr

/a YOUR MONEY!I

PLUS'
Alka
Seltze
Plus

America's largest sal hag malt'ystami, msilti.imperaf grz
36 Tablets FREEwhen you buy th.

Kotex
Tampons
55C Value

72-mblet

YOU SAVE 2.69

Arrid
Extra
Dry
4 3 on
$1 00

Value

-

-72
Tablets FREE
when you boy
the
144 - t•blet si.o'

YOU SAVE 4.98

SPECIAL "Limbed-Timm"
#

OFFER — SAVE TODAY!

1344

Ol• ia w5$

144 Tablets FREE
when yet., buy the

28115.tato4et Wee,

YOU SAVE 0.69

rSilence is
Golden — Cough formula
"Lae Value

$119
Quhntity Rights Reserved Prices Good thru

1/30/72

.MI)4D

ipliftro

'ThMILY F

While Quantities Last

Breast

Gifts For Your Valentine

KROGER

,Nt• Gip

Self Bas

PLUMP,Y1

-1 •

*ask
Milk
of Magnesia
Tablets

Alouble Pack of
Valentines
!"Edvcstoz ,Arronved Valenttnes
*and gummed envelopes, rnclutirng
a special Card for teacher
Box of 56

4

Carallome
Hand
Lotion

Animals

Washable

$3 10 Value

$2.69 Value

Wernets
Dentu Creme
Economy
95C Value

69C

Refluffable Non-Allergic

Bed Pillow
S1 00
Value

52 69

8 on

$1 09 Value

89C Value

luxurious cuddle poodles
or monkies 14- high

98C
Value

Value

PORTABLE

ELECTRIC HEATERS

',Twin Sink Dish Drainer
coating to
peel off LSO.I
rust Or stain
11110‘*1'1‘
j
52
00 Value.
'Op er
Lint Roller
'mock ly rolls away lint dark:loll
deist, from clothing end upholstery.
-

$ 14
44

-

82 25 Value

NO HANDLING CHARGE
limit

Additional Subjects $3.95
Groups c1.49 per person

-Bak-e—
rY I
All Otho

4-Way
Nasal
i Model Cars
Spray
1972 and other popular
15cc iitArw
_,a
,i
ditt,
models to chase from
913CVahr.

only

1 per subject
2 per family

Lt. Gov. Julian M.terra will- of the "All-Kentucky City
join Kentucky Chamber of Project Committee of the
Development
Commerce President W -H. Neal....Community
at Lexington February 9 in Council.
The luncheon will be in the
presentation of the annual "AllKentucky City" awards. The hotel's convention hall at 12:00
presentation luncheon will be at Noon
the Phoenix Hotel.
A CRYING SHAME
A large crowd is expected to
Vi:ATFORD, England (AP)
attend the annual event spon— ‘A hen amateur
sored by the Kentucky Lynda Savory had a actress
baby, the
Chamber&
All-Kentucky local dramatics group was deCity" project committee. lighted to know the child would
Twenty-six Kentucky
com- provide the recorded sound efmunities were entered in the fects for their latest play. But
final judging by virtue of since rehearsals began, baby
placing high in district judging. Arlan hasn't shed a tear for the
d
which is switched
A total of 70 cities filed final tape recorder
night
reports in the 19tn annual on day
My husband and I haven't
"Opportunity for Progress"
4. had a quieter time for months."
program.
Lyndasaid. "It looks as if Alan
Each "All-Kentucky City" won't play bawl."
presentation will include &slide
narrative highting_ .,the
AAA_
EMIL
mfinniffirli development 'NEW YORK (AP) — Tula,
activities in 1971, according to-r-ali
Paul McCandless, Louisville, brown bear owned by Ice CaVice President of South Central - pades stars Paul and Danuska
Ruppert. will star in the film.
Bell and chairman of the State „
We Barely Made It To Mars."
Chamber's Total Community Trainer Paul
Ruppert also will
Development Council. Dan be featured in the science-ticStewart, Lexington, Kentucky two thriller-farce. Shooting will
Utilities ..ompany, is chairman begin in June.

'1 5 95
Value

8X10

PAGE FIVE

Carroll To Give Awards

cent efficiency, however.
Swett assumes that 85 per
cent efficiency is about the.
maximum to be hoped for. That
means that the total direct labor cost is $3.01 a letter, the
components being $1.48 for executive time,$1.43 secretary, 10
cents filing.
At 60 per cent efficiency,
which is "pretty typical," the
cast is $427 And at 35 per
eent, and "there are lots of environments in which this la the
rase," the labor coot soars to
$7.31.
That's not all. To these la
costs must be added fixed
charges for rent, heat, light,
depreciation, interest and so
on. Based on long experience
Swift states that such Charges
generally equal the cost of direct labor.
In addition, there are material costs, mainly for stationery
and stamps, making the totals
$6.39 at 85 per cent efficiency,
$8.91 at 60 per cent, and $14.99
at 35 per cent.
What is wrong at the company which pays 114.99 per letter? Misuse of today's very expensive machines and misapplication of individual effort
are among the chief faults.
In a modern office, Swett
says, a letter should be typed
by a- typist-while the secretary
performs more important work.
The reason for this becomes
obvious whenyou look at so
theikplipthirit used 61 lartge
Corporations in producing a le
ter. It might include $15,000
worth of dictating equipment,
tape driven typewriters and
cathode ray tubes. Every second of idleness is waste.

SPECIAL
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eo 51 00 Value

All

Bathroom Bowl Brush
49C Value

Sani Flush ,
20 on
45C Value

394

TOF

EXPI
50
Cr
ci
50

Ce
50 WI
Br

Electric Blanket
Double Bed

Single Control

25 37,
Sr
50 —v;

WO AGE LIMIT

Kr

BIG-K

Murray, Kentucky

Thurs.-Fri.-Sat-Sun.
Thurs. & Fri. — 11-7
January 27-28-29-30
Saturday
10-6 Sunday — 1-5

23w

Thermal Blankets

55 98

Value

Gillette Orbitor
4000 Razor
527 50 Value

Ba
25

.7.7

25 wa
Le
25
Po

an'
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MASTERPIECES
pLus 2100 FREE STAMPS
with the 12 weeks of mailed coupons from
Kroger and Top Value Stamps

and Section One of

—PRICES... Plus Top ValueStamps

-Sikiiry prices good thru Sat.. Jan.29.
All Other good thru Tues., Feb. 1.
Limit Right Reserved.

V

VALLJABL
.UPO
-PLAIN OR SELF-:RISING

pnisBuRy
FLOUR

Webster's Unabridged
20th Century Dictionary!

UU EXTRA
Top Value Stamps
with this coupon and $500
additional- purchase excluding
tobacco ( and milk ill Tennessee stores.
Expires February 1. Limit one.

ton and
kians:to 41.'Sen.
laxed by
425,000
-Phofar:

--

ft.ORIDA-FREW

OG E

Pink Grapefruit

for 69'.

CALIFORNIA

Tender Fresh Broccoli

bchs

CALIFORNIA
RED CROSS

U. S. CHOICE BEEF

Club Steak
MEDALIJON FROZEN

KROGER

Baking Hens

Graham Crackers

FAMILY PAK of 6 to 10

KROGER

Beef Cube Steaks

Orange Juice

Boneless K.C. Steak
U. S. CHOICE GRADE

Corned Beef Brisket

lb

$109
AVONDALE

U.S. CHOICE BEEF

Tomatoes

RIB
STEAK

Tomato Juice

FAMit V PAK OF 3 to 5

DELICIOUS KROGER

KROGER

'FAMILY PAK FRYER

Breast or Legs

39'
59c

12 oz.

RED ROME
APPLES
8

MORRELL FULLIT-COOKED

55'
35'

car

U. S. CHOICE GRADE

Hi-C Drinks

Tender Boftiket

Showboat

46-oz. $1 cans
COUNTRY OVEN

15-or

-

Jumbo Towels

LEAN GROUND ROUND OR

Chopped Sirloin

HAMS

FRESHLY GROUND,
ALL MEAT
4 lbs. or more lb

SEMIBONELESS

CRACKERS
$1

ifitElELES, 88e

FINE FOR BARBEQUE! WHOLE

Pork Shoulder

lb.

LEAN! TENDER! WHOLE
or Shank
Half

Fresh Hams
BONUS TV STAMPS

Health Beauty Aids

FOR
EXTRA
TOP VALUE ST

SCOPE

ARY 1.1972

MOUT HVVASH

73

12 o/
bottle

I

e

HAIR LACQUER
3

lb.

59'

9-oz.
can

Cold Capsules
Excedrin

KROGER WIENER ROLLS OR
8-couni
$1
"
pkg
BISMARCK RYE OR
1-1b.
loaves
CINNAMON STRIP OR Danish Pastry
9:oz.
each
PLAIN OR SUGARED
doz
for
KROGER GOLDEN
12-oz
each

Sandwich Buns 3

(12)
PLASTIC BOTTLE

SI

3

49c

Bear Claws

3

BREAD $t

Pic&
of 10

4 it." •

bottle
of 36

REGULAR OR SUPER

Kolex

Frozen Foods

MEL-O-SOFT

FAMILY PRIDE

COUNTRY STYLE

44c
box

dram

68c

KROGER
FROZEN
CRINKLE
CUT

for

1

89c

PUNCH

KRAFT SLICED

Natural Swiss

10-oz
pkgs.
6-oz.

KROGER SLICED
cans$11
KROGER MIXED VEGETABLES
32-oz. C5C
pkg.
V
BANQUET Turkey, Chicken & Dumplings
2-lbs.
each S "
1
KROGER 24b. FORDHOOK OR

Cut core or pees •
Frozen sippers_5tew

pkg

Kroger Sherbet

ghf-

12-PACK OF FUDGE BARS OR

ke Milk -Bars

pkg

65`

59'
59'
'

4

American Cheese

1.19.
pkg

51'
95'

BISCUITSdne
Cl OVFR VALLEY

OLEO
$1
,
f*

KROGER
1 -lb 61)C
can
COFFEE
with this coupon thri. Feb. 1 Limit
one. Subject toapplicable taxes

SPOTLIGHT

S

K ROG/ R

es 8-oz
c.try,

20-foozr. 3
S1
2$
bottle

ALUABLE COUPO

KROGER CINNAMON

Danish Rolls

Baby limas

Kleenex Tasues

Longhorn Cheese 'pi:: 89c
KROGER
S
Corn Oil Oleo 3 lbs
for

56

10-oz. 39c
pkg.

Tomato Catsup

HAWAIIAN FROZEN RED

234

FAMILY SIZE KROGER

KROGER RED MIDGET

5 lb
bag

5-az.
can

Toastettes

Dairy Foods

POTATOES

ALL FLAVORS

ROLLS3
13 iv ph q

-oz
64-oz.

Fabrk Softener

Pound Cake

ARRID EXTRA DRY

Deodorant

HOME PRIDE.CONCENTRATED

Baked Foods

Raisin Bread

,15$

Vegetable Soup

1

65`

Kroger Donuts

4

KROGER VEGETARIAN OR
for

KROGER

ot NABISCO
71/4-oz.
box
i
°
200 COUNT BOX
cl:
a0/
,2-oz

Macaroni Dinner
8-oz
each

8-oz. 79c
box

Black Pepper
Vienna Sausage

KROGER CHEESE &

69c

55,

KROGER

CHICKEN - TUWEY - BEEF

lb.

22 oz
bottle

FOR DISHES

KROGER CRISP SALTINE

FAMILY PAK OF 3 to 5.1b.s

Porn Steak

rolls

1-1b.
can

Sliced Green Beans

MEAT
PIES

HAMBURGER67

WHOLE

3

BUSH'S FRENCH STYLE

BANQUET FROZEN

_491
pkg
Si
PALMOLIVE
25' LIQUID
lb

KLEENEX

Lean Ground Chuck

99e

lb
bay

12`—r4g-Befs-

Fork

•

-lb. 4Cic
bag

MICHIGAN

Chili with Beans

FRESHLY-GROUND

for49C —

ittICY.FREsH clANcy _

Tangerines

28 or
af

KELLY'S

pkg. 63,

69'

qt.

$ WESTERN-GROWN

18 oz.$1
boxes

Pear Halves

MORI1ELL PRIDE

Chuck, Round or
Chopped Sirloin
50 with 2 pkgs. Breakfast Or
Center-Cut Pork Chops
50 with 2 pkgs. Fryer
Breast or Legs
25 with any pkg. Kroger
Sliced Lunch Meat
50 with 8-qt. sae
Kroger Dry Milk
25 with 39c or TOre
Bananas
25 with 3-lbs. or more
Onions
25 with 2 heads
Lettuce
25 .with 7ilbs
Popcorn

4-roll
PK&

2 Fresh Strawberries
42 -fresh Winter Peers

KROGER BARTLETT

Fresh Roasting Chickens

50 with 2-lbs. or more Ground

7c CALIFORNIA

for

3

Self Basting Turkey

tor

25-oz. 41$
Ors

CHOC., BANANA,
OR DEVILS FOOD

PLUMP,YOUNG

E XPI RES FE

so

12

RED OR
GOLDEN
DELICIOUS

LARA LNN PIES

KROGER GRADE A, 10 to 14-lb.

SLICED
B
BACON

15'/2-oz.1 9$
can

for

WASHINGTON STATE

46-oz.
can

39_4

.46-oz.
can

Apple Sauce

MIXCD FRYER QUARTERS-OR

lb

I

Pork & Beans
HOME PRIDE
Lunch Bags
Fleece
1-16.
Bathroom
Tissue
cans 89c

lb.

99'

for

YOUNG,TENDER

pkgs.

VAN CAMP'S

U. S. CHOICE BEEF

Brehm

2 7-z. 29' Navel Oranges
1-lb. st. fresh Egg**
3 boxes
51' APPLES

Spaghetti or Macaroni

lb

3 it) t),“)
S1 '19

69
°

GET ONE FREE'

BUY ONE
NU PINE

59,

PINE OIL
2

15 oz
bottles

MAYONNAiSE

!Epw

KROGER
(11
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Groups Help Eight .Waveland Shrine Offers Students History Course
Home Burglaries
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Flower-children
flee from heroin
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KENTUCKY

Divided into two phases, the
plete with slave quarters,
first part of tht program inicehouse and smokehouse.
Bryan inherited the 2000-acre volves a visit by Corcoran to the
plantation from his father, classroom. His %.irpose there is
Daniel Boone Bryan, the to arouse the students' interest
nephew of Daniel Boone, the and inform them of Waveland's
original surveyor of the land. own unique past, he explained.
And such artifacts as a
The Kentucky Heritage
Program, the first educational tobacco splitter, fluting iron and
project to be introduced at a focitwarmer are taken along to
state museum, was conceived, acquaint the children with, the
said Waveland Director Clyde tools characteristic of former
Burke, "to help interest the
people, who will one day
Once at the muse= the
determine the future of Ken- students are taken throughout
the. mansion's 14 rooms, the
tucky's old buildings.':
Dave Corcoran, who heads majority of
which are
the program, added, "We want furnished with furniture and
to reach school children to accessories
depicting andevelop their interest in the tebellum life on a Kentucky
state's heritage and thus help plantation.
In other rooms the students
teachers in making history
are introduced to memorabilia
interesting.
"Our goal is to provide of Daniel Boone and other
students with more than a famous Kentuckians, artifacts
furniture tour of the mansion," from both the Revolutionary
he added. "The heritage and Civil wars and implements
program concentrates on the designed by early Kentucky
people-the students involved." pioneers.

FRANKFORT ICy.-.4 clams
of third-graders from Lexington
School gathered closely around
the young man as he held up a
highly
successful
iserierviplified'
Chicago Oe•PS) - One orby
a
re
cent
incident
in wooden horse and wagon set,
ganizations and law enforcement agencies in more than Saginaw, Mich. Police notified handcarved in the mid-1800's
a family - there that it had for them to see.
,
100 communities are now
sponsoring programs to combat found valuables taken from its
"I wish we still had them to
vacation cottage under a tree
-residential burelaries and on a rural road. They theorized play with," one boy whispered
fe r. the
bicycle thefts„, .
that when the busalassleasned to
These identification pro-- the stolen goods were in.
young ladies a
And
grams employ -the use of an scribed, they dumped them, collection of dolls-made of
e le ctric
e ngr
22-er.
WhichtoTh
-the-usedrogh
ttriver's-beerrseehina, rggs and paper machefamilies use
' inscribe their number
, police were
driver's license number on all quickly able to locate the readily caught their eye as the
class began its trek through
valuables from TV sets to ap- Saginaw family.
Kentucky history at Waveland
pliances to jewelry.
IN MONTEREY. Calif., State Shrine near Lexington.
Under one such program,
called "Project Theft-Guard," where the program has been
The children were one of 10
stickers are available to alert underway since 196,3, police classes throughout the state
thieves 'to the fact . that the officials there report plat as of
family -has' inscribed its salu-; 1970, the 4,000 participating who have participated in the
ables. These stickers ate posted families had only three bur- newly begun Kentucky Heritage
at front and back doors and glories. The • 7,000 non- Program, especially designed
other likely'plariee of entry. - - participating . _ _families__ ... had for students, at the elegant
. ACCORDING TO- - Dremel more than 1,800 burglaries..
mansion which bears an inRep. Claude . Pepper of
Manufacturing Co. Racina,
teresting history of its own.
the
Select
chairman
of
Florida
Wis., makers of electric ellgray
- els and Which is making Commettee-es- Crillon said, "--A---.. A w ell-preser ved, Greek
"Project Theft-Guard" ma- program such.atilt* could he 'revival structure, Waveland
wrists available to munici- easily initiated. n_ virtually all' dates from 1847 when it was
- panties -trid:---etsitt----igentips, .he 0-P-s4- :-!---- -, - - '
it by Joseph Bryan, cornprogram is being implemented
in various ways. .
In Michigan, independentinsurance agents are sponsoring

Aliens Urged
To Fill Out
Address Form

AND EXPERT INSTALLIMON
-TOP-QUALITY bfiglife

INSTALLED ON ALL 4
WHEELS...
041
Replace those worn, unsafe brake shoes
now at a BIG SAVING! Genuine Longlife bonded brake shoes give yfu 25%
'more braking area-tad 5.0%_more lining
depth. 12-299-1,311

LOW, EASY TERMS
HEAVY
DUTY

&Ole

MUFFLERS

We Guarantee You-Never-Need Buy Another
Muffler as lont-ai---Voi-Own our Car!

CRICK
T11151 FEATURES

SHOCKS
04 INSTALLED

i Safety •ngineor•d with gas-tight
hoed-to-shall foal to pr•v•nt
clangorous {oaks
,
Quality d•sign•cl interior with
Intoirnal supports.

cip

ALL DAY THURSDAY

i; Reg. Box

99

$1.25 Value

each
mostcars

Quality dissigned itatisrior with soparat• coatings al aluminum, cadmium, ',cid and tiro.

50-52 5 ont Pickups '411-53
PISTALLID

Install E.Z Ride Shocks on your car and bring back
that new car riding comfort and safety! a-600,636-1

All ()that Muffls to Fit Most Con
SALI P510

INSTMLID

E-Z Ride Heavy Duty
Golden Ultra Shocks

ft" 1499

3 Pieces Chicken, Potatoes with Gravy,
Col. Slaw, Rolls
COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE

Kettucky fried ekiekat.
12th & Sycamore

Phone 753-7101
imommissmens-

CAR STARTING

(Murray Only)

9

E-Z Ride
Original
Equipment Type

For a
SOFTER
RIDEI

— INSTALLED

Come in for FREE Muffler Inspection

* SPECIAL *

A

And many often are allowed
to try their hand at working
such items as a 50-year-old twoharness counterbalance loom.
The house's slave quarters,
various craft shops, a country
store and blacksmith shop-all
restored with furniture, utensils
and tools characteristic of the
period-also are included in the
students' tour.
"It's very worthwhile,"
1..xington School third-grado
teacher Mrs. John Jackson Jr.,
said of the program after the
tour. "A visit to a museum like
this with its special
orientation for youngsters makes the
children's social studies courses
come alive.
"I'll be back with my class
every year," she promised.
Lexington School is a private
school located on Lane Allen
Road.
Waveland State Shrine,
purchased by the state last
July, is located five miles south
of Lexington-4f US-27. •

EXTRA SAVINGS
ON AUTO PARTS

cities, in conjunction with local
law enforcement agencies. In
Warren Township, N.)., a Lions---* Club has taken on the sponsorship. In Port Hueneme, Calif.,
it's a High Twelve Club.
Perhaps the- most--imustsal•
program sponsor, according to
Dremel, is in San Antonio,
Tex., where-Holy Cross High
School is sponsoring the program, as a fund-raising project,
to' help_mett __the schi3d1i-an.nual $75,000 deficit.

convinced the neighborhood
will regain its old, friendly
atmosphere.
-It won't be easy," said
SAN FRANCISCO - Wind
kicks -up scraps of paper and attorney Robert H. Laws, a
blows them past boarded-up former president of the HaightAshbury Neighborhood
shops on Haight Street.
Council,a group of citizens who
Bleiry-ilid - white hippies have been working for several
scuff along, Sometimes alone, years to try to _improve the
That the program has been
sometimes in small groups. neighborhood. "But 1 think it
Blacks sit on steps of seedy- will- happen ..,..-._buildings and look indifferentlyLaws developed an ulcer
at the hippies.
from his efforts to get neighStagnation has set in. Gone- borhood factions to -work
are the happy days, say in 1967, together. And still little is
when the flower children happening.
flocked to the Haight-Ashbury
The busiest places in the
scene from all over the United neighborhood today are the
States, maybe to oppose the branch post office, where
Vietnam war, maybe to smoke down-and-out youths wait for
R. W. Ahern, District
a little grass.
an occasional money order Director of the Immigration
What happened to "Hash- from home, and the Haight- and Naturalization Service,
bury," the symbol of the new Ashbury Medical Clinic's
Cleveland, Ohio, today urged
youth culture? What happened detoxification section, which
aliens in the area who have not
to the thousands of plump tries to help addicts kick
yet filled out alien address
middle-class kids who jammed heroin.
repOrt fonts to do so before
the sidewalks all day,
Here and there a stalwart
strumming guitars and leaning tittle owner will paint his January 31 in the nearest Immigration and Naturalization
on cars?
building. Here and there
"They've all gone - Haight housewives can be seen tending Service Office or local Post
Street is a bad scene today," ` flowers in tiny gardens. But, on Office.
The Immigration _official
said Adria Garabedian, who the . whole, Hashhuryi
a
once published a weekly neigh- culfural backwater in San pointed out that the -law
requires all non-citizens except
borhood shoppers' guide in the Francisco today. The number
Haight. "Heroin did it."
of old apartment buildings persons in diplomatic status
being occupied by hippie and fnreign representatives to
Hard-stuff pushers moved in
certain
international
and found they could sell communes is increasing.
And the people who want to organizations, such as the
enough "horse" to pay for their
own $100-a-day habits. The restore the neighborhood still United Nations, to report their
haven't come up with a formula address to the Government
flower children moved out and
left new hard-core hippie ad- that a majority of the residents each January.
dIbli among assorted drifters of the neighborhood 'an accept.
Mr. Ahern added: "The
Until they do, Haight- parent or legal guardian of an
who had come looking for
Ashbury will retain its bombed- alien child under fourteen (14)
action.
-.Thea-the-'-*offt" started- out appearance, .a place years of age must fill out the'
aimless address report form for such a
by
the stealing to' pay for heroin frequented
habits._ AULot-it - burglary, youngsters who shuffle
child in order to comply with the
a ien
shoplifting, mugging_ and sidewalks littered with brt
glass and rubble.
ilied stickups right on-trie
He declared: "We have tried
streets. And murder.
In _make -it.-as-corivaniont
People who'd taught houses
SLAYINGS HIT RECORD
possible for non-citizens to meet
in the Haight in the preceding
NEW YORK (AP) - There the
address
report
decade or so because they liked were 1,625. homicide victims in requirements; knd, in view of —
its international and interracial New York City in 1971, a new the serious penalties for willful
middle-class flavor suddenly high, says Chief Medical Exam- violation, all persons subject to found living in the neigh- iner Dr. Milton Helper'', In De-'4
(*timber a record 172 persons the address report law are
borhood unpleasant.
urged to fulfill this obligation
Neighborhood shopping were sliiin in the city.
'Police attribute the record before the end of January."
became dangerous. Business
Mr. Ahern advised: "It is
fell off First one shop closed, number of killings to the lack of
easy
for an alien to meet this
gun-control
laws.
then another. One plate glass
Previous record highs Were requirement. The procedure
window was broken, then
another. Today Haight Street in 1970, when 1,250 persons died has been broadened to allow an
in homicides here, and in Au- alien to mail the address report
looks like World War II Landon gust of 1971 when 158 persons form to the nearest office of the
,were killed.
Imigration and Naturalization
during the blitz. .
Service. Or, as in the past, the
Real estate values.aie down,
in some cases by 35- per cent.
alien may obtain the necessary
GALS BUY THE CARDS
Banks are reluctant to lend
form at any Immigration and
money to the few people
Naturalization Service Office or
'NEW YORK (API - "Single
courageous enough to want to
girls have a ball each year buy- Post Office, and after filling it
reopen the shops. And if you
ing St. Valentine's Day cards.' Out, may still return it to the
are foolish enough to walk
says Jrving Cohen. president of clerk. Any non-citizen who is ill
through the area at night you
may send a friend or relative to
a card chain
almost deserve your fate.
"This is the one day in the obtain the card for him and
But-does all this mean' the year when the gals- really can after filling it out, follow
one of
permanent residents are take the initiative, and don't the
procedures which I've just
moving out' No. Most are think they don't IMOw it."
mentioned."
By HAROLD Y.JONES
Cepley News Service
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ails And RapidsLeather And Prunella
Leaves form a canopy of
shadows over Kentucky's
Yahoo Falls where the water
drops 113 feet into a tranquil
pool. In the forest maze-it is
easy to visualize Princess
Cornblossom, clad in leather
and prunella (leggings arg_
Woolen dress), gliding through
the forest and pausing at the
falls.
Further down on the South
-Fork of the Cumberland River,
Devil's Jump rapids take the
viewer back to a period when.
Princest CornblosSom's birth
-bark canoe could have careened
through the turbulent waters
around half-submerged rocks in
the rapids.
Today visitors to the Daniel
National
Boone
Forest,
operated by the U.S. Forest
Seryice near Whitley City, Ky.,
can stand underneath the falls
looking out through the veil of
water at buckeye, American.
basswood and poplar trees 300
ars old. AT I:YMT.8-7;•
;
rapids fill the air with the sound
of their
relentless pounding
against massive boulders.
Peeking around the trees and
rocks are rhododendron,
mountain laurel, dogwood and
sourwood-all blooming in their
seasons.
Perhaps the best view of
Yahoo Falls comes in the winter
when the water freezes into a
phantasm of shimmering ice
sculpture.
Yahoo Falls was as unmarred
in the tin*'of, Princess Cornblossom as tt-ts today. -The
princess was the daughter of
Chief Doublehead, principal
chief of the Cherokees in the
McCreary County area, and the
wife of Jacob (Big Jake)
Troxel, one of the first settlers
there. Troxel is credited with
• preventing Chief Doublehead's
forces from joining the Tories
for the battle of King's Mountain, paving the way for a
decisive victory by Colonial
forces_k_the. Revolutionary
War.
Troxel*--grave-hritt-therentrance to the Yahoo Falls
Recreation Area, off Ky-700.
• Within the area are facilities for

Schoolnrollment
Still Rising

•

Es

U.

and
parking, picnicking
camping, as well as drinking
water and rest rooms. Trails
with names like Skyline, Cliffside and Roaring Rocks lead the
visitor to overlooks for views of
the falls and the rugged
counsisie_;
one of the 25 natural sandstone
arches charted in the Stearns
Ranger District., and to paths
crossing swift-moving streams.
Each of these trails runs about
one-half mile and takes around
30 minutes to traverse. Underneath the shelf of the falls
are the remains of an Indian
rock house, and nearby is a
system of unexplored caves.
Below the falls, Alum Ford
boat launching
provides
facilities and Forest Service
campgrounds. Other campsites
can be found at Sawyer, Great
Meadow and Hemlock Grove.
Runs of walleye pike lure
fishermen to the South Fork of
the Cumberland River in the
'frig. Anglers
bass and catfiSh there. Winding
through a half-loop, the South
Fork heaves its water through a
rock-rimmed canyon to create
the rapids at Devil's Jump.
Canoeing through Devils JUITIP
down to Leatherwood Ford is
only for the hardier sportsman
with knowledge of both the sport
and the stream. DOB's Jump
can be reached via US-27 from
Stearns and Forest Service
Road 704.
•
_ Yahoo Falls, in the same
mystic woodland of Princess
• blossom's days, still stirs
up a thundering storm, aqd the
rapids at Devil's Jump are
often called Kentucky's most
dangerous white water.
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

School enrollments under the
G.I. Bill continued their upward
trend in November,scoring a 13
per cent increase over October
a 22 per cent hike over
November 1970, the Veterans
Administration reported today.
VA officials said 1,181,000
veterans and servicemen
trained in-November compared
to 1,043,000 in October and
971,000 in November last year.
Of those in training in
November,.737,000 were in
college, a 25 per cent increase
over year ago.
The 354,000 veterans and
servicemen in training in
November below the college
level were 19 percent more than
for the same month last year,
VA officials noted.
On-the-job training edged up
only slightly to 91,000 in
November from 90,000 in October, but this was a seven
percent increase over the 84,500
in training in November 1970.
Sizeable enrollment increases
also were recorded during
Novell:best:ill VA's Dependents'
Educational Assistance (DEA)
program. At 41,000 enrollments
were up 23 percent over October
and 16 percent over November
last year. - •
Officials explained that DEA
is for wives, widows and
children of veterans whose
deaths or permanent,. total
disabilities were____service,
connected. Wives and children
of servicemen missing in action
or prisoners of war for more
than 90 days also were brought
by
under the program
legislation enacted last., year.
The 20,300 disabled veterans
vocational
in
enrolled
rehabilitation programs in
November were a 13 percent
increase over the 17,900 in
training in October, and nine
percent more than in November
a
1970.

OPERATION FACELIFT
PETERBOROUGH, England
( AP) - Business is booming
for pensioner Ernie Gutteridge
- he charms away warts. Demand for his services is so
great that Ernie, 68, has had to
set up a mail-order department.
"I send full instructions with a
piece of evergreen cut from a
Animal glue, Ma& from"
bush in my garden," he said.
hoofs and bones, probahides,
yet."
failure
a
"I've not had
to prehistoric
The fees he gets go to charity. bly was known

KIEL. Germany (AP/ Crossbreed a poodle and a
wolf and you get a poowo
and some clue to the origins of
man's best friend.
Crossbreeding experiments
at Kiel University have led researchers'to conclude the wolf
is forefather to the dog. Man
has-been the mate
long selective process'that has
changed a fierce, preying animal into a tame house pet.
-The dog is a wolf that has
-been adapted to the conditions
Of living in domesticity.- said
Prof. Wolf Herre. director of
the 10 year project.
Herre has ruled out the jackal and coyote as dog's ancient
ancestor_
•*There is a biological theory
of breeding that nolds that only
.animais belonging together
mate voluntarily.'' Herre said:
Experiments at Kiet-

srm

demonstrated the mating of a
jackal and a poodle to be posP
sible. but difficult. Attempts to
Crosifireed a needle and coyote
have failed at Kiel. although
similar attempts have succeeded in. the United States.'
No difficulty exists here or in
the wilderness -in bringing
wolves and dogs together.
_ respects-the-well-issuperior to the dog, but Herre
• will not make a value judgment
on which animal is smarter.
"They are -just different." he
maintains.
The wolf has a larger brain.
-is-inore aggressive, has a-more
- developed social sense, sharper
senses of sight, hearing and
smell and can outsun.and out- •'
hunt most dogs.
"All in all." Herre says,-the
Wolf's behavior is much more
.eornPlex _The.dogs behavior is
simple in eomparison.11
Dogs tend to be one-sided

-11111••• woe

sa
4.4

111
PODWOS AT PLAY - These bleat-fitted animals are poowos, the offspring of a poodle
father and a wolf mother. They combine characteristics of both animals Crossbreeding
experiments at Germany's Kiel University have led researchers to conclude the wolf is
adapted to the
"The dog is a wolf. that
forefather to the dog. As one .says.
„ has been
.

Ginger Will Ask Funds For Program
FRANKFORT, 'Ky.-State special education programs: He
-said these two progr
Superintendent of Public
strution Lyman Ginger is "stepped up considerably" in
planning to ask the General the coming year.
In another area, Ginger said
Assembly to fund a task force
study which will determine how he believes local school boards
to initiate a statewide kin- should "cooperate more with
dergarten program.
- • , the,. community and-let
into the planning."
Ginger outlined This and other •
He mentioned libraries. and
proposals he plans to submit to
the 1972 legislature in a taped recreational facilities as
interview for Kentucky radio programs the school systems
could shire with the citizens of
-- stations.
By the second harlif the their community when school it
biennium, Ginger said, he hopes not in session.
to establish 100 -pilot" kindergarten units throughout the
Delivery of mail by air was
te and then move full swing deineastrated- 4n- theinto the kindergarten program States and England in 19I1, with
the first regular U.S. cliIUan
in the following biennium.
He said he also hopes to service beginning in 1918.
receive funds to expand the
state's vocational education and

in

specialists, bred'by man to be
either hunting hounds, pointers,
retrievers, racers, watch dogs:
lap dogs and, in the case of
hairless breeds, living warmwater bottles. .
The wtarOirtho-"is a decathlon athlete." th
professor observed.
Although the wolf is more of
a social animal than the dog.i.1
also has a tremericus•drive to
be an top of the patirThis
one reason a wolf makes for a
risky pet. A time comes when
I-challenges-the superiority of its master.
-11erre estimates the transformation of wolf to dog began
about 10.000 years ago, when
man first made pets of unusual-

Broadway satires
evening with Nixon,

ly friendly wolves and selectively bred_ these tame outsiders- whose chances of survival in the wilds would have
been slim.
'idan.itairlintdgressiveness of wolves. He selected only those animals who
sought no conflict with man,"
Herre said.
ids -experiment, Herre
chose the larger king poodles
because of the animals' distinetive lone hbisk hair- _
"We figured we could distinguish. better with poodles_
than with German shepherds,
whiCh look too much like
wolves,'Herre explained.
The 40 first generation

SPECIAL PURCHASE

A political satire, "An Evening With Richard Nixon,"
built around statements made
by Nixon during his political
career, is to be produced on
advray next lktarc
Written by Gore Vidal, the
play will include other political
and historical figures as well.

0 1E0 PRICES

MST)

OUR

THE SAVINGS ARE ON US DURING ouR

poowos fp0Odle-wolves are
the' poodles,
black furred
but otherwise a biological and
behavioral mixture of both animals The ears are more stand
'tip like a Wolf's than floppyllW a poodle's. Their eyes are set
like a poodle but glare at you
like those of a wolf.
The brains of the poown.
Herre said, turned'out lobes,
mosaid
ponents- not inherited in their
_from one or the other
animal..
....Comparative- studies of dissected animals has. in Herre's
view.-confirmed that "only'the
wolf, canis lupus, is the forefather of all house dogs."
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